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a feeling of relief and yet of regret prevails as the final pages of the 1935 blue print are assembled—the production of this volume has reached its termination. the editor realizes more than ever that the work of producing such a book is not that of a few but of many, each an indispensable part of the whole. each and every member of the staff may be assured that his efforts have been more than appreciated. we sincerely hope our purpose to present something new and different has been achieved. this hope will be realized, if, in the years to come, this volume brings you memories of friends—and of life at georgia tech.
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the staff has attempted something new in themes. in our effort to make this book a real living memory --- a reminder of the happy days left behind, we have used as an introduction to the various books the artists' conception of student life. a theme of real campus life has been our objective. we hope you like it.
"Yet all experience is an arch wherethro'
Gleams that untravelled world..."
"But let my due feet never fail
To walk the studious cloister's pale,
And love the high embowéd roof,
With antique pillars massy proof."
"Saw the heavens filled with commerce, argosies of magic sails,
Pilots of the purple twilight, dropping down with costly bales . . ."
"... Most blest
He who has found our hid security."
"And storied windows richly dight,
Casting a dim religious light."

"Turrets and pinnacles in answering files,
Extended high above a dusky grove."
"This is the wey to al good aventure."
ADMINISTRATION
President of Georgia Tech for the past thirteen years, Dr. Marion Luther Brittain has become renowned as a leading educator. He received his A.B. degree from Emory University, his LL.D. from Mercer University, University of Georgia, and Emory University.
WILLIAM VERNON SKILES

Kindly, learned, austere, possessed of the dignified reserve of a scholar and the sympathetic geniality of a gentleman, Dean William Vernon Skiles has achieved the highest of rewards, the love and admiration of both student body and faculty. He received his B.S. at the University of Chicago, his A.M. at Harvard University, and his Sc.D at the University of Georgia.

THE DEAN OF THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY
OFFICERS OF THE ADMINISTRATION

MARION LUTHER BRITTAiN, A.B., LL.D.
President

WILLIAM VERNON SKILES, B.S., A.M., Sc.D.
Dean

FLOYD FIELD, A.B., A.M.
Dean of Men

JAMES ER SKINE Mc DANIEL, M.A., A.B., LL.B.
Director of the Co-Operative Department

FRANK K. HOUSTON, C.P.A.
Treasurer
In March, 1930, the Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics awarded the Georgia School of Technology the sum of $300,000, for the establishment of an aeronautical center of learning and research in the South.

The Aeronautical Engineering curriculum offers opportunities for both undergraduate and graduate study. Courses are offered in Aerodynamics, Theory of Flight, Airplane Design, and Aeronautic Laboratory (Wind Tunnel Practice). The curriculum in addition contains a background of general studies which are essential to the engineer no matter what his specialty.

The Department is well equipped for its work having in addition to classrooms and offices, two wind tunnels, a model shop, a large drafting room, a branch library, and it has also recently acquired a 300 horsepower autogiro for flight testing.

As this is the only Guggenheim School in the South, much is expected of it from the standpoint of aeronautical research and the present program places particular emphasis on the problems of safety in flight and streamlining of high speed vehicles both of which are subjects of vital importance in this new and rapidly growing branch of engineering.

MONTGOMERY KNIGHT
Director, Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics
In 1901, with the growth of the Georgia School of Technology, a course in Engineering Chemistry was established. Purposely it was not called Chemical Engineering as it is now because of the lack of facilities to offer studies recognized as essential to that degree. In recent years department expansion has made it possible to change the title of the course to Chemical Engineering.

In 1906 there was first offered a four-year course in Chemistry for those more interested in Chemistry as a pure science than its industrial applications. However the engineering course has always been the more popular.

In normal times industries absorb our Chemical engineers who enter their profession in chemical manufacturing plants with the hope of becoming managers, control men, or operators, while others take up the design of machinery. Chemists are usually inclined toward laboratory and research, while many continue their studies in various graduate schools.

It is our belief that the growth of industrial activities in the South will offer an attractive field for our graduate holding either degree.

GILBERT HILLHOUSE BOGGS
Head of Department
Obviously the main objective of the course in Architecture is to train men to become architects. As designers and supervisors of construction, architects are called upon to take a leading position in the building industry, and must possess a wide variety of knowledge and capabilities. The school course is necessarily of considerable breadth and duration. In addition there is a secondary objective based on a recognition of the fact that an architectural education may serve as a good preparation for certain occupations outside the profession of architecture.

Architecture is a creative field and combines the imaginative and the practical. Those who have a leaning towards both the artistic and the scientific find this an absorbing course of study.

The problem method used in design, by which each student works out his own solution of a given problem, parallels certain phases of actual practice and serves as the best possible preparation for the all-important role of designer in an architect's organization.

HAROLD BUSH-BROWN
Head of Department
GENERAL SCIENCE

The General Science course leading to the degree, Bachelor of Science, was established in 1923. It was designed for three classes of students: (1) for students who wish a broad training in general scientific subjects, (2) for students who have the time and means to secure a general education before taking up professional curricula, and (3) for students who plan to go into business or industrial activities that do not require highly specialized training. In this course science predominates, but provision is made, however, for a wide choice of electives in business, engineering, and general studies. It is the only course offered by the institution in which this wide choice of electives is permitted.

The General Science course will be discontinued with the class graduating June, 1937. To replace this course have been established courses in General Engineering and Industrial Management.

DEAN W. VERNON SKILES
Director

DEAN W. VERNON SKILES,
B.S., A.M., Sc.D.
B.S., University of Chicago; A.M., Harvard University; Sc.D., University of Georgia.
Beta Theta Pi, Phi Beta Kappa, Omicron Delta Kappa, Georgia Academy of Science.
Civil Engineering is the profession of construction. Its story needs no writing for it is engraved on the earth itself. Modern canals, dams, highways, water systems, bridges, and sky-scrappers picture civil engineering achievement as likewise do the pyramids of Egypt, the aquaducts of Rome, and the centuries of intervening construction. As long as construction work is required to further civilization, so long will there be a field of endeavor for these builders who will serve for the most part, as they have in the past, unknown and unrecorded.

The early engineers did not have the advantages of an engineering education for engineering colleges have been developed, with few exceptions, in the last two generations, and, even now, the science of how to build cannot be taught permanently since methods change rapidly as research increases knowledge.

The Civil Engineer needs a thorough understanding of fundamental data which he can use on each project rather than specialized information of extremely limited application, therefore the Civil Engineering students at Tech are drilled thoroughly in basic subjects.

FRANKLIN C. SNOW
Head of Department
Mechanical Engineering was the first course to be established at the Georgia School of Technology. This course was given several years before any other course or degree was offered. The purpose of the Mechanical Engineering curriculum is to teach the student the fundamentals of engineering so as to best fit him for entering the profession. No attempt is made at specialization, although a graduate year is offered for those who wish to specialize in some particular field. The opportunities for graduates are many. They may enter the field of management, manufacturing, transportation, power production, research, and many other fields of like nature. The "New Deal" specifically contemplates the removal of several million acres of land production in the South—this means that the industrial development of the South will be pushed, and the opportunities for graduates in Mechanical Engineering are therefore greatly increased. Out of the class of '34, 48 men of 56 are already placed in engineering work, which is unusually good for a depression year.

ROY S. KING
Head of Department

ROY STEVENSON KING,
M.E., M.Sc., Sc.D.
M.E., Ohio State University; M.Sc.,
University of Minnesota; Sc.D.,
University of Georgia.
Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, Pi Tau
Sigma.
Funds for the Electrical building were provided in 1900, at which time the Department was founded, although degrees in Electrical Engineering had been given in 1898.

The curriculum is planned to give one who pursues it an excellent foundation in chemistry, physics, mathematics, economics, English, and public speaking, as well as the fundamentals of radio, hydro-electric, steam power, and electrical engineering in general. Parallel with the theoretical work are carefully planned laboratory courses, beginning with the first year in Chemistry and continuing throughout the four years in the various engineering branches studied. The laboratory work is so conducted as to enable the student to verify theory by performing fundamental experiments. The engineering subjects together with the others give an excellent mental training as well as a first-class ground work for the graduate, so that, even though he does not follow electrical engineering, his college education is found to be as good as any he could have taken for general purposes.

THOMAS W. FITZGERALD
Head of Department
CERAMIC ENGINEERING

Organized in 1923, the Department of Ceramic Engineering is the oldest in the South and one of the relatively few in American universities. The courses of instruction are designed to give a basic theoretical and practical knowledge of the mineral and clay-working industries, with emphasis placed upon the development of our native resources.

Favored with advantages in raw materials, labor fuel, and climate the South has logically encouraged ceramic industrial growth. Many branches of the industry are represented in satisfactory numbers, and these are turning to technical guidance for better control of cost and quality. Other ceramic industries such as those producing dinnerware, electrical porcelain, sanitary ware, and fire brick are either not represented or are not in the numbers the market or industrial advantages justify. In this direction the future is promising. Through its graduates, research, and facilities the Department of Ceramic Engineering is taking a leading part in southern clay-working progress.

ARTHUR VAN HENRY
Head of Department
The Textile Department gave the first instruction in textile education in the South in February, 1899. In December, 1897, the Legislature made an appropriation for the establishment of the Textile Department, provided that the friends of the school contribute a like amount. Largely through the gifts of Mr. Aaron French, of Pittsburgh, it was possible to raise these funds. In commemoration of his generosity, the Textile Department is known as the A. French Textile School.

The course of instruction leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Textile Engineering, and includes a sound foundation in engineering subjects, in addition to the purely textile branches. The work of the first three years is uniform, but during the senior year, the student may have the choice of several options.

Textile manufacturing has, during recent years, become the leading industry in the South, and offers unusual opportunities for the technically trained man. Our graduates are filling positions of responsibility in the various mills and branches of the textile industry throughout this state and section.

CHARLES A. JONES
Director, A. French Textile School
In Memory of

C. A. Summerlin, Jr.
CLASSES
SENIORS
Senior Class

It seems as only yesterday that the Graduating Class of 1935 entered Tech, and were buying chapel seats, paying rent on the radiators and contributing to a fund to erect a canopy over the sun dial. Indeed it has been a pleasure to have been here for the past four years. There are times when the sledding has been hard it is true, but if the friendships we have acquired were our only accomplishments we could still look back on four happy years.

The span of years from 1931 till 1935 have wrought many changes with the group of Freshmen that entered Tech from the wilds of their native Climes, riding street cars for the novelty of it and learning to cope with the complications of the dial phones, believing we were the only thought of the local girls as they so adequately described it, learning year by year the discount current in all the girlish prattle.

From the beginning with an enrollment of 600 the scythe of the faculty, the sting of the depression, and circumstances too innumerable to reiterate here, have cut the class to 340, who, in June, will march to the tune of Onward Christian Soldiers, all capped and gowned, to receive the goal of our endeavors, the sheep skin.

It is our hope that the class has etched on the escutcheon at Tech a record worthwhile for our having been here.

As you scan the pages of this volume we know that the accomplishment compiled will speak for itself. We hope that as the pages of this book have yellowed with time that we
Senior Class

can look back upon a work that is well done—one that will reflect credit upon our Alma Mater. We are positive that its pages will constantly remind us of the happy moments that we have spent with each other laying the foundation for what is to come. To cope with adversity, at its best is a herculean task, however, we cannot help but feel that our contacts in college, in the social life, the classroom, in the labs, the shops, on the athletic fields, and in every phase of college endeavor, have helped us to build up the proper foundation for coping with the most intangible of forces—the future.

No resume of the activities of the class would be complete without a word to the faculty and administration. There have been times that all of us have been prone to be all but complimentary to these groups, but looking back we find they have been most lenient, human and understanding. We believe that under the same given conditions we ourselves would have been prone to act very unwisely in cases that they have handled without flaw or imperfection, that at the time were very hard to cope with or understand.

The Class of 1935 makes no glaring or glamorous statements as to the future. We make no predictions for future presidents, or revolutionists of the Universe. However, we do believe sincerely that whenever, wherever one of the class may be seen in the future, regardless of the field of endeavor, we are positive we will find men that are giving 100% to make our Alma Mater proud of our ever having entered its portals as meek Freshmen in 1931. When the sea of life gets roughest and the sailing seems impossible, memories of school days at Tech will make the calm. After all, the score is minor, the way the game is played counts, and we are sure that every man of the Class of 1935 will always play a game of which Georgia Tech will be proud.
Robert Stephens Albright
Atlanta, Ga.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

William Ogle Alt
Jacksonville, Fla.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

John Averett Anderson
West Point, Ga.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

Waine Archer, Jr.
Clemson, S.C.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

Addison Murphy Ask
Albany, Ga.
CHEMISTRY

Miguel Angel Arsuaga
Puerto Rico
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Ernest Howard Atkinson
Atlanta, Ga.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Charles Walton Baird
Columbus, Ga.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Wright Paulk, President of the Senior Class, Pi Delta Epsilon Prexy, Anak, Interfraternity Council Treasurer, and activities galore have made Wright Paulk a busy man while at Tech, to say nothing of the time he has given to his fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi. A pleasing personality and ability of the first degree have made him a Senior favorite.
FRANK HARRINGTON BAKER, JR.
Atlanta, Ga.
GENERAL SCIENCE ΣAE

HOLLIS CLAUDE BALLARD
Tifton, Ga.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Tau Beta Pi; Honor Roll, 2, 4; Alpha Chi Sigma; Cross Country

ROBERT MAXWELL BANDY
Atlanta, Ga.
GENERAL SCIENCE ΦKΦ
Honor Roll, 2, 3; For Varsity, Alaska; TECHNIQUE, 2;
Marionettes, Business Manager, 2, 3; President, 4; M. L. B.
British Debate Society, Secretary, 2, President, 4;
"Y" Cabinet; Fencing Team; Manager, Yellow Jacket Club

CHARLES ARNOLD BARNES
Atlanta, Ga.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

GEORGE JOSEPH BATES
Winston-Salem, N. C.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
A. I. Ch. E.

ROBERT THOMAS BEALL
Dublin, Ga.
GENERAL SCIENCE ΦΚΚ

ROBERT LEWIS BELL
Sylvania, Ga.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

ROGER LAMAR BENNETT
Xenia, Ohio
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Honor Roll, 2; Kappa Eta Kappa; Fencing; Track

LESTER EUGENE BESSEMER
Clearwater, Fla.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Honor Roll, 1; Kappa Eta Kappa; Basketball Society; Lieutenant, 4, 5

* "Billy," Sigma Alpha Epsilon, presents a very diversified list of activities. President of the Student Council, Lieutenant Commander of the Navy, Anak, and activity in practically every field of student life, speak for themselves, and "Billy" Glenn's ability.
Mac Keiser has found plenty of time for activities after a hard day of learning to become a Mechanical Engineer. As a member of the tennis team he is outstanding. His work on publications, Pi D. E., and his fraternity, Pi Kappa Phi, have made Mac a very popular student.
Chris Irby, Sigma Chi, Senior Football Manager, and countless other activities, has given more than his share of time to Georgia Tech. Accomplishment with a pleasant personality is hard to beat.
Hoke is a true southern gentleman, and a member of Kappa Alpha fraternity. His activities include many hours on the publications, a member of Bulldog, Skull and Key, Scabbard and Blade. Hoke Smith Simpson is an ardent worker, admired by his fellow classmates.
"Bucket-Head," a member of Phi Delta Theta, Inter-Collegiate Golf Champion, Anak, O. D. K., Phi Kappa Phi, Business Manager YELLOW JACKET, coupled with scores of other honors, a most pleasing personality and an aptitude for accomplishment makes Charlie Yates a truly outstanding student.
FRED LEON COWARD, JR.  
Winter Park, Fla.  
CIVIL ENGINEERING  
Σ Χ  
Κ. D. K.; Πi Delta Epsilon; Civil Crew; BLUE PRINT,  
Technique. 1, 2, 3, 4. Assistant Business Manager,  
Business Manager. 3, 2, 1, 4. Senior Manager.

BRUCE KILDARE CRAIG, JR.  
Selma, Ala.  
ARCHITECTURE  
ΤΑU BETA Ρ. Non-Athletic. Team I, 2, 3.

JOHN JAMES CROFT, JR.  
Atlanta, Ga.  
ARCHITECTURE  
Σ Ο. T. C.; Architectural Society. Lieutenant, R. O. T. C.

CARL RAYMOND CUNNINGHAM, JR.  
Atlanta, Ga.  
TEXTILE ENGINEERING  
Φ Σ  
Phi Rho; Baseball 1, 2.

NICHOLAS DAMIANOS  
Nassau, Bahamas Islands  
MERCHANTS ENGINEERING

WILLIAM ALLAN DARDEN  
Nashville, Tenn.  
CIVIL ENGINEERING  
Φ Κ Σ  
Civil Crew; M. L. Brittain Debating Society; Track, Cross Country.

BENJAMIN JOSEPH DASHER  
Macon, Ga.  
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  
Σ Κ Ε  
Kappa Sigma; Skull and Key; Bulldog; ΠΠ Club Secretary, 3, 4. Track, 1, 2, 3, 4. rifle Team 1.

JAMES THOMAS DAVENPORT  
Atlanta, Ga.  
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  
Σ Κ Ε  
Kappa Sigma; Skull and Key; Bulldog; ΠΠ Club Secretary, 3, 4. Track, 1, 2, 3, 4. Rifle Team 1.

THOMAS HOUSTON DAVIS, JR.  
Atlanta, Ga.  
GENERAL SCIENCE  
Α Α Τ  
Football 1, 2, 3, 4.

* "Shorty," is a Sigma Nu, Anak, O. D. K. Student Council, Inter-Fraternity Council Vice-President, and four years of starring on both the gridiron and diamond goes to show that this mighty atom has let no grass grow under his feet while at Tech. "Tad" and Florida seem to be the big interest now for Clarence Roberts.
RAPHAEL PIERRE DAWSON, JR.
Atlanta, Ga.
GENERAL SCIENCE
K Σ
O. D. K.; Honor Council; Student Council; Scabbard and Blade; Pi Delta Epsilon, Science Club President.
4: TECHNIQUE, 1, 2, 3, 4; Associate Editor, 3, 4;
YELLOW JACKET, 1, 2, 3, 4; Associate Editor, 3, 4;
4: Lieutenant Naval R. O. T., C. 2; Basketball Manager, 1, 2;
Track, 1, 2.

ANTONIO ABEN DEALMAR
San Jose, Costa Rica
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Honor Roll, 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Eta Sigma Gold "T"; Tau Beta Pi; O. D. K.; Phi Eta Sigma; Phi Kappa Phi; Pi Delta Epsilon; Fly-By-Body Club; YELLOW JACKET, 1, 2, 3, 4;
Art Editor, 3, 4; Newman Club; N. A. A.; Cosmonaut Club; Leprosy Club.

THORNTON MEADOWS DEAS
Atlanta, Ga.
ARCHITECTURE
J T I
Interfraternity Council; Architectural Society; Charteau Club; BLUE PRINT, 1, 2, 3, 4; Art Editor, 3, 4.

JAMES SMITH DOUGHERTY
Atlanta, Ga.
GENERAL SCIENCE
3 Ρ II
Scientia Club: Rolls Team, 1, 2, 3, 4; Marionettes; Debating, 3; Lieutenant R. O. T. C.; Swimming, 1, 2, 3, 4; Manager, 3; Senior Manager, 4.

LEO JACOB DRUM, JR.
Montgomery, Ala.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Φ Ρ ΙI

CHARLES LINTON DRUMMOND
Kennesaw, Ga.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Dillon Kalkhurst is Editor-in-Chief of the TECHNIQUE, a member of Anak, Student Council, Pi Delta Epsilon, and many other honors. Delta Tau Delta certainly deserves to be proud of "Speak."
Seniors

CHARLES ELLIS DUNCAN
Vero Beach, Fla.
ARCHITECTURE
II K
Architectural Society; Band; Track

HUDSON CLAIBORNE EAST
Lake Charles, La.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Crew; Captain, O. C. T. C., Rifle Team, 1, 2, 3, 4, Captain

CHARLES ELLIS EDENFIELD
Atlanta, Ga.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
V's Singers; Secretary; Track; Baseball, 1, 2, 3, 4.

WILLIAM ESCO EDWARDS, JR.
Augusta, Ga.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Honor Roll, 1

ROBERT CARL ELEY, JR.
Macon, Ga.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Honor Roll, 1

ROBERT ALEXANDER ERDIN
Patterson, N. J.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Φ K Τ
Yellow Jacket Club; N. A. A.

FREDERIC HENRY ENDOFF
Cambridge, N. D.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

AUGUSTUS LAW ERVIN, JR.
Florence, S. C.
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
Φ K Τ
Naval Reserve, Pi Delta Epsilon, Skull and Keys, Builder, 1 A A, President, 4; Free Body Club, President, 4; YELLOW JACKET, 3, 4; Cheer Leader, 1, 2, 3, 4.

EDWARD WILEY FERGUSON
Columbia, Ga.
GENERAL SCIENCE

Mr. "Dog" Dawson, O. D. K., Student Council, and President of the Scientia Club, combined with other honors makes Pierre Dawson well in the know of things at Tech. However, without his cheery disposition and his pleasing personality, we would have missed lots from his association. His fraternity is Kappa Sigma.
Marion Moody is a Phi Sigma Kappa. His activities and his interest in school life has brought him many friends all over the campus. His O. D. K. and Tau Beta Pi keys are a result of hard work, leadership, and ability.
"Tony" comes to us from the Alpha Tau Omega's. His activities are outstanding, and Thornton Dees, if he had only the Art work of this volume to his credit, could be justly proud of a work well done.
John Gray Commins is President of the Non-Fraternity organization. In other words, you political fraternity men beware. Gray has piled up a bunch of honors for himself in publications, Kappa Eta Kappa, and Pi Delta Epsilon.
Jay Cannon, a member of Beta Theta Pi and Editor-in-Chief of the BLUE PRINT—who hopes that he has portrayed the activities of your college days at Georgia Tech in a fashion that will give you many pleasant memories.
Phi Kappa Tau gives us Bob Eley. His many school activities linked with a pleasant smile, a cheery greeting, and the asset of being a good mixer makes Bob a very popular member of the Senior Class.
Charlie Sumner is the Business Manager of this book, and, needless to say, his extended trip to Europe this summer will be the envy of many a student. Delta Tau Delta claims "Foolie" and is proud of his activities.
"Pogie Joe," Inter-Fraternity Council, Phi Eta Sigma, Scientia, Bulldog, faithful worker in the cause of Kappa Sigma, with his wit, pleasing personality, and aptitude to be a real fellow at all times has made Joseph Hall a stand out.
Charlie Hoyt from Jacksonville finds his course very interesting and has made a big success in it. His scholastic honors, all the way from four years of Honor Roll to Phi Kappa Phi, his work with the band, and many other honors put him high in the list of outstanding students.
Charles Theodore Levy
Montgomery, Ga.
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Frank Elwood Lindstrom
Birmingham, Ala.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Crew: A. S. C. E., Debutante R. O. T. C.

Charles William Lines
Macon, Ga.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Honorable Roll: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Tau Beta Pi, Kappa Phi, Kappa; Eta Kappa Nu; Phi Delta Zeta, R. O. T. C.

Cornelius Hickman List
Sadde, Tex.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Civil Bowl Co-Op Club.

Jewel Marion Lister
Gadsden, Ala.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Thomas G. Little
Atlanta, Ga.
ARCHITECTURE
Phi Delta
Architectural Society; Chanticleer Club; BLUE PRINT, 3, 4.

Nathan Lobman
Montgomery, Ala.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Henry Sprott Long
Jasper, Ala.
ARCHITECTURE
Sigma Phi Tau; TECHNIQUE, 1.

George Alsobrook Love
Atlanta, Ga.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Fredric Holloway, has turned in an excellent account of his having been here four years.
"Freddie" is Business Manager of the TECHNIQUE, O. D. K., Varsity Baseball Manager. Presents a well-balanced account in activities for his having been in our midst for four years. A conscientious worker, a man who can be depended upon; Sigma Chi is Fred Coward’s fraternity.
First row: McClanahan, J., McClanahan, W., McCready.


Third row: McNair, M., McNair, S., Meehan.

Artist, cartoonist, and student are only a few of the words which describe Aben deAlmar. His participation in a variety of school activities and his membership in the leading organizations on the campus will be missed when he leaves us.
John Ridley brought us the most successful series of dances ever seen at Georgia Tech. Besides devoting most of his time to his job as President of the Interfraternity Council John is Anak, O. D. K., and participant in many other school activities. His fraternity is Phi Delta Theta.
Chi Psi gives us Chester Smith. Even the morning after the night before Chester can always give us a big smile. His work for his fraternity and for the organizations on the campus have made him a very popular member of the lodge.
"Al," who hails from far away Minnesota, Red Wing, to be exact, has made a record that is plenty worthwhile during his four years at Tech. Anak, Senior Vice-President, Non-Fraternity Executive Committee, Debater, Y. M. C. A., and Yellow Jacket Club. His work on the Yellow Jacket Club has been one of the years standout.
Before giving brickbats or bouquets to the editor, please see this gentleman, or architect if you prefer, at the Chi Phi House. He drew our cartoons for the subdivision pages. We like them, don't you? Thanks, Hal Greer.
"Pee Wee," Tackle par excellence for four years on the tornado, making All-Southern conference selection. Alternate captain this year's varsity squad. A cheery hello and a smile for everyone have made many friends for Clyde Williams, Sigma Nu, at Tech in the four years he has been with us.
May the BLUE PRINT take the pleasure of formally introducing Mr. Albert "Hoot" Gibson, or just "Socially Speaking" if you prefer. To him we owe much of the credit for the success of the three publications, a fine set of dances, and for his help in every phase of school activity.
Charlie Smith—a really dependable guy that seems to know what it's all about. A member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and 0. D. K. His scholastic and track record is one to be mighty proud of.
First row: Stanaland, Steedman, Steele.
Second row: Stender, Stevens, H., Stevens, R.
Third row: Stevenson, Suarez.

Daniel Butler Stevenson, Jr.
Lumberton, Miss.
Aeronautical Engineering
N.A.E., Vice-President; 4th Lacrosse.

Ben Arthur Strauss
Atlanta, Ga.
Mechanical Engineering
Phi E II

Oscar Suarez
Caracas, Venezuela, S.A.
Electrical Engineering
Honor Roll; 2nd; 4th; President's Cup; 21st; Kappa Eta Kappa; Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi; E.A.I.; Non-Fraternity Organization.

"Gordon," Anak, O. D. K., Tau Beta Pi; Phi Kappa Phi; Sigma Nu President, Varsity Swimmer, Blue Print; Yellow Jacket and campus honors in practically all phases of student life, have endeared Gordon Catts to the class of '35, a four years well spent, a man that will be missed greatly.
"Rut," Track man, honor man, a loyal worker in his Fraternity, Chi Phi. A pleasant smile, a hello for everyone has made a name for him while in our midst. Among the fairer sex whether or not they be Debutante, High School, Seminary or College girls, all know Rutledge Tufts.
Sidney McNair comes to us from Macon. A member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon and a valuable asset to the military department where he is Cadet Major. His many campus honors and a pleasant congeniality have won him a place in the realm of things at Tech.
Vin," Yellow Jacket Editor, Tau Beta Pi, President, O. D. K., Phi Kappa Phi, and campus honors in diversified fields belong to Phi Gamma Delta, Vincent Millen. These coupled with the idea that school really is a place for an education have accomplished lots for Vin.
Jere Perkerson says that conventions are quite the thing and that Boston is the place. Jere plays football, is a member of Anak, and is a leader in student activity. His fraternity, Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
Chick Meehan is President of the Y. M. C. A., Lieutenant Colonel of the Regiment, Member of the Student Council, and many other honors, all of which his fraternity, Phi Sigma Kappa, is justly proud.
JUNIORS
Junior Class

One morning in September, 1932, Dean Floyd Field found himself face to face with 494 new faces,—boys, who in the preceding June had graduated with high honors, or what not, from a great variety of high schools in the South, East, North, and West, but who now were insignificant freshmen in the campus life of Georgia Tech. Dean Field himself will probably admit that they were not a very intelligent looking group, but in their three years of higher education the members of the Junior Class have proved their merit in all student activities.

It was not long until the class was organized, and officers for the year elected: Billy Street, President, John Wilcox, Vice-President, and Ernest Lindsey, Secretary-Treasurer. During the year numerous members of the class turned their bountiful supply of energy towards accomplishment in scholarship, student activities, and athletics. The most outstanding successes of the year were made in scholarship, for probably no class can boast of as many good scholars as this one with Ralph Cole, Fred Cox, James Brown, Sam Gibson, Vernon Lyons, Don Salmon, and many others who have upheld efficiently the name of the class over a three-year period.

The class officers of the Sophomore year, Sundial Martin, President, Culver Kidd, Vice-President, and Billy Street, Secretary-Treasurer, were ably succeeded in the Junior year by Dan Holsenbeck, President, Culver Kidd, Vice-President, and Mason Williams, Secretary-Treasurer.

Now in the Junior year we find the class of 331 members divided among the various departments as follows: Architecture, 16; Aeronautics, 21; Ceramics, 2; Chemical Engineering, 47; Chemistry, 7; Civil Engineering, 33; Electrical Engineering, 50; General Science, 76; Industrial Management, 11; Mechanical Engineering, 58, and Textile Engineering, 10.
Junior Class

Outside of regular studies we find many Juniors lending their talents to many school activities. Among the outstanding workers on school publications we find Allen Morris, Harvey Fell, DeWitt Worrell, Culver Kidd, Fred Cox, Delos Spring, Phil Harr, Pop Siegel, Ed Sack, D. L. Echols, Dave Luntz, Charlie Lokey, Harvey West, and George Smith. Foremost in the activities of the debating club we find Sam Gibson and Rayford Kytle. To the work of three Juniors, Johnny Williams, Jimmy Simmons, and Rayford Kytle we owe much of the increasing importance of the Y. M. C. A. in the daily lives of Georgia Tech students. Representing the class on the Student Council we find Dan Holsenbeck, Culver Kidd, Mason Williams, John Wilcox, and Jack Rountree.

In the field of sports the Junior Class is remarkably outstanding. Among our football heroes we have John Wilcox, Lefty Eubanks, Hoot Gibson, Oscar Thompson, Pug Boyd, Phil Chance, Kitty Katz, Billy Street, Sundial Martin, Fulton Brittain, Bud Lindsey, Gilbert Stacey, and John McKinley, while the Senior managers for next year have been announced as Willie Rosamond and Bruce Avery. In basket-ball Gilbert Stacey, Kitty Katz, Hank Crawford, and Culver Kidd are leaders, while on the diamond such stars as Pug Boyd, Hoot Gibson, Mucho Lyons, Bill McNenney, Sundial Martin, Carl Waits, John McKinley, Jerry McDonald are juniors. Lee Mingledorff is junior manager. Track claims Harvey West, Jimmy Rankin, Gilbert Stacey, and Julian Watters; swimming has Mason Williams, Avery Austin, and Frank Chapman; Billy Ginn is our representative on the tennis court; and Hank Crawford, Fernandez-Morrell, and Tom Tumlin are fencers.

Last but not least the Junior Class is proud (?) to possess such outstanding social successes as the following group. There is no need to give details as everyone is quite familiar with the activities of Billy Ginn, John Oster, Pop Siegel, Charlie Grace, Dan Holsenbeck, Freddy Fuchs, Allen Morris, Charlie Lokey, George Felker, Ed Spivey, Dick Wentz, Dave Echols, Culver Kidd, Delos Spring, Harvey Fell, Avery Austin, Bill Finch, and others.

MASON WILLIAMS
Secretary-Treasurer

CULVER KIDD
Vice-President
JUNIORS

W. C. ADAMS, Σ Ν . . . . . . . . . . . . LaFayette, Ga.
M. B. AMES, JR., Θ Χ . . . . . . . . . . . . Norfolk, Va.
E. C. ANDERSON, Σ Φ Κ . . . . . . . . Janesville, Wis.
J. E. ATKINSON, Φ Γ Σ . . . . . . . . . . . . Senoia, Ga.

A. A. AUSTIN, Σ Ν . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
F. B. AVERY, Σ Χ . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
J. H. BAKER, Σ Χ . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
W. J. BANNING, Β Κ . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.

F. S. BARKALOW, Σ Ν . . . . . . . . . . Marietta, Ga.
H. BARNETT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
C. K. BAUTZ, Φ Σ Κ . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
M. BEERMAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.

J. G. BISHOP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
T. E. BLACKBURN, Σ Χ . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
T. S. BOND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Savannah, Ga.
J. R. BOYD, Κ Α . . . . . . . . . . . . Columbus, Ga.

G. H. BRASWELL, Β Κ . . . . . . . . . . Roberta, Ga.
A. N. BRAY, Β Κ . . . . . . . . . . . . Savannah, Ga.
A. P. BRINSON . . . . . . . . . . . . Columbus, Ga.
G. F. BRITT . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.

C. W. BROWN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . West Point, Ga.
J. G. BROWN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomasville, Ga.
R. D. BROWN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Columbus, Ga.
F. M. BULLOCH, ATΩ . . . . . . . . . Meridian, Miss.

K. D. CAMPBELL, Θ Χ . . . . . . . . . . Havana, Cuba
J. T. CARMICAL . . . . . . . . . . . . Monticello, Ark.
F. L. CAROTHERS . . . . . . . . . . . . Washington, D. C.
D. W. CENTER, Τ Ε Φ . . . . . . . . . . Savannah, Ga.
JUNIORS

C. T. COFFEY, B K . . . . . . . Jacksonville, Fla.
R. B. COLE, ΦΣΚ . . . . . . . Washington, D. C.

C. C. COLEMAN, ΣΝ . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
M. C. COLSON, ΦΚΣ . . . . . . . Savannah, Ga.
P. S. COMMINS, ΦΕΗ . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.

F. W. COX, JR., ΔΤΔ . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
W. I. CRICHTON . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.

F. L. DALE . . . . . . . . . . . Rome, Ga.
J. F. DARBY, ΔΤΩ . . . . . . . Vidalia, Ga.
N. C. DEAN, ΦΣΚ . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.

C. S. DEKLE . . . . . . . Stillmore, Ga.
C. D. D'ONOFRIO . . . . . . Brooklyn, N. Y.
H. M. DUVALL . . . . . . . Washington, D. C.
H. EAGER, ΣΛΕ . . . . . . . Valdosta, Ga.

D. L. ECHOLS, ΦΔΘ . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
W. M. EICHER BAUM . . . . Chattanooga, Tenn.
F. E. ELLIS, XΦ . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
W. J. ELLISON . . . . . . . Nashville, Tenn.

M. B. FARMER, ΣΝ . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
G. W. FELKER, ΧΦ . . . . . . . Monroe, Ga.
A. J. FERNANDEZ-MORRELL, 0 X, Havana, Cuba
W. E. FIELD, 0 X, Atlanta, Ga.
E. S. FIFE, 11 K, Atlanta, Ga.
J. H. FINCH, X N, Atlanta, Ga.
J. T. FITTEN, K A, Atlanta, Ga.
J. FRANK, T E Φ, Chattanooga, Tenn.
L. H. FRANKLIN, X N, Marietta, Ga.
F. E. FUCHS, Π K Φ, Brooklyn, N. Y.
T. FULLER, Σ A Ε, Atlanta, Ga.
G. A. FULLINGTON, New Port Richey, Fla.
R. GASKINS, Atlanta, Ga.
H. D. GIBSON, Brooklyn, N. Y.
S. T. GIBSON, Α T Λ, Atlanta, Ga.
W. S. GINN, Χ Φ, Atlanta, Ga.
C. A. GRACE, Υ Γ Μ, Atlanta, Ga.
J. A. GRANADOS, Havana, Cuba
E. R. GRANBERRY, K Σ, Atlanta, Ga.
W. J. GREENE, Fairburn, Ga.
F. D. GRIESINGER, Σ Σ Φ, Cristobal, Canal Zone
C. C. GROMMET, Miami, Fla.
C. M. GROTZ, Η Κ Α, Upper Darby, Pa.
A. P. GUESS, Rock Hill, S. C.
E. J. HALEY, R K, Savannah, Ga.
M. B. HAMILTON, Burnsville, N. C.
G. A. HARBOUR, Α T Λ, Atlanta, Ga.
J. W. HARMON, Richland, Ga.
G. K. HARPER, 0 X, Atlanta, Ga.
JUNIORS

P. I. HARR, ΣΣΣ . . . . . . . . Roanoke, Va.
J. E. HARRINGTON . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
W. S. HEATH, ΚΣ . . . . . . . . Sumter, S. C.

J. J. HILL, ΒΚ . . . . . . . . New Smyrna, Fla.
J. R. HINTON, ΚΣ . . . . . . . Greensboro, N. C.
A. T. HJELMFELT . . . . . . . Holdrege, Nebr.
D. M. HOLSENBECK, ΑΤΑ . . . . Atlanta, Ga.

G. R. HOOK, ΑΣΦ . . . . . . . Baltimore, Md.
J. F. HOWARD . . . . . . . . . Sylvania, Ga.
W. W. HOWERTON, ΒΚ . . . . Asheville, N. C.

D. W. HUDGINGS, ΚΣ . . . . . Tampa, Fla.
R. F. HUDSON, XΦ . . . . . . . Montgomery, Ala.
G. V. HUFFORD . . . . . . . . Holdrege, Nebr.
J. C. HULSE, ΑΤΑ . . . . . . . Augusta, Ga.

C. W. HUTH . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
L. W. JACKSON . . . . . . . . Wilmington, N. C.

J. W. JACOBS, ΘΧ . . . . . . . Decatur, Ga.
R. M. JONES, ΣΛΕ . . . . . . . Savannah, Ga.

L. S. KANIECKI, ΦΚΤ . . . . . Jersey City, N. J.
H. J. KANTER, ΤΕΦ . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
G. KENIMER, JR . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
A. G. KEYSER . . . . . . . . . Washington, D. C.
JUNIORS

W. L. MINGLEDORFF, ΔΤΔ.............. Savannah, Ga.
C. MIZELL...................... College Park, Ga.
L. D. MONTAGUE, ΚΣ.............. Sumter, S. C.
W. P. MONTGOMERY, ΣΦΕ.............. Atlanta, Ga.
I. S. MOORE, ΤΕΦ.............. Macon, Ga.
D. B. MORGAN, ΒΟΠ.............. Atlanta, Ga.
L. A. MORRIS, JR., ΠΚΦ.............. Atlanta, Ga.
W. M. MURPHEY, ΚΑ.............. Little Rock, Ark.
A. J. NARCISO, ΘΧ.............. Union City, N. J.
N. NICHOLS...................... Apalachicola, Fla.
E. S. NORTHUP, ΔΤΩ.............. Pensacola, Fla.
J. P. O'DONNELL, ΦΔΟ.............. Malvina, Miss.
J. F. OLIVER...................... Atlanta, Ga.
J. OSTER, JR., ΔΣΦ.............. Racine, Wis.
H. B. OVERTON, ΦΣΚ.............. Sylvester, Ga.
W. B. OWENS, BK.............. Clinton, S. C.
H. S. PARKS, ΦΚΤ.............. Asheville, N. C.
H. L. PARRY...................... Chattanooga, Tenn.
F. C. PATE, ΦΔΟ.............. Hawkinsville, Ga.
E. A. PEEPLES, ΦΓΔ.............. Atlanta, Ga.
A. J. PEKKONEN, ΦΚΤ.............. Brooklyn, N. Y.
J. H. PERRY...................... Fayetteville, Ga.
J. M. PETERSON, ΘΧ.............. Atlanta, Ga.
A. PHILLIPS...................... Birmingham, Ala.
G. H. PHILLIPS...................... Detroit, Mich.
R. L. PIRKLE...................... Atlanta, Ga.
W. B. POOLE, ΔΤΔ.............. Atlanta, Ga.
JUNIORS

L. W. POUND, ΣΝ ............. Atlanta, Ga.
J. D. RAGSDALE, ΣΝ .......... Atlanta, Ga.

J. K. RANKIN, ΣΑΕ ............. Atlanta, Ga.
L. B. REDMOND ............. Monroe, Ga.
C. RHYNE ..................... Marianna, Fla.
R. H. RICHARDS ............. Atlanta, Ga.

J. L. RIFKIN, ΠΚΦ .......... Chattanooga, Tenn.
A. N. ROBINSON, ΣΝ ............. Atlanta, Ga.
W. I. ROSAMOND, ΒΟΠ ...... Memphis, Tenn.
H. C. ROSENBERG, ΤΕΦ ......... Albany, Ga.

J. R. ROUNTREE ............. Eastman, Ga.
E. E. SACK, ΔΤΑ ............. Savannah, Ga.
L. B. SALTERS ............. Florence, S. C.
H. SAMS, JR., ΧΦ ............. Decatur, Ga.

D. B. SARGENT, ΦΣΟ ............. Atlanta, Ga.
G. F. SCARBROUGH, ΔΤΩ ... Anniston, Ala.
F. K. SCHILLING, ΠΚΦ .......... Brooklyn, N. Y.

H. SIMMONS ............. Freeport, N. Y.
G. A. SMITH, ΣΚ ............. Atlanta, Ga.
G. G. SMITH ............. Lebanon, Tenn.

J. T. SMITH ............. Elberton, Ga.
D. T. SNOW ............. Atlanta, Ga.
D. A. SOLOMON, ΤΕΦ .......... Chicago, Ill.
W. E. SPAULDING ............. Charleston, S. C.
JUNIORS

D. M. SPRING, JR., BOH . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
J. H. STOLLARD, ΦΣΚ . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
R. TAITZ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
H. C. TAYLOR . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
R. S. THOMAS . . . . . . . . . . . . Savannah, Ga.
S. S. TOMLIN, AΩ . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
A. J. TRANSOU . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
T. P. TUMLIN, ΦΔΩ . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
F. M. VOLBERG . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
J. D. WADSWORTH . . . . . . Columbus, Ga.
C. E. WAITS . . . . . . . . . . . . Ben Hill, Ga.
L. D. WALL, ΦΔΩ . . . . . . . . . . . . Monroe, Ga.
J. E. WALTHALL . . . . . . Moreland, Ga.
J. W. WARD, JR., ΣΧ . . . . . . Greenville, Miss.
C. O. WEBB . . . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
H. A. WEST, ΣΦΕ . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
J. J. WHITE, ΣΦΕ . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
F. J. WILLIAMS . . . . . . . . Atlanta, Ga.
J. R. WOOLF, ΦΚΤ . . . . . . Central Hershey, Cuba
D. A. WORRELL, BOH . . . . Bowling Green, Ky.
PRE-JUNIORS

G. R. BETHUNE, JR. ...... Macon, Ga.
G. A. BEVIS, Φ Κ Σ ...... Los Angeles, Cal.
H. H. BLONDET ......... Keokuk, Iowa
G. W. BURKETT, JR. .... Dry Branch, Ga.

B. J. BURSON ............ Camilla, Ga.
G. V. BUSSEY ............. Bowman, Ga.
J. E. CARTER ............. Lenox, Ga.
J. M. CORRAL ............. Tampa, Fla.

D. H. CURRY, Α Τ Δ ....... Kissimmee, Fla.
J. V. DORIOT ............. Bristol, Tenn.
KARL DOUGLAS ........... Wrightsville, Ga.
K. B. FISHER ............. Urbanna, Va.

V. D. GATH .............. Wyana, Pa.
J. F. GUEST, Φ Κ Τ ......... Dudley, Ga.
W. D. HARPER ............ Florence, S. C.
T. R. HARTLEY ............ St. Augustine, Fla.

R. J. HJELMFELT ......... Holdrege, Neb.
R. A. HUDSON ............. Macon, Ga.
L. F. HUTCHINS ........... Hattiesburg, Miss.
B. H. KEYSERLING ......... Dale, S. C.

A. S. KOVALEFSKY ....... Passaic, N. J.
W. J. LALIK ............... Garfield, N. J.
W. A. LINDSTROM ......... Little Rock, Ark.
C. A. LOFLIN, JR. ......... Savannah, Ga.

B. L. MATHEWS .......... Ashburn, Ga.
R. M. MENDEZ, Σ N ......... Santurce, P. R.
M. V. MILTIADES .......... Savannah, Ga.
S. B. NEISTER ............ Roanoke, Va.
PRE-JUNIORS

W. C. NORTON ...... Meridian, Miss.
J. A. POTTER ...... Tampa, Fla.
W. H. RATLIFF, JR. ...... Sherard, Miss.
C. A. SINOUEFIELD ...... Lake City, Fla.

SAM SOLBERGER, JR. ...... Hattiesburg, Miss.
W. M. THOMPSON ...... Cochran, Ga.
C. M. TIDWELL, ΦΚΣ ...... Orlando, Fla.
W. T. WHEELER, ΦΚ ...... Union City, Tenn.

T. W. WIGHT ...... Cairo, Ga.
LOWER CLASSES
Sophomore Class

Barney Lee Abbott
Oscar Arnold Abrams
Travis Hugh Acree
Harwell Leon Adams
Robert Ollie Adams
Lawrence Richard Ahern
Joe Frank Alexander, Jr.
George Mitchell Allen
Charles Turnage Anderson
David Gordon Anderson
Harry Hughes Appleby
Manuel Raul Arias
Wesley Leon Ash
James Marvin Bagley, Jr.
Benjamin Mert Bailey, Jr.
John Harris Bailey
Clark Dallas Baker
James Howe Baker
Marion Willoughby Baker
Francis Paul Baldwin
James Corbett Barber
Hugh Smith Barnes
James Ed Bamhill, Jr.
Derrick Ernest Barrentine
Edgar Barrett
Eugene Ottis Batson
John William Batts
Emmett Luke Battson
Joel Chambless Beall
Richard Alexander Beard, Jr.
Bert Stone Beasley
William Seabrook Beckett
James Winfield Bell
Thomas Walter Bennett
Edward Joy Benton, Jr.
James Carrow Betty
Karl Alton Bevins
John Raymond Bingham
Don Charles Bird
Louis Roberts Blanks
John Augustus Blitchington
Marshall Richard Blume
Ernest Marshall Bolze
Walter Frank Bosky
Harry Burton Boulware
Clifford William Bowers
David Clarke Boy
Allie Casper Boyd, Jr.
Robert George Boyd
Lewis Cecil Boykin
Marion Howard Bradley
William Caskey Brown
Willard Lester Brown
James Edwin Brunson
Frank James Bryan
James Erwin Bryan
Olof William Bryngelson
Haran Worthy Bullard
George J. F. Burney
Emest Word Burton
Kerby Earl Calloway
Herman Bailey Campbell, Jr.
James Clifton Carr
Robert Frederick Carter
William Lloyd Carver
James Allen Castellaw
Alvin Bingham Cates
Henry Jackson Cates
Wilmer Everett Chandler
Edward Earl Cheek
Hedrick Cheverton
Walter Pierce Christy
Frederick Whiting Clark
Job Winsans Clark
Richard Douglas Clark
George Samuel Clarke, Jr.
John William Clegg
William Nathaniel Clyatt
William Howell Cobb
Bruce Albert Cole
John Robinson Coley
John Stinson Cook
William Sidney Cook, Jr.
Henry Gibbons Cooper
Quentin Durward Conley, Jr.
John Mark Cown
Elmer Findlay Cox, Jr.
Lathrop Boulineau Craig
Douglas Schocke Crocker
Joseph Clement Crocker, Jr.
Jack Glenn Croley
Zach Taylor Crouch, III
Morde Jeff Dabney
SOPHOMORE CLASS

Bertram Burdell Dales
Jerry Alva Davis, Jr.
John Craigmiles Davis
John Tyler Davis
William Young Conn Dean
Edmond Mignet deJaive
William James Delaney, Jr.
Frederick William DeMeritt
Ross Milam Dixson
Francis Henley Dobbins
Henry D'Olive
Karl Kirk Domingos
Luther Zahn Drennon
W. Harrison Duke
Henry Pickett Dumas
Elliot Dunay
Floyd R. Dunn
William Goronwy Eager, Jr.
Godwin Arthur Eagleton
Henry Vivins Earleman
George Echelson
William Way Edwards, Jr.
Sidney Brash Ehrlich
George Norman Eisenhart
John Thomas Elder
Albert Matthews Eldridge
Harry David Emmett, Jr.
Frank William Evans, Jr.
Robert Havard Fagan
Carlos Enrique Fernandez
Frank Stark Finger, Jr.
James Danielly Finley, Jr.
Joe Austin Fisher
James Robert Fitzpatrick
James Middleton FitzSimons
Thomas Thorne Flaggler, Jr.
George Gordon Foulds
James Edward Fowler
Young Frank Freeman
Nathan Myron Frisch
Haswell Frosteg
Louis Fichs
James Ernest Fuller
Pope Huguley Fuller
James Herbert Gailey, Jr.
W. Stokely Garner
William Harold Garvin
Lester Henry Geiger, Jr.
Benjamin Franklin Gerdig
George Williams Gibbs, Jr.
Joseph Ernest Glass
Hugh Lee Godwin
Jesse Franklin Goin, Jr.
Charles Porter Goodyear
Frank Ross Goulding
Raymond Carl Gouley
William James Grant
Bernard Greenbaum
Hyacinth Michael David Grieco
Eugene Hinton Grazzard
John Benjamin Guerry, Jr.
Jack Wilson Guest
James Ernest Haile, Jr.
William Terrill Hall
Rolland Woodrow Hamelin
William Thomas Harbin
William Benton Hareide
James Allen Harman
Kenneth Otis Hart
David Euston Harvard
William Wagstaff Harwood
William Vernon Hassett
Edward Worthington Hawkins
Lawrence Coker Hays, Jr.
Richard Larkin Hearns
Dawson Adams Henderson, Jr.
Henry Henderson Herring
Robert Wallace Hersh
George Harrison Hightower
Arthur Moore Hoagland, Jr.
Frank Ellis Hodgdon
Nathan Wiley Holbrook
Aubry Holland
Joshua LeRoy Holley, Jr.
Francis Alexander Holloway
George Melville Hope, Ill
Richard Currie Holt, Jr.
George Melville Hope, III
Frank Edward Houck, Jr.
Orman Francis House
Dean Wilson Howard
Frank Robert Hudack
William Benson Hughes
Edward Irwin Hulbert, Jr.
Johnnie Carl Hyde
Edgar Everett Irwin
Hugh Daugherty Ivey, Jr.
Henry Goewey Jacobs
Willis Samuel James
Dinsmore Wendell Jarman
William Durward Jenkins
William Raymond Jenkins
Allan Harold Jensen
Charles Vernon Johnson
Gerald Johnson
James Edward Johnson
William Everett Johnson
Donald Chapman Johnston
Jes Ray Johnston
Robert Daniel Johnston
Robert Martin Jones
John Baile Kackley
Joseph Karlick
Howard John Keefer
Frederick Delmar Kershaw
Ralph Witherspoon Kestler
Samuel Gordon Kilgore
Robert William Kuettner
Max Kuniansky
Sidney Sam Kuniansky
Henry William Ladynsky
Julio Lagomasino, Jr.
Michael Theodore Lambert
Emory Sidney Lanier, Jr.
Felon Rodney Lanier
Marvin Turner Launius, Jr.
Donald Emmet Lee
James Kellum Levine, Jr.
Oren Raymond Link
Sol Tobias Lipsius
Gordon Wainwright Little
Dick Thomas Lively
Barnard Martin Loden
George Walton Lokey, Jr.
David Daniel Long
James Earl Love
Howard Payne Loveless, Jr.
William Hamilton Lowery
William Walland MacKay
Ewan Campbell MacQueen
John Francis Maier
Fred Ferguson Mallory
Edward Malzone
Edward Andrea Manetta
Ivan Holden Mann, Jr.
John Thomas Marshall
Charles Walton Matthews
Robert Millwood Matthews
Marvin Reynolds McClatchey
Milton Richard McClure
John William McCord
Sam Spencer McCord
William Ward McCoy
Robert Festus McDonald
Sidney Lanier McFarland
William Malcolm McGough
Robert Pennell McGowan
William Morgan McIntosh
Robert Alexander McKenzie
John Curtis McKinnon, Jr.
Kossuth Tinker McKinstry, Jr.
Robert Holmes McKown
William McNenney
William Allen Meeks
Richard Nathan Merrill
Arthur Albert Miller
David William Miller
James Paul Mills
Robert Alfred Mills
SOPHOMORE CLASS

Paul Jones Mitchell
Lewis Robert Mobley
Ben Webb Molle
Charles Alexander Moore, Jr.
James Stanley Moore, III
Charles Gray Morgan
William Franklin Morris
Gervis Grainger Morrison
Lorraine Mickel Moye, Jr.
James Patrick Mulloy
James Thomas Mundy
Lucian Burdell Munn
Lee Ray Munroe, Jr.
Charles Ernest Munz
Gerard Ereckson Murray
Sidney Kay Neill
William Louis Netherland
Steve Judson Newton
Alvin Wallace Nissenbaum
Leland James O’Callaghan
Eugene Callaway Padgett
Euripides Thomas Pasageorge
Thurston Harvey Park
James Guyton Parks
Charlie Raymond Parrish, Jr.
Robert Lee Parrish
Valvard DeForest Parrott, Jr.
Charie Ralph Pease
William Austin Peavy
Julian Preston Perkins
Sam Russell Phillips
Clinton Badger Pike, Jr.
Howard Krook Pike
Henry Lee Plage
Erle Lee Plunkett
Edgar Allen Poe
Lee Scott Poer
James Guy Ponder
Oswald Blant Porter, Jr.
Madison Post
James Basil Powell
Demetrio Presilla, Jr.
Charles Beauprie Preston
Paul Walton Purdom
Fred Bryan Ragland
James Blakely Rammage
Jacob Sherman Ramsey, Jr.
William Lafayette Ray
Roy Edgar Rayle
Ralph David Reisman
Preston Harmon Reynolds
Richard Valerien Richard
Hugh Willie Richards
James Ross Richardson, Jr.
Domer Frederick Ridings, Jr.
Charles Harrington Ris, Jr.
William Chris Roache
W. Hal Roberts
Lyman Hall Robertson
Edward England Rogers
William Lanier Rooney
Jerome Sanford Rosenberg
David Rosenzweig
Alden Chester Russell, Jr.
James Coogan Ryan
S. Bradford Rymer, Jr.
William Scandrett
Charles Lane Schroeder, Jr.
Pual Richard Schuh
Roy Second
Raymond August Seifert
George Kersey Selden, Jr.
Henry Austin Senior
John Wiley Shepherd
William Clyde Shepherd
Raymond Shepley
John Edgar Shipp
William Henry Shoemaker
George Pedro Silva
Charles Read Simons
Archie Thomas Simpson, Jr.
Marion DuBose Sims, Jr.
Jack Dye Sinclair
Raymond Singer
William Brightton Singleton
William Vernon Skiles, Jr.
Ralph Ernest Slay
Charles Woodburn Smith
Fred Albert Smith
Francis Wilson Smith
Fred Warren Smith
Hugh Smith
Norman Pryor Smith, Jr.
Otwell Dozier Smith
William Gibbs Smith, Jr.
William Arthur Snellgrove, Jr.
Thomas Mason Sparks
James Grafton Spencer
Leo Judah Spencer
Allan Raymon Spreen
Lynwood Alford Stapleton
Walter Graham Stockdale
Charles Alexander Stokes
Charles Winston Stone, Jr.
Harry Max Strauss, Jr.
Winton Harold Strickland
Henry Lowery Stubb
Ashworth Nathaniel Stull
Thomas Edwin Sullivan
C. A. Summerlin, Jr.
Robert Mohler Sweet
Henry Woodruff Swift
George Crosland Taylor
Jerry Hampton Taylor, Jr.
Alphonse Grace Terranella
Ernest Shaw Thorpe
Omer Lee Thomas
Smith Blythe Thomas
Gilbert Vernon Tillman
Franklin McCawley Tolin
Richard Bell Tolin
James Melrose Tripp
Samuel Malone Troutman
John Robinson Tufts
Rudolph Joseph Tulka
Amando Joaquin Valdes
Paul Sherman Van Bushkirk
Holcombe Mathurine Verderby
Richard Augustus Verderby
Charles Banner VonCanon
Robert Ramsey Voorhees
Henry Horst Wadsworth
Louis Dane Wagner
B. Pressley Walker
Frank Alvin Walker
William Edward Wallace
Ignatius Herman Wallmeyer
Myron Irving Wasserman
James McCleary Watts
William Damon Webb
Harry Nathan Weber
Henry Robert Weinstein
Wade Cantrell Wells
Malcolm Hugh Westberry, Jr.
Hoyt Edward White
James Louis Whitehead
John David Whorton
Harry Wicker
John Wilbur Wilkerson
William Louis Wilcox
Robert Mabry Williams
Wallace Crawford Williams
James Harvey Wilson, Jr.
William Glenn Wilson
James Meredith Wing
Arthur August Wittnebel
Thomas Edward Yandoo
Samuel Richard Young
Richard Allen Zachry
Kenneth Smythe Zerwich
Robert Cadell Zirnhelt
Raphael Andrew Zoeller
Freshman Class

Jack Nixon
President

Jack Chivington
Vice-President

Charles Bickerstaff
Secretary-Treasurer

John Clinton Abrams
Forrest Lauchlin Adair
Herman Hoyal Adams
Harold Winston Adams
Robert Lee Adams
Robert Preston Aldridge
John Hood Alexander
William Jackson Alexander
Davis Michael Allen
Livy Duncan Allen
Thomas Richard Allen
Hooper Deal Almond
Joseph Nathaniel Amis
George Stockton Amos
William Manry Amos
Alvin Victor Anderson
Otho Bruce Andrews
Robert Louis Armor, Jr.
John Jefferson Askew
James Walter Atkins, Jr.
Charles Alphonse Auclair
David Munroe Baeder
Seber Edgar Bagley, Jr.
Charles Thomas Baker, Jr.
Harold Russell Baker
William Otis Baker
Charles Brady Baldwin
Pendleton Gaines Baldwin
Robert Douglas Ballantyne
Hunter Scott Bandy
Willis Eugene Banks
Jack McWhorter Barber
John Calvin Barkley
Tommy William Barnes
Cargill Massenburg Barnett
Irvin Barnett
William Halbert Barnett
Robert Willard Barrentine
Sidney Joseph Barrett
Buford Dean Battle
Harold Grafton Beall
Alden Query Beaty
Charles Leland Beaudrot
Harry William Beck
John Gilchrist Bedell
Oliver McNair Bell
William Walter Bennett
Henry Ferdinand Berger
Clayton Shoemaker Berry, Jr.
Charles Augustus Bickerstaff, Jr.
Joe Wesley Blackwell
William Coghill Bliss
Rovert Howard Bloodworth
Bertram Morton Blum
Joseph Haire Boatwright
Furman Gist Bobo
Joseph Merritt Body
Robert Oscar Boote
Hugh Woodruff Bowden
Elbert Munsey Box
John Buckner Boyd
Joseph James Boyd
Jesse Austin Bradshaw
Davis Alexander Bragg, Jr.
Charles Wilson Brannon
Joe Dunckley Brasfield
Edward Franklin Brewer
Luther Thomas Brewer
Roy Roscoe Bridges, Jr.
Thomas Frederick Brinson
James Albert Brittain
James Howard Brooks
Hoyt Edward Broward
Arthur Melvin Brown
Edmund Daniel Brown
Herbert Stanton Brown, Jr.
Hayden William Brown
John William Brown, Jr.
Robert Earl Brown
James Remley Brumby
Matthew James Burger
FRESHMAN CLASS

Manuel Margarito Cortes
Manuel Margarito Cortes
Wallace Atkinson Cotten
John George Courtney, Jr.
Charles Lee Cover, Jr.
William Frank Cox
Wayne Spurgeon Cox
John Paul Cranshaw
Hugh Crawford
Jesse Callaway Crawford
John Lee Crawford
Richard Louis Creamer
Will Newton Crouch
Cecil Franklin Crumbley
Harold Jesse Crumly
Laurence Wheeler Dabney
Robert John Daniel
Preston Harley David
Lloyd Wallace Davidson
James Joseph Davis, Jr.
Richard Archer Davis
Raymond Gilbert Davis
Charles Hillman Davison
Durell Thomas Dean
James Douglas Dean
Samuel Denton Dekle
Horace Franklin Denning
Frank DePeterse, Jr.
Domingo Adolfo Diaz
Carlos Goldsmith Dick
Joe King Dillard, Jr.
John Francis Dillon
Herbert Lee Donald, Jr.
Thomas James Donnelly, Jr.
Richard Frank Donovan
Ivey Oscar Drewey
Woodrow Wood Dulin
Barnwell Sams Dunlap, Jr.
Raymond Charles Dungan
John Daniel Earle
Leon Economy
Fred Thomas Edwards

George Lee Edwards
Jackson Lane Edwards
Paul Judson Eldredge
Dick Downing Elliott
Jesse Boyd Elrod, Jr.
Robert Edwin Emmons
Earl Brackett Emrey
Julius Manson Engram
Lamar Lyndon Eubanks
Richard Macklin Evans
William Doughty Evans
William Frederick Eve
Wade Hampton Eve
Howard Keeling Favor
John Davis Falk
Lawrence Charles Fallon
Edward Clark Fambrough
Hal Curtis Felsher
Joseph Moreland Feltus, Jr.
Charles Wilfred Ferguson
John Vernon Ferguson
Edgar Dawson Ferrell
Robert Harold Ferk
Reuben Elbert Fields
Harrell Melville Fincher
Douglas Gardner Fink
Leonard Stephen Fisher
Alvin Roux FitzSimons
Jack Gleason Fleming
John Stell Fletcher
Emmett Leslie Flowers
Frank Emmett Floyd
Joel Orval Fly, Jr.
Albert Thomas Flynt
Collins Moore Flynt
Edward Reid Flynt
Eugene Vincent Fontaine
Robert Sedgwick Ford
Roy Chappell Fordham
James Willard Fowler
Sam Hall Fowler
John Scott Fraser
William Delancey Frierson
John Spencer Frye

Homer Wilson Burgess
William Asbury Burgess
Robert Elbert Burks, Jr.
Arthur Burrows Burnham
James Maddux Burn
Roswell Ison Butler
Whitley Herron Butner
Joseph Pitts Byrd
James Williams Caldwell
Charles Hyman Calhoun
William Laws Howard Calley
Robert Fell Camp
Milton Orson Campbell
Vance Dodson Campbell
William Cooper Campbell
Charles William Carey
John Edgar Carmack
Maurice Walter Carmichael
John Alfred Carran
Frank Cartmel, Jr.
Victor Barnett Casey
Thuran Eugene Cash, Jr.
Joseph Kenneth Centorbi
Ray Edsell Chamberlain
Robert Earl Chan
James Emory Chapman
Robert Woodward Chapman
William Lee Childers
John Robert Childs, Jr.
John Logan Chivington
George Eli Chotas
(Jack) John Campbell Clark
Robert LaGrone Clarke
Walter Campbell Clarke
Joe Austin Cochran
James Carroll Cogburn, Jr.
Ben Gaston Cole
Edward Guy Cole, Jr.
Edward Russell Collins
Benjamin Franklin Colmer, Jr.
Jack Rupert Cone
William Joseph Cook
James Victor Cooper
John Arthur Cork
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FRESHMAN CLASS

William Meriwether Furlow
Robert Lee Furman
Irvin Gassenheimer, Jr.
Leonard Louis Gaubis
Chester Gavin, Jr.
Robert Mack Gibbs
Frank Gibson
William Claud Gibson, Jr.
Waldo Harlan Gibson
Cuthbert Guerard Giles
Ordell A. Gilland
Surles Oscar Gillespie, Jr.
Louis Burghard Glendenning
Johnnie Glustrom
Martin Amorous Goette
Mortimer Lasker Goldman
Benjamin Schoppapul Goodwin
Marvin Gottesman
Daniel Awbrey Graham
Herbert Paul Graham
Clarence W. Graves, Jr.
Theodore Eugene Green
Ralph Edwin Gretzinger
Robert James Griffin
Thomas Puckett Griffin
Joe Martin Groom
Joseph William Gugel
Edward Carew Guilford
Louis Alford Gulley
Graham Lee Gunn
Roger Walter Hackett
William Davis Hall, Jr.
Robert Marion Halman
Arthur Fort Hammond
Dosier D. Hammond, Jr.
Gratman Hammond, Jr.
Ralph James Hancock, Jr.
Lucius Hannon, Jr.
Walter Daniel Hardee
Neil English Harlan
John Marmon Harmon
Ben Criss Harris
William Randolf Harris
Net Cole Harrison
Nathaniel Goodman Harrison, Jr.
Orrin Lea Harrison, Jr.
George Owens Haskell
James Augustus Haynes
Charlie DuBose Hazlehurst
James Davis Head
Beryl Headrick
William Robert Heflin
Knowles Hyer Henley
George William Herring
Rufus Jefferson Herring, Jr.
Stephen George Heycey
John Wilson Hicks
Condy Clinton Higginbotham
Glenn Carl Hightower
Nathaniel Lee Hightower, Jr.
Olin Melvin Hill
Thomas Lee Hill
Jonas Ewing Hite, Jr.
Ray Corning Hites
Stanley Noott Holiditch
Philip McGee Holliday
Frank Ward Holt, Jr.
Ralph Eugene Hood
Cyrus William Horton
David Albert Howard
Jack Orr Howard
Laurence Howard
Milton Williams Howard, III
William Rembert Howell
Lex Walter Hubbard
Lester Earle Hubbell
Allan Clark Hudson
Harry Hamilton Hudson
Morley Alvin Hudson
Jimmie Franklin Huff
Burnett Norton Hull
Gilbert Norman Hultzon
Floyd Lawson Humphrey
Homer Harris Hunt
William Bennett Hunt
Brooks LeRoy Hursey
Joseph Fulton Hutchinson
Edwin Wright Irby
Willard Hendry James
Douglas LaPrade Jarrard
Fred Pierce Jeter, Jr.
Arthur Cameron Johnson, Jr.
Charles Beverly Johnson
Charles Dundas Johnson
Claude Ellis Johnson
Dan Johnson
Robert Linder Johnson, Jr.
William Bo Johnston
William Marshall Johnston
Albert Edward Jones
Ben Perry Jones
Samuel Millard Jones
William L. Jones
Leland K. Jordan, Jr.
William Hingston Jordan
Robert Garner Joyner
Henry Bernard Karp
William Walton Keith
Harkness Terrell Kenimer
James Homer Kenney
Thomas William Kerby
Dana Lucian Kilcrease
Marvin Barwick Kilgo
Roy Charles Kinne
Henry Guilford Kitchens
Robert Samuel Klebold
Edward William Klein, Jr.
Marion Jackson Konemann
Alvin Mendel Koplin
William Hill Kubler
Thomas Edwin Lane
Oliver Howard Lang, Jr.
Thomas Davis Langford
Lincoln McConnell Larkin
James Arthur Lasseter
Warren Preston Laughton, Jr.
John Henry Laws
Frank Lawton
Paul Edmund Leake
John Richard Leggett
John Joseph Lenninger
Thomas Morgan Lewis
FRESHMAN CLASS

Alan McLaurin Liebler, Jr.
Ashley Jewell Little
William Alexander Lockyer, Jr.
Henry Turner Loehr
Robert G. Lominack
Charles Riggs Long
John Raymond Long
Orlando Closer Long, Jr.
Gordon Bert Lovejoy
Bradford Bisbee MacIntyre
Robert Dixon Maddux
William Hale Malone
Abram Marks
Hughes Key Marshall
Palmer Lee Martin
Edward Dow Mason
Walter Mettauer Massey
Henry Gaither Matthews
James Remington Matthews
Robert Glenn Matthews
Edward Hagen Mattingly
William Thomas Mauldin
Raymond Harry Mayer
Allen Douglass Mayfield
Charles Augustus Mayhew
George Herman McBride, Jr.
Francis Woodward McCathern
John Newlin McClain
James Hulsey McClure
Harold Len McCommon
Robert Small McCown
Joe Henry McCullough
Hugh Dudley McDonald
William Charles McFee
Howell Matt McGaughey, Jr.
William Noel McGibony
Roderick Burke McIntosh
Nat Graves McLean
Olivette Colby McLean, Jr.
Raymond Oscar Metcalf
Clyde Edward Miller, Jr.
Theodore Thomas Miller
William Akins Miller
Cooper Newton Mills
Buntus John Anastasius Mitchell
Marvin George Mitchell
James Harris Mobley
George Floyd Montgomery
Spencer Virgil Montgomery
Robert Sell Moon
William Weatherly Moore
Hugh Grady Moore
William Edwards Morelly
Coy Myron Morgan
Hugh Dean Morgan
James Perry Morgan
George Farris Morton
Dan Moss
Alto Reynolds Munn
John Clegg Munro
Pat Munroe
Frank Julian Myers
Charles Minchin Neal
Elmer Lynn Neese
John Richard Neves, Jr.
Andrew Barry Crook Nicholls
William Hugh Nicholson
Braidsford Troup Nightingale
Jack Uhl Nixon
Harry Richard O'Brien
Thad Sam Oliver, Jr.
Oscar LaFayette Olson
Morris Oman
Joseph Norbert O'Neil
Wyley Alexander O'Quinn, Jr.
John Thomas O'Rear
Frank Stone Osborne, Jr.
Wilbur Rush Otey
William Calvin Painter, Jr.
Charles Baker Palmer
James Frederick Parker
Audey William Parrish
Edward Lapsley Patton, Jr.
William Hamilton Paxton, Jr.
Jack Brewster Pearce
Glenn Henry Peavy
Adolph Gustavo Peetz
John Brittain Pendergrass
William Richard Penn
Ted Perdue
Charles Stuart Perry
Edward Vincent Perry, Jr.
Hans Jack Peterson
Judson Conner Pheny
Frederick Funston Phillips
James Hamilton Phillips
Nathan Randall Phillips
Paul Clayton Plaginos
James Conrad Platt
Howard Bumard Plummer
James Bruce Pollock
Arthur Gray Pope
Frank Murphy Potts
Glenn Emery Prail
Walter Eugene Pritchard
John Miller Raine
Paschal Moran Rapier
George DeLorian Ray, Jr.
Secelar Claxton Ray
Ernest Rees
Alfred William Rehbaum, Jr.
Arthur George Reisman
Paul Reynolds, Jr.
Jeff Smith Rhyne
Henry Mitchel Rice
Alonzo Richardson
John Richardson
Joseph Williamson Rickett
Leonard Joseph Riggio
Julius Clifford Roberts
Sam Andrew Roberts
Samuel Noble Roberts, Jr.
John Franklin Robertson, Jr.
Samuel Graham Robertson, Jr.
Carl Washington Robeson, Jr.
Woods White Rogers, Jr.
Sam George Roney
Elier Roqueta
Sidney Rosofsky
Thurman Ceicle Ross
John Ryscuck
FRESHMAN CLASS

Charles Edward Samford
Herbert William Sams
Hugh Berkley Sanders
Neal Herbert Sanders
Frank Anderson Sayre, Jr.
James Philip Schaeffer
Herman H. Schroeder
Daniel Cyril Schustek
James Arthur Scogglin
Frederick William Elmer Scott
Roland Burckhalter Scott
Walter Cleveland Scott
William Paul Secord
Richard Ceadarroe Sellers
Alexander Sessoms
Francis Lee Shackelford, Jr.
Henry Bascom Shannon Jr.
Richard Davis Sharpless
William Henry Shelhorse
Charles Thomas Shelor
Charles Richard Shepherd
Thomas Emmett Sheridan
Simon Henry Shiff
Robert Roy Shinn
William Roscoe Shook, Jr.
Frederick Raymond Short
Harrill Augustus Shuford
LeRoy Olcott Sieg
Milton Raymund Siegel
Morris Silberman
David Silver
Thomas Fletcher Sims, Jr.
Hugh Judson Singleton
John Frank Sliley
Eugene Branson Slaten
Edgar Bales Slaten
Fred William Slough
Arthur Clifford Smith, Jr.
Charles Clifton Smith, Jr.
Kinnaman Browning Smith
Marion Smith
Robert James Smith
Sherwood Downing Smith
Weyman Mercer Smith
Wesley Vernon Smith, Jr.
James Willoughby Smithson
English Solomon
Eugene Ernest Speight
Robert James Spohn
George Nichols Spring
Ian Fraser Stalker
Charles Albert Staples
Cade Alford Stapleton
Edward Staueerman, Jr.
Stanley Wolfe Stein
William Ross Stevens, Jr.
Fred Meyer Stevenson
Floyd Smith Stewart
Oscar Eli Stewart
William Farmer Stakey
Boswell Dukes Stone
William Angus Stone
Thomas Dennis Strickland
Jimmie Earl Stroud
Harry Strunz, Jr.
Joseph Heard Summerour
John Edward Swain
Arthur Gordon Swan
Israel Swedlin
Clemens Swiney
John Albert Swint
Harry Sinnickson Tarbutton
Robert Taylor
James Edward Teaford
Cornelius Bullard Thomas
John Willard Thomasen
Charles Seymour Thompson
Joel Warren Tierce
Henry Harding Tift
Wilbur Jackson Tipton
Harmon Scott Tolbert
Leon Alfred Tolve
Charles Whipple Trask
Joe Clarke Tribble
William Featherston Tufts
Donald White Turner
Herman Lee Turner, Jr.
James Henry Turner
Richard Sollar Turner
Joseph Robert Vance, Jr.
Clyde Harold Vann
Nelson Alexander VanNatter
Charles George VanTassell
Norman Manning Vaughn
William Enoch Vaughn, Jr.
Leo Albert Wagner
Charles Thomas Waite, Jr.
George Thorpe Waite
Albert Overall Walden
George Brinson Wallace
Franklin Tillou Waltermire
Harry Raymond Warburton
Newton Calhoun Ware
Louis Harley Warlick
William Henderson Warren
Edgar Symonds Washburn
Arthur Leonard Wasser, Jr.
Frank Kline Webb
William McRae Webster
Arthur William Weinberg
Edward Benjamin Welch, Jr.
William Revere Wellborn
Guy Herbert Wells
Alexander Wesolowsky
Frank Halsey Whaley
George Reese Whelchel
Elbridge Buford White
Rex Harry White, Jr.
Caspar Simpson Whitner
Laurence Pope Wicker, Jr.
Charles Crisp Wilder
Ray Burnett Wilhoit
Harold Smith Williams
Pliny Adell Williams, Jr.
Saul David Wills
Henry Herbert Wilson
Leon Portlock Wilson, Jr.
Henry Hawthorne Wing, Jr.
James Kenneth Wolford
John Enos Wood
Leonard Woodall
John Rowland Wyant
John Fant Young
Benjamin David Zakheim
Werner Fred Zeigler
ACTIVITIES
Honor Council

C. R. Yates
W. H. Glenn
R. P. Dawson

R. A. Hefner
G. H. Boggs
N. C. Ebaugh

Left to right: Yates, Glenn, Dawson, Hefner, Boggs, Ebaugh.
The Georgia Tech Student Council was conceived and organized by Dean W. Vernon Skiles in the year 1923. His primary purpose was to establish a connecting link between the faculty and the student body in order that the latter might have a medium through which they could voice their opinions and complaints to the school officials. Generally speaking, the Council was given the job of supervising all phases of the campus life except the work of the Y. M. C. A., the Athletic Association, and the social fraternities. More specifically, it has charge of all student elections; it directs all branches of publications work; it takes action on all suggestions of students and rules on their complaints; it disciplines cases of student misdemeanors, represents the student body at all student conventions and other meetings of student leaders and serves in all other branches of work as may arise under the duties prescribed by its constitution.

The Council is composed of twenty-four men. Five are elected to represent the senior class, four for the junior class, two for the sophomore class, and two from each section of co-op students. The other members are the president of the Interfraternity Council, the president of the Y. M. C. A., the editors of all publications, and the presidents of each class. This group takes office at the close of each school year and serves intact the following year. Its officers are elected by the Council at the first meeting in September.

During the past year the Council has been extremely active although there have been no outstanding instances of extreme legislative or judicial work. This was due perhaps to the absence of rival political cliques on the campus this year.
Student Council

The Council has proved itself worthwhile to the students in that it has given financial aid to practically every organization and society in the school. The perpetuation of several groups has been contingent on loans and gifts from the Student Council treasury. All through the year the council has seen that Georgia Tech has been well represented at both press and governmental conventions. Certain of the employees of the school, usually paid from other funds, have been carried this year by the Council.

This year the Student Council has shown an interest in the youth movement of the nation by actively participating in the National Student Federation of America. Tech was host to the president of that organization early in the year in order that the students might get first hand information to the purposes and workings of the Federation. Also, plans were laid to form a city-wide student forum to discuss pertinent campus and national problems with other local school leaders.

Then too, the Student Council put a stop to all suggestions of graft in connection with the running of the Interfraternity Dances. A rigid investigation was conducted by the Council and everything was shown to be above board.

In addition to all of these accomplishments the Council has handled the usual routine of matters which arise yearly very successfully. Problems from the publications, selection of new editors and business managers, suggestions of moves beneficial to the student body were all carried out or disposed of in a satisfactory manner.

In general, it may be said that the Georgia Tech Student Council has just completed one of its most progressive and harmonious years.
STAFF of 1935

ALBERT GIBSON  Feature Editor

CHARLES E. SUMNER, JR.  Business Manager

DeWITT WORRELL  Associate Manager

DELOS SPRING  Associate Manager

PHIL HARR  Associate Manager

JOE ATKINSON  Associate Manager

GEORGE SMITH  Associate Manager

BOB ZIMMERMAN  Associate Manager

BUSINESS STAFF

Billy Poole  Dick Richards
Jack Ramsey  Bill Hunt
Ed. Emmons  W. H. James
David Silver  Ed. Cole
Harry Beck  Lee Mingledorff
George Waite  Bert Beasley
Irwin Gassenheimer  Lowry Stulb
Joe Boatwright
The TECHNIQUE

DILLON KALKHURST
Editor-in-Chief

BILL KIRKPATRICK
Managing Editor

ALLEN MORRIS
Associate Editor

ED SACK
Associate Editor

JIM WATKINS
Sports Editor

FRED COX
Associate Editor

ADVISORY BOARD
Albert Gibson
Charlie Yates
Charlie Sumner
Wright Pauk
Jay Cannon
Vin Million
Mac Keiser
Doug Bullard
Geo. P. Burdell
Pierre Dawson
Marion Moody

NEWS DEPARTMENT
Joe Alexander
Dick Verder
Dick Richard
D. L. Echols
Nat Frisch
David Long
C. M. Lokey
Jack McKinnon
G. W. Lokey, Jr.
Sam McCrary
Dave Boy
Chick Mechan
Larry Montague
D. Boone Holsteinbeck
Hoke Simpson

SPORTS DEPARTMENT
Wallie Moyo
Les Hubbell
Marty Goldman
Dave Silver

FRESHMAN REPORTERS
Hal Curtis Felsher
Corgill Barnett
Ashley Little
John Boy
Victor Casey
Bill Alexander
S. T. Lipsius
Joe Brasfield
Bobby Barks

DAVE LUNTZ
Associate Editor

POP SIEGEL
Associate Editor
STAFF of 1935

CULVER KIDD
Assistant Business Manager

FRED COWARD
Business Manager

DONALD JOHNSTON
Associate Manager

KERSLEY SELDEN
Associate Manager

FREDDIE FUCHS
Circulation

JOHN OSTER
Circulation

JERRY MCDONALD
Circulation

ED PEEPLES
Associate Manager

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

Fred Jeter
Chet Russell

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT

Allen Meeks
Charlie Johnson
Joe Body

Jimmy Burns
Willard James

Pete Williams
Ed Fambrough

Jimmy Huff
STAFF of 1935

BERT GRUTERS
Circulation Manager

CHARLIE YATES
Business Manager

ED SPIVEY
Assistant Manager

HENRY SWIFT
Assistant Manager

HUBERT BROWN
Associate Manager

BILL CARVER
Assistant Manager

FREDDIE FUCHS
Circulation Manager

GUS ERVIN
Associate Manager

E. B. Slaton
C. A. Bickerstaff
Frank Gibson
Parmalee Martin
Ed Klein

Ernest Rees
M. A. Hudson
Jack Courtney
Jack Chivington
Bill Painter
Joe Byrd

D. C. Johnston
H. Tolbert
C. L. Cover
E. L. Patton

J. G. Connins
M. H. Hudson
B. L. Abbott
L. L. Gaubis
GENTLEMEN of the PRESS

JAY CANNON
   Editor-in-Chief
   Blue Print

CHARLIE SUMNER
   Business Manager
   Blue Print

DILLON KALKHURST
   Editor-in-Chief
   Technique

FRED COWARD
   Business Manager
   Technique

VINCENT MILLEN
   Editor-in-Chief
   Yellow Jacket

CHARLIE YATES
   Business Manager
   Yellow Jacket
HONOR SOCIETIES
ANAK

GORDON CATTS
BILLY GLENN
AL JOHNSON
DILLON KALKHURST
WRIGHT PAULK

JERRY PERKERSON
JOHN RIDLEY
SHORTY ROBERTS
CHARLIE YATES

CHARLIE YATES
President

BILLY GLENN
Secretary

JOHN RIDLEY
Vice-President

SHORTY ROBERTS
Treasurer
Among the prizes offered for scholarship by the Georgia School of Technology is membership in the honor society, Phi Kappa Phi, to which a limited number of seniors representing all departments are elected annually. Phi Kappa Phi is a national organization with chapters in many of the leading universities and colleges, and wherever it has been established it has proved a stimulus not only to scholarships but to all-round manhood. The society was founded in 1897 and installed here in 1914. The local chapter of Phi Kappa Phi awards annually a scholarship cup to that member of the senior class who has made the highest average on the basis of all work taken in this institution.

MEMBERS

H. K. Brown
G. R. Catts
B. J. Dasher
A. A. deAlmar
L. J. Drum
W. J. Ellison
W. H. Glenn
F. A. L. Holloway
C. A. Hoyt
V. L. Millen
C. F. Nelson
E. L. Pearson

J. G. Preston
T. B. Roper
C. C. Saal
J. L. Skinner
C. L. Smith
O. Suarez
L. B. Taylor
N. W. Thomas
R. D. Walker
W. P. Welch
C. R. Yates
A. J. York

First Row: York, deAlmar, Saal, Millen, Holloway, Nelson, Walker, Preston...
Second Row: Ellison, Dasher, Welch, Thomas, Skinner, Suarez, Smith, Pearson...
Third Row: Roper, Brown, Yates, Glenn, Taylor, Hoyt, Drum, Catts...
Tau Beta Pi

Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary engineering fraternity founded in 1885. The Alpha Chapter of Georgia offers membership to twenty-five engineering students of each graduating class who can qualify according to standards of scholarship, character, loyalty, personality, leadership, and school activities. The fact that Tau Beta Pi is the second oldest honorary fraternity in the country and numbers among its members many of our leading engineers, makes membership in the society a coveted honor. The local chapter of Tau Beta Pi gives annually a scholarship cup to that member of the sophomore class in Engineering or Architecture, who has made the highest average on the basis of the work of three terms.

MEMBERS

H. C. Ballard  M. O. Mallo
J. G. Brown    S. B. McNair
G. R. Catts    V. L. Millen
F. W. Cox, Jr. M. L. Moody
B. K. Craig, Jr. R. W. Nauman
A. A. deAlmar C. F. Nelson, Jr.
J. B. Dent     R. P. Newton, Jr.
L. J. Drum, Jr. C. C. Saal
W. J. Ellison, Jr. C. L. Smith, Jr.
A. L. Ervin    A. E. Spohn
S. T. Gibson   O. Suarez
F. A. L. Holloway G. R. Taylor
C. A. Hoyt    M. L. Moody
C. W. Lines    Taylor

Phi Eta Sigma

Phi Eta Sigma, honorary scholastic fraternity devoted to the promotion of scholarship among students of the freshman class, was founded at the University of Illinois by Dean Thomas Clark. The chapter at Tech was established in 1930 and has since done much to encourage study among the first year men. In 1930 only two per cent. of the freshman class were eligible for membership, while in 1933, more than ten per cent. were able to become members.

DAVID LONG
President

MEMBERS

L. R. Ahern
B. M. Bailey
C. R. Bautz
D. C. Bird
W. F. Bosky
M. R. Blume
J. W. Clegg
Z. T. Crouch
H. D. Emmert
Y. F. Freeman
N. M. Frisch
J. H. Gailey
B. F. Gerdin
K. O. Hart

W. D. Hughes
A. H. Jensen
Max Kuniansky
S. S. Kuniansky
D. D. Long
J. C. McKinnon
L. R. Mobley
C. H. Ris
Raymond Shepley
M. D. Sims
R. C. Verdier
W. E. Wallace
J. M. Watts

First Row: Ahern, Bailey, Bosky, Clegg, Crouch, Emmert, Freeman, Frisch,...
Pi Tau Sigma

Pi Tau Sigma was founded in 1915 and installed at Georgia Tech in 1932. A National Mechanical Engineering Fraternity which elects to membership outstanding mechanical engineering students in the junior and senior years. An annual reward of an engineering handbook is made to the sophomore mechanical engineering student who has attained the highest average on the basis of three terms' work.

Charles Hoyt
President

Members

R. S. Albright
E. H. Atkinson
A. C. Arrington
G. E. Ball
J. E. Bradfield
G. R. Catts, Jr.
L. J. Drum, Jr.
W. F. Gillies, Jr.
D. Glass, Jr.
M. Gracey

W. T. Hansen
C. A. Hoyt
M. G. Keiser
R. A. Latta
M. L. Moody
E. G. Morrison
R. Richards
W. B. Steedman, Jr.
G. R. Taylor

First Row: Keiser, Taylor, Drum, Richards, Morrison, Catts, Moody... Second Row: Atkinson, Albright, Latta, Bradfield, Glass... Third Row: Gillies, Steedman, Arrington, Hansen, Gracey.
Pi Delta Epsilon

In 1909, Pi Delta Epsilon was founded at Syracuse University in an effort to stimulate interest in collegiate journalism. Since then it has grown to an organization of forty-six chapters and 6,000 members. The local chapter, founded in 1922, is one of the strongest of the fraternity.

The Pi Delta Epsilon Fashion Show is a feature of the collegiate year, interesting merchants in advertising in Tech publications. Two dinner dances are held annually after each initiation. Requirements for membership are at least two years' equivalent work on a publication.

MEMBERS

H. K. Brown  H. L. Fell, Jr.  W. S. Kirkpatrick  E. E. Sack
D. B. Bullard  F. E. Fuchs  R. P. Kytle  R. A. Siegel
J. L. Cannon  A. E. Gibson  D. M. Luntz  H. S. Simpson
G. R. Catts  B. E. Gruters  W. A. Maner  J. W. Smith
J. G. Commins  P. I. Harr  J. M. Markley  E. T. Spivey
C. D. Cotten  F. A. L. Holloway  S. L. McCreary  D. M. Spring
F. L. Coward  C. Ingram  G. E. McDonald  C. E. Sumner
F. W. Cox, Jr.  L. Ingram  J. W. Meehan  T. F. Treadway
A. A. deAlmar  E. D. Kalkhurst  L. A. Morris  F. W. Williams
R. C. Eley  M. G. Keiser  John Oster, Jr.  C. R. Yates

First Row: deAlmar, Atkinson, Bullard, Cannon, Catts, Cotten, Coward, Dawson, Kalkhurst, Keiser, Kirkpatrick...
Second Row: Sumner, Yates, Gibson, Simpson, Brown, Commins, Eley, Holloway, Ingram, L., Meehan, Moody...
Third Row: Smith, Williams, Morris, Sack, Cox, Siegel, Oster, Ervin, Kytle, Harr, McCreary...
Fourth Row: Kold, Fuchs, McDonald, Spring, Treadway, Luntz, Fell, Markley, Gruters, Ingram, C., Spivey.
The Briaerean Society is an honorary fraternity which was founded at Georgia Tech in 1912 for the purpose of promoting high ideals in scholarship, as well as in campus activities, among the students of the Co-operative Department. Its membership is selected from the members of the three upper classes in that department who have a general average of three or more. Among its activities are included the presentation of a scholarship award to the sophomore Co-op having the highest grades for his freshman year; the presentation of a scholarship cup to the senior Co-op having the highest average for his entire five years at Tech; and the Briaerean Annual Formal Ball.
Kappa Eta Kappa

Kappa Eta Kappa, a national professional electrical engineering fraternity, was founded at the University of Iowa in 1923. The local chapter which was first known as the High Tension Club, received its charter in 1928. Its membership is offered to those junior and senior electrical engineering students who possess the required qualifications of scholarship, character and leadership.

In order to encourage high scholastic attainments among electrical engineering students Kappa Eta Kappa each year presents the sophomore in electrical engineering who has the highest average with an engraved log-log slide rule.

MEMBERS

R. L. Bennett
L. E. Bessemer
C. C. Birchmore
J. G. Bishop
J. G. Brown
G. A. Brown
F. M. Bulloch
J. G. Commins
C. C. Corbin
J. T. Davenport
A. C. Fraga
E. J. Gillespie
F. D. Griesinger
B. E. Gruters
K. H. Hanner
M. F. Hubbard
J. K. Jernigan
I. L. Lamar
G. W. Lines
M. O. Mallo
V. E. Mohler
W. M. Murphey
W. H. Neukomn
E. L. Pearson
A. F. Perkins
E. T. Preston
W. H. Raymond
H. Roberts
C. B. Rogers
B. W. Scott
C. L. Smith
S. T. Stendera
O. Suarez
T. F. Treadway
C. N. Walker
W. E. Wilson
H. M. Woodward

First Row: Pearson, Perkins, Commins, Treadway, Bennett, Bessemer, Birchmore, Brien.
Second Row: Corbin, Davenport, Hanner, Hubbard, Jernigan, Lamar, Mallo, Neukomn.
Third Row: Raymond, Roberts, Scott, Stendera, Suarez, Mornsey.
Kappa Kappa Psi

Kappa Kappa Psi, a national honorary musical fraternity founded in 1919 and installed at Tech in 1924, is composed of those men who have been outstandingly associated with the band or other musical organizations of the school.

Kappa Kappa Psi has done much to encourage and improve the band and to create a spirit of co-operation and mutual interest among the musicians of the school.

P. H. Awtrey
M. W. Baker
M. C. Colson
F. L. Dale
N. Damianos
K. H. Hanner
L. W. Jackson
A. J. Kelly
A. M. Hoagland
H. W. Ladyński

I. L. Lamar
J. W. Morrisey
D. F. Ridings
T. H. Riggs
W. H. Raymond
C. Rhyne
H. L. Rinn
F. K. Schilling
T. F. Treadway
S. R. Young

First Row: Kelly, Lamar, Treadway, Damianos, Colson... Second Row: Morrisey, Raymond, Rhyne, Rinn, Schilling.
Phi Psi, honorary textile fraternity, was founded at Philadelphia College of Textile Engineering in March, 1903. In 1905 it was incorporated under the laws of the State of Pennsylvania, and since has established chapters in the leading textile schools of the country. The chapter at Tech was installed in 1921. The purpose of Phi Psi is to promote good fellowship and to encourage an interest among its members towards the field of the textile industry.

MEMBERS

B. F. Burnett
S. T. Cohen
F. S. Culpepper
C. R. Cunningham
G. W. Felker
D. M. Holsenbeck
T. M. Ismet
L. L. Jones

F. B. Melson
J. F. Oliver
N. W. Parham
W. F. Patrick
F. Reese
J. M. Sherrill
H. W. Swift

First Row: Sherrill, Parham, Cohen, Culpepper, Cunningham, Felker.
Second Row: Holsenbeck, Ismet, Jones, Oliver, Swift.
Scientia Club

The Scientia Club is an honorary General Science Society founded in 1927 for the purpose of creating good will among the General Science students and furthering scientific study among its members. Dean W. Vernon Skiles as head of the General Science Department and faculty advisor of the club takes an active interest in the members and the work sponsored by the club. The social activity also carried on by Scientia makes it outstanding among the organizations on the campus.

A. A. Austin
F. H. Baker, Jr.
J. H. Baker
G. B. Black
J. L. Cannon
T. H. Davis
R. P. Dawson, Jr.
J. S. Dougherty, Jr.
F. E. Fuchs
W. E. Gay
W. H. Glenn, Jr.
J. A. Hall
C. P. Irby

T. E. Jones
E. D. Kalkhurst
E. C. Kidd, Jr.
G. R. Marshall
S. L. McCreary
G. E. McDonald
L. A. Morris, Jr.
W. T. Paulk
J. G. Perkerson
H. S. Simpson
D. M. Spring
C. E. Sumner

Alpha Chi Sigma

An honorary chemical fraternity founded in 1902 and installed at Georgia Tech in 1932. Alpha Chi Sigma is a professional chemical fraternity founded with the idea of creating an interest in chemistry and at the same time recognizing achievements in that scientific branch. Its membership is drawn from students of chemistry and chemical engineering who intend to make some phase of chemistry their life work. At Georgia Tech this organization presents industrial moving pictures, lectures, keeps up a chemical display, etc. in an effort to encourage those who are interested in chemical engineering.

MEMBERS

H. C. Ballard
R. G. Brown
D. B. Bullard
C. C. Covucci
F. W. Cox
R. C. Eley
S. T. Gibson
C. A. Grace
J. D. Gordon
B. F. Hines
E. E. Lindsey
C. M. Lokey
S. B. McNair
R. P. Newton
W. T. Ricks
W. H. Sachs
R. A. Siegel
D. C. Sievers
R. M. Stevens
L. D. Yates

First Row: Bullard, Covucci, Ballard, Brown, Gibson, Grace, Hines... Second Row: Lindsey, Lokey, McNair, Ricks, Sievers, Stevens, Ricks... Third Row: Siegel, Cox, Newton.
National Aeronautical Association

In 1930, after the establishment of the Daniel Guggenheim School of Aeronautics at Tech, the National Aeronautical Association, founded in 1922, installed a student branch known as the Aero Club. This organization is devoted to introducing the students of the Aeronautical department into their field of engineering by means of discussions of current events and progress in the air and talks by prominent local and national authorities which feature the year's program.

MEMBERS

M. B. Ames
J. A. Anderson
Waine Archer
T. E. Blackburn
R. E. Bowen
W. Brandou
G. F. Brit
W. Castles
W. C. Coulbourn
B. K. Craig
A. A. deAlmar
J. B. Dent
F. E. Ellis
R. E. Ervin

A. L. Ervin
P. D. Harr
H. P. Kupiec
J. M. Markley
E. W. McLain
W. P. Montgomery
W. L. O'Ferrall
E. E. Sack
G. A. Smith
D. B. Stevenson
R. K. Wentz
M. Whitlock
J. L. Witherstine

First Row: Anderson, Dent, Brandou, O'Ferrall, Ervin, Stevenson, Archer, Witherstine... Second Row: Craig, Bowen, Coulbourn, deAlmar, Whitlock, Wentz, Blackburn, Britt... Third Row: Harr, Kupiec, Ellis, Smith, Sack, Markley, McLain, Ames.
Civil Crew

The student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers at Georgia Tech is known as the "Civil Crew." It was installed on the campus in 1909. Its members are selected from the Senior and Junior classes in Civil Engineering, with especial emphasis on good scholastic standing. The activities of the Society include the establishing of personal contact with practicing engineers by means of luncheons and informal talks, the investigation of practical construction work, and the showing of films on engineering projects.

C. T. HOLDER
President

MEMBERS

J. Banning
F. Basil
J. H. Carson
M. E. Clare
F. L. Coward
W. A. Darden
W. L. Dolive
H. C. East
N. Fox
G. Gegauff

J. H. Hendricks
H. M. Hinton
C. T. Holder
F. E. Lindstrom
C. H. List
V. L. Millen
W. W. Morrison
R. W. Nauman
R. P. Nelson
W. deA. Pflucker
F. J. Rawstrom
C. C. Saal
G. W. Sackett
J. P. Sims
A. E. Spohn
J. H. Stollard
R. J. Thompson
G. O. Vickery
P. R. Warwick

Architectural Society

The Architectural Society was founded at Georgia Tech in 1910. All Architectural students who have completed the first term of the sophomore year are eligible for membership. Prominent local architects frequently address the monthly meetings. Prizes are offered for the best work in design, and a creditable library of drawings from architectural books has been formed. Quite frequently student members of the society submit their work for judgment in national contests.

THORNTON DEAS
Vice-President

MEMBERS

G. M. Arias
J. H. Combs
D. G. Connally
J. J. Croft
T. M. Deas
C. M. Duncan
J. H. Finch
H. W. Greer

J. A. Houser
T. G. Little
S. K. Neill
A. N. Robinson
J. L. Skinner
J. M. Thrash
E. D. Wilcox

American Institute of Electrical Engineers

This society founded in 1884 and installed at Georgia Tech in 1915, is a student branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers. Senior and junior students in the Electrical Engineering course are eligible for membership. Original papers are presented and articles from current electrical literature are abstracted and discussed. Lectures are given the Society by practicing engineers.

R. L. Bennett
J. G. Bishop
G. A. Brien
J. G. Brown
J. G. Commins
C. C. Corbin
E. J. Gillespie
S. Godinez
F. D. Griesinger
B. E. Gruters
M. F. Hubbard
G. J. Jadronja
J. K. Jernigan
I. L. Lamar
D. R. Lee
A. B. Little
N. Lobman
G. A. Love
O. D. Lyon
M. O. Mallo
I. S. Mayer
R. G. Markillie
E. L. McGinty
V. E. Mohler
J. W. Morrison
R. G. Neal
E. L. Pearson
A. F. Perkins
W. H. Raymond, Jr.
H. L. Rinn
B. W. Scott
C. L. Smith
S. T. Stendera
O. Suarez
C. E. Temple
T. F. Treadway
C. N. Walker

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers is a student branch of this well-known professional society which was founded in 1881. The chapter at Tech was installed in 1916 and includes as members all junior and senior Mechanical Engineering students. Regular meetings are held at which prominent Mechanical Engineers of industry and schools speak, motion pictures are presented, and a general discussion of mechanical topics held. Inspection trips are often taken to local industrial plants.

MEMBERS

R. S. Albright
W. O. Alt
E. H. Atkinson
C. W. Baird
C. A. Barnes
J. E. Bradfield
G. R. Catts
J. C. Chambers
L. S. Chamblee
C. D. Cotten
N. Damianos
L. J. Drum, Jr.
W. F. Gillies, Jr.
R. Gilreath

D. Glass, Jr.
J. M. Goff
M. Gracey, Jr.
W. T. Hansen
R. A. Harbort
J. F. Hartwig, Jr.
C. W. Huth
F. A. Jones
M. G. Keiser
I. M. Kodel
O. A. Korf
R. A. Latta
R. J. Martin, Jr.
J. W. Martin, Jr.
J. L. McMahon, Jr.

E. G. Morrison
M. T. Motes
W. E. Peck
R. Richards
G. E. Rogers
J. D. Seay, Jr.
D. H. Stoddard
A. W. Swart
G. R. Taylor
A. C. Todd, Jr.
W. P. Welch
L. P. Woodall
D. A. Worrell
C. W. Ziegler

First Row: Alt, Atkinson, Baird, Bradfield, Chamblee, Damianos, Drum, Gillies, Gilreath, Goff, Gracey, ... Second Row: Hansen, Korf, Latta, Martin, R. J., Martin, J. W., McMahon, Morrison, Peck, Richards, Seay, Swart, ... Third Row: Taylor, Todd, Woodall, Chambers, Barnes, Catts, Hartwig, Glass, Kodel, Welch, Ziegler.
American Institute of Chemical Engineers

The Georgia Tech Branch of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers was installed in 1933 for the purpose of stimulating student interest in the profession of chemical engineering. The organization is composed of seniors, juniors and sophomores in the Chemical Engineering and Chemistry Departments. Since its installation the chapter has been active in such projects as economic surveys of various chemical plants and talks on chemical engineering subjects by various students and professors.

MEMBERS

G. M. Anderson  H. L. Fell  B. L. Layton  T. H. Riggs
J. E. Atkinson  W. F. Floyd  E. E. Lindsey  W. H. Sachs
H. C. Ballard  J. Frank  J. M. Lister  D. B. Salmon
G. J. Bates  H. D. Geigerman  C. M. Lokey  R. A. Siegel
B. S. Beasley  J. D. Gordon  D. M. Luntz  C. R. Salmon
M. Beerman  H. M. Greico  J. S. Mahan  F. D. Spar
D. B. Bullard  W. T. Harbin  S. B. McNair  A. M. Stull
E. W. Burton  J. W. Harmon  C. Mizelle  H. C. Taylor
F. W. Chapman  W. W. Harwood  I. S. Moore  G. V. Tillman
C. C. Covucci  J. E. Hite  C. F. Nelson  E. B. Turman
J. D. Earle  L. S. Kaniecki  M. H. O'Hara  J. M. Williams
R. C. Eley  G. Kenimer  J. A. Parker  J. J. White

CLUBS
Bulldog Club

The Bulldog Club, founded at Tech in 1910, is a society whose members are selected solely from the most representative juniors and seniors. The present organization resulted from the union of an original senior Bulldog with a junior society, Koseme, in 1933. It is a non-scholastic society the purpose of which is to bring together the outstanding leaders of the upperclasses. The fraternity cake race, and the annual tennis and bowling tournaments are sponsored by Bulldog.

CHARLIE YATES
President

MEMBERS

A. A. Austin
T. H. Bothwell
H. K. Brown
G. R. Catts
F. W. Chapman
D. G. Connally
J. T. Davenport
D. L. Echols
A. L. Ervin
J. H. Finch
W. S. Ginn
W. H. Glenn
J. A. Hall
C. P. Irby
J. W. Jacobs
T. E. Jones
E. C. Kidd
J. E. McKinley
M. Milligan
M. L. Moody
J. Oster
W. T. Paulk
J. H. Ridley
C. H. Roberts
H. S. Simpson
C. P. Smith
E. C. Smith
O. H. Thompson
R. Tusks
T. P. Tumlin
E. B. Turman
R. J. Warner
E. D. Wilcox
J. R. Wilcox
J. M. Williams
C. R. Yates

Skull and Key

Skull and Key, a sophomore honorary social society, was founded in 1912. Modeled after the Bulldog Club its aims and purposes are very similar to those of that organization. The main purpose of Skull and Key is to promote a closer relationship between the leaders of the sophomore class.

Each fall twelve new men are initiated, and the total membership is increased to twenty-four in the spring.

MEMBERS

H. H. Appleby
W. L. Carver
A. B. Cates, Jr.
F. W. Cox, Jr.
Z. T. Crouch
H. M. Fincher
F. S. Finger
F. R. Goulding
W. W. Harwood
L. C. Hays, Jr.

L. M. Moye, Jr.
L. J. O'Callaghan
W. V. Skiles, Jr.
L. Spencer
H. W. Swift
G. V. Tillman
S. S. Tomlin
J. R. Tufts
R. A. Verdier

Free Body Club

The Free Body Club is an honorary mechanics society organized at Tech in 1923 through the efforts of Professor C. E. Coolidge, head of the Department of Mechanics and present faculty advisor to the club, with the purpose in mind of promoting study along the lines of the Mechanical Engineering profession. Membership is limited to outstanding juniors in the Mechanics Department. The originator of "Founders' Day" at Tech, the club annually acts as sponsor for this outstanding occasion.

GUS ERVIN
President

MEMBERS

T. Berry  
K. D. Bickers  
G. R. Catts  
A. A. deAlmar  
J. B. Dent  
L. J. Drum  
A. L. Ervin

M. G. Keiser  
M. L. Moody  
C. P. Smith  
W. B. Steedman  
G. R. Taylor  
W. P. Welch

Oil Can Club

The Oil Can Club is a mechanical social society founded in 1914 with the purpose of promoting good fellowship among its members. The organization is composed of seniors in the Mechanical Engineering Department with a limited membership of thirteen, two or three of whom may be selected from the junior class. Meetings are held frequently throughout the year and a dance is usually given in the spring.

MEMBERS

A. C. Arrington
T. Berry, Jr.
K. D. Bickers
G. R. Catts
D. Cone
M. G. Keiser
J. W. Lucas

C. A. Miller
W. B. Steedman, Jr.
D. H. Stoddard
C. P. Smith
G. R. Taylor
R. Tufts
L. P. Woodall

First Row: Taylor, Arrington, Bickers, Keiser, Woodall... Second Row: Tufts, Smith, Steedman, Cone, Lucas.
The Co-op Club is one of the oldest and most active social clubs on the campus. Founded in 1915, its purpose is to promote interest in college activities and to foster a friendly spirit of co-operation among the students of the Co-operative department. Its members are selected from outstanding upperclassmen of the department. During each of the semesters a dance is given. As there are two sections of co-operative students this organization is divided into two sections.

MEMBERS

G. R. Bethune  F. L. Dale  D. D. Henderson  I. H. Mann  Bert Respess
J. B. Batson  K. K. Domingos  A. T. Hjelmfelt  W. A. McCree  W. M. Scandrett
J. W. Bell  J. V. Doriot  R. H. Hjelmfelt  S. L. McFarland  Gould Smith
J. R. Bingham  Karl Douglas  T. R. Hoag  R. M. Mendez  W. A. Snellgrove
T. S. Bond  H. M. Davil  W. W. Howerton  T. C. Moore  W. E. Spaulding
G. W. Burkette  Roy Gaskins  L. F. Hutchins  W. C. Norton  H. E. Watts
G. V. Bussey  W. J. Green  L. P. Jacobs  J. F. Oliver  M. H. Westberry
K. E. Callaway  R. W. Gregg  J. P. Johnson  H. L. Parry  W. T. Wheeler
R. E. Corbitt  J. F. Guest  H. J. Keefer  L. L. Pitts  R. A. Williams
Don Curry  D. E. Harbard  W. A. Lindstrom  L. B. Redmond

Yellow Jacket Club

The Yellow Jacket Club for the promotion of school spirit was organized in 1930 under the supervision of Coach W. A. Alexander. Members are pledged during their freshman year and at the beginning of the senior year those who have shown the greatest interest and enthusiasm are elected to the final order of Yellow Jacket. This organization serves as the Vigilance Committee, the purpose of which is to see that students are properly respectful of school traditions.

MEMBERS

B. L. Abbot  J. H. Finch  E. W. McLain
J. C. Betty  F. E. Fuchs  J. W. McMahon
T. S. Bond  B. F. Gerding  L. J. O'Callaghan
W. F. Bosky  E. J. Haley  J. B. Ramage
J. G. Commins  T. R. Hartley  A. C. Russell
D. S. Crocker  G. E. Houck  S. T. Stendera
J. C. Crocker  E. V. Johnson  R. S. Thomas
F. L. Dale  G. Johnson  J. H. Williams
F. W. DeMeritt  I. W. Kodel  S. R. Young
W. M. Eichbaum  O. R. Link
R. A. Erdin  J. W. Lucas

The Marion Luther Brittain Debating Society was founded in 1930, through the efforts of Professor Edwin Folk of the department of English, and has since made rapid strides towards becoming the outstanding collegiate forensic society of the South.

During this year these debaters engaged in an open Forum with six teams representing Agnes Scott, Mercer, Georgia, Brenau, Emory and Tech; and in individual debates with the following: Mercer, Brenau, Emory, North Carolina, Davidson, Alabama, Tulane, South Carolina, Auburn and Agnes Scott.

MEMBERS

R. M. Bandy
L. R. Blanks
J. D. Brasfield
H. G. Crawford
W. A. Darden
W. J. Ellison
S. T. Gibson
M. A. Goette
R. M. Halman
D. D. Hammond
E. I. Hulbert
J. Karlick
M. M. Kilgo
W. S. Kirkpatrick, Jr.
R. P. Kytle
S. T. Lipsins
A. J. Little
N. G. McLean
E. C. MacQueen
L. I. Merlin
P. Munroe
W. de A. Pflucker
W. I. Rosamond
D. Rosenzweig
H. S. Simpson
R. Singer
W. A. Snellgrove
S. L. Steele
G. Tomerlin
J. O. Watkins
R. A. Zoeller

First Row: Kirkpatrick, Gibson, Brasfield, Coulbourn, Crawford, Darden, Ellison, Glass, Haskell. • • Second Row: Hulbert, Karlick, Koplin, Kytle, Lambert, Little, MacQueen, Munroe, Rosamond. • • Third Row: Rosenzweig, Smithson, Snellgrove, Steele, Suarez, Tomerlin, Watkins, Wilson.
Cosmopolitan Club

This society is a chapter of the international organization of Cosmopolitan Clubs. Its members include all foreign students at Georgia Tech as well as a number of native Americans, whose inclusion makes for the truly international nature of the society. The activities of the club include the maintenance of correspondence with other chapters, the sending of delegates to annual and sectional meetings, and especially the rendering of assistance to incoming foreign students in establishing satisfactory school relations.

MEMBERS

G. Arias
J. A. Arzuazo
M. R. Aura
M. E. Blare
A. deAlmar
C. E. Fernandez
A. C. Fraga
J. D. Fraga
S. H. Godinez
B. Inestraza
A. L. Kocsis
J. Lazomisino

F. Li
G. A. Love
M. A. Mallo
A. F. Mond
R. A. Munoz
W. deA. Pflucker
D. Presilla
J. Silva
M. Sonell
O. Suarez
A. Valdes

Marionettes

Since its foundation in 1925, the Marionettes Club has been known throughout Southern colleges for the quality of its productions on the stage. This year the club has been re-organized with increased interest. During the spring of 1935, the club presented Oscar Wilde's, "The Importance of Being Earnest," an outstanding play for amateur actors. For this comedy the dramatics club of Agnes Scott College and The Marionettes co-operated with one another. Several one-act plays were given also at club meetings.

MEMBERS

H. S. Bandy
R. M. Bandy
J. M. Barber
J. C. Barkley
E. M. Box
W. C. Campbell
V. B. Casey
Q. Cook
J. S. Dougherty
D. Emmert
N. Fox
F. E. Fuchs
N. E. Harris
F. C. Hodgdon
E. L. Hubert
G. N. Hultsen
C. D. Hylehurst
L. Ingram
H. D. Ivey
A. J. Little
C. R. Long
O. D. Lyon
H. D. MacDonald
A. B. Nichols
H. R. O'Brien
E. Peeples
W. H. Raymond
T. A. Simpson
T. F. Treadway
J. R. Tufts
A. Weslowsky
R. F. White
J. H. Williams
T. E. Yandre

First Row: Smith, Peeples, Fox, Atkinson, Raymond, Hultsen, Hylehurst, Barkley.
Second Row: O'Brien, Emmert, Dougherty, Fuchs, Little, Cook, Campbell, Tufts.
Third Row: Ivey, Ingram, Yandre, Hulbert, Treadway, White.
Sigma Gamma Club

The foundation of the Sigma Gamma Club on the Tech Campus in 1927 was primarily for the encouragement of social, recreational, and cultural activity among its members. Participation in campus activities and the encouragement of all progressive movements are two of the objectives to which the members of the club are pledged.

President

MEMBERS

H. Barnett
M. Beerman
M. R. Blume
J. Glustrom
J. Karlick
H. B. Karp
B. H. Keyserling
J. Kinsler
I. Lipton

L. I. Merlin
J. S. Rosenberg
S. Rosofsky
S. Seitz
A. N. Stull
I. Swerdlin
R. Taitz
S. D. Wills
B. Zakheim

First Row: Barnett, Lipton, Beerman, Kinsler, Taitz, Keyserling, Rosenberg, Stull.
Second Row: Karlick, Swerdlin, Rosofsky, Glustrom, Karp, Wills, Zakheim.
Non-Fraternity Organization

The Non-Fraternity Organization was formed in the spring of 1934 to provide a medium through which men unable to join a fraternity could act in matters pertaining to campus life. This body is devoted to encouraging non-fraternity students to take part in campus activities and as such its success has been noteworthy. A secondary motive is to give to the non-fraternity alumnus a connecting link with the campus, a need long felt at Georgia Tech.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

J. Brock
J. G. Commins
H. G. Crawford
J. Croley
R. H. Fagan
E. V. Johnson
H. V. Lamberti
F. Li
A. A. Miller
E. L. Pearson
H. Simmons
F. W. Smith
O. Suarez
M. Whitlock
W. C. Williams

First Row: Johnson, Pearson, Suarez, Whitlock, Crawford, Lamberti, Li. • • • Second Row: Simmons, Croley, Fagan, Miller, Smith, Williams.
Foil and Mask

Members of the school fencing team compose the Foil and Mask Society as its name implies. Under the direction of Professor Richard Morenus, who has acted as coach and advisor to the fencers, this sport has won new popularity at Tech and a schedule of matches is played each year with teams from Alabama, Virginia Military, City College of Charleston, and other Southern schools.

MEMBERS

G. M. Arias
R. M. Bandy
R. H. Fagan
N. Fox
H. D. Ivey, Jr.
J. Lagamasino
F. Lawrence, Jr.

M. O. Mallo
W. L. O’Ferrall
J. A. Parker
E. L. Pearson
G. D. Swanson
F. Williams

RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES
The Y. M. C. A. building was erected in 1911 through the generosity of John D. Rockefeller and interested friends of Atlanta for the benefit of the students of Georgia Tech. The "Y" constitutes the center of student life and activity, for, in addition to its auditorium and recreational parlors, rooms are maintained for various clubs, the Student Council, and the school publications.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet

The purpose of the Young Men's Christian Association is to minister to the development of the moral, social and spiritual needs of each individual in the school community. There is scarcely an organization on the campus that does not in some way come in contact with the Y. M. C. A. In this way it has an opportunity to touch the entire life of the school. The activities of the Y. M. C. A. are carried out entirely by the students with the co-operation and counsel of the Y. M. C. A. Cabinet and the General Secretary. This brings the students to realize that the Y. M. C. A. program is their responsibility and makes for a vital organization functioning for the benefit of the whole student body.

CHICK MEEHAN
President

MEMBERS

G. M. Allen
M. B. Ames, Jr.
R. M. Bandy
H. Barnett
E. J. Benton
T. S. Bond, Jr.
J. A. Childs
W. P. Christy
F. L. Dale
F. W. DeMeritt
F. W. Evans, Jr.

C. M. Grotz
C. T. Holder
E. I. Hulbert
E. V. Johnson
G. Kenimer, Jr.
R. P. Kyle, Jr.
F. Li
E. C. MacQueen
J. W. Meehan
R. A. Mills
W. W. Morrison
R. W. Nauman

S. B. Neister
J. A. Potter
R. V. Richard
J. R. Rountree
E. E. Sack
O. Suarez
R. A. Seifert
J. W. Simmons
M. J. Sowell
R. S. Thomas
J. H. Williams

One of the successful organizations on the campus is the "Y" Singers. Their services are in demand both in and out of the city. Largely through the untiring leadership of Mr. Robert E. Mell, Director, the "Y" Singers have achieved a state-wide reputation. In addition to making trips to various colleges throughout the South, this organization sings in almost every church in Atlanta sometime during the year.

JACK ROUNTREE
President

MEMBERS

J. C. Barkley  F. H. Endorf  B. T. Nightingale  W. V. Smith
C. W. Bowers  G. A. Fullington  J. A. Parker  W. A. Snellgrove
W. E. Brandau  W. M. Furlow  J. B. Pendergrast  F. D. Spar
A. N. Bray  A. P. Guess  F. F. Phillips  T. M. Sparks
C. H. Calhoun  W. T. Hall  J. A. Potter  A. W. Swart
F. Cartmel  H. R. Hudson  L. B. Redmond  R. S. Thomas
R. L. Clark  G. Johnson  J. R. Rountree  W. M. Thompson
J. M. Corral  F. S. Little  R. A. Seifert  F. M. Volberg
L. B. Craig, Jr.  E. C. MacQueen  W. C. Shepherd  L. D. Wall, Jr.
C. S. Dekle  J. W. Martin  H. Simmons  J. M. Watts
J. D. Earle  W. M. Massey  F. W. Smith  H. W. Witte
C. E. Edenfield  R. A. Mills  J. T. Smith  K. S. Zerwick

Newman Club

The Georgia Tech Newman Club, founded in 1931, is the local chapter of the federation of College Catholic Clubs. Its purpose is to promote the mutual interests of Catholic students at Tech, whether those interests be of a spiritual, intellectual, or social nature. Its activities consist of a program of religious education in the form of talks and open discussions, supplemented by social functions of a recreational and fraternal nature.

MEMBERS

M. A. Arsuaga
C. K. Bautz
W. F. Bosky
K. A. Bevins
C. C. Covucci
M. J. Dabney
L. W. Dabney
A. A. deAlmar
J. J. Dolan
T. J. Donnelly
C. D. D'Onofrio
E. J. Gillespie
H. M. D. Grieco
K. B. Fisher

T. J. Flynn
B. E. Gruters
L. S. Kaniecki
E. D. Kalkhurst
H. W. Ledyndski
I. L. Lamar
H. V. Lambert
R. J. Martin
E. H. Mattingly
J. McMahon
E. McMahon
J. W. Meehan
A. J. York
R. A. Zoeller

First Row: Martin, Bautz, Covucci, Arsuaga, Bosky, Dabney, deAlmar, D'Onofrio.
Second Row: Fisher, Gruters, Kaniecki, Kalkhurst, Lamar, Lambert, Mattingly, McMahon, J.
Third Row: Meehan, York, Dabney, Donnelly, Gillespie, Flynn.
Military Administration

COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

MAJOR T. H. JONES, Commandant .................................... Coast Artillery
MAJOR P. H. FRENCH .................................................. Coast Artillery
MAJOR W. D. EVANS .................................................. Coast Artillery
CAPTAIN F. B. WATERS ............................................. Coast Artillery
CAPTAIN L. H. GIBBONS ............................................. Infantry
CAPTAIN A. G. WING ................................................ Infantry
CAPTAIN E. D. CAMERON ......................................... Signal Corps
CAPTAIN N. H. STRICKLAND ..................................... Ordnance
LIEUTENANT O. C. MAIER ......................................... Signal Corps

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

STAFF SERGEANT JOHN HRUSKA ................................. Coast Artillery
STAFF SERGEANT H. L. ELLIS .................................. Coast Artillery
SERGEANT D. S. PARCHMAN ..................................... Infantry
SERGEANT E. G. PATRICK ......................................... Coast Artillery
SERGEANT D. B. WEIR ............................................. Signal Corps
Regimental Staff

F. A. L. HOLLOWAY .................................................. Colonel
J. W. MEEHAN ............................................................... Lieutenant Colonel
O. A. KORF ................................................................. Regimental Adjutant

REGIMENTAL BAND

K. H. HANNER ............................................................ Captain
C. H. REED ................................................................. First Lieutenant
A. J. KELLY ................................................................. Second Lieutenant
W. T. HANSEN ......................................................... Second Lieutenant

HEADQUARTERS BATTERY

J. E. BRADFIELD ...................................................... Captain
G. D. SWANSON ....................................................... First Lieutenant
R. C. ELEY .............................................................. Second Lieutenant
S. T. COHEN ............................................................. Second Lieutenant

Bradfield, Eley, Hanner, Kelly, Hansen, Reed.
First Battalion

INFANTRY

S. B. McNair .................................................. Major
H. O. Clark ................................................... Battalion Adjutant
A. C. Johnson ................................................. Plans and Training Officer
H. Sams ........................................................ Personnel Adjutant

COMPANY A
H. M. Woodard .............................................. Captain
R. E. Hill ..................................................... First Lieutenant
L. P. Woodall ................................................ Second Lieutenant
E. B. Turman ................................................ Second Lieutenant

COMPANY B
E. V. Johnson ................................................. Captain
C. P. Irby ...................................................... First Lieutenant
E. L. McGinty ................................................ Second Lieutenant
H. C. Chapman ............................................. Second Lieutenant

COMPANY C
J. W. Lucas .................................................. Captain
T. B. Roper .................................................. First Lieutenant
C. W. Baird .................................................. Second Lieutenant
B. K. Craig .................................................. Second Lieutenant

COMPANY D
Marvin Whitlock ........................................... Captain
B. J. Harrison ................................................ First Lieutenant
J. W. Smith .................................................. Second Lieutenant
J. R. Watkins ................................................ Second Lieutenant

Second Battalion

COAST ARTILLERY

R. S. ALBRIGHT ................................................................. Major
C. C. CORBIN ................................................................. Battalion Adjutant
M. L. MOODY ................................................................. Plans and Training Officer

BATTERY E

W. F. FLOYD ................................................................. Captain
G. J. JADRONJA ............................................................. First Lieutenant
H. D. GEIGERMAN .......................................................... Second Lieutenant
S. L. McCREARY ............................................................ Second Lieutenant

BATTERY G

H. C. EAST ................................................................. Captain
J. S. DOUGHERTY .......................................................... First Lieutenant
J. H. HOLCOMB ............................................................ Second Lieutenant
R. P. NELSON ............................................................... Second Lieutenant

BATTERY F

V. L. MILLEN ................................................................. Captain
F. S. BARKALOW ............................................................ First Lieutenant
J. G. COMMINS .............................................................. Second Lieutenant
M. G. KEISER ................................................................. Second Lieutenant

BATTERY H

C. T. HOLDER ................................................................. Captain
W. W. MORRISON .......................................................... First Lieutenant
C. W. HUTH ................................................................. Second Lieutenant
J. L. SKINNER ............................................................... Second Lieutenant

BATTERY I

E. L. PEARSON ................................................................. Captain
J. J. CROFT ................................................................. First Lieutenant
J. C. COOK ................................................................. Second Lieutenant
T. F. TREADWAY ........................................................... Second Lieutenant

First Row: Albright, Corbin, Moody, Floyd, Jadronja, Geigerman, McCreary.
Second Row: Millen, Barkalow, Commins, Keiser, East, Dougherty, Nelson.
Third Battalion

SIGNAL CORPS

FIRST SECTION

F. H. ENDORF ............................................ Major
J. G. PRESTON ........................................... Battalion Adjutant
C. D. COTTEN ........................................... Plans and Training Officer
J. P. JOHNSON ........................................... Personnel Adjutant

COMPANY K

P. J. CRAIN .............................................. Captain
R. D. OWEN ............................................. First Lieutenant
T. R. HOAG .............................................. First Lieutenant
W. M. COBB ............................................. First Lieutenant

COMPANY L

C. L. DRUMMOND ........................................ Captain
H. A. STEVENS .......................................... First Lieutenant
R. G. CAPELL ........................................... First Lieutenant
B. J. DASHER ........................................... First Lieutenant

SECOND SECTION

E. T. PRESTON ............................................ Major
W. J. ELLISON .......................................... Battalion Adjutant
R. W. NAUMAN ........................................... Plans and Training Officer
L. P. JACOBS ............................................ Personnel Adjutant

COMPANY K

C. W. LINES .............................................. Captain
L. B. BESSEMER ......................................... First Lieutenant
T. H. MAUNEY ........................................... First Lieutenant

COMPANY L

O. A. WILLIAMS ......................................... Captain
M. M. KILGO ............................................. First Lieutenant
S. L. STEELE ............................................. First Lieutenant

COMPANY M

C. W. ZIEGLER ........................................... Captain
V. F. FOX ................................................ First Lieutenant
W. E. WILSON ........................................... First Lieutenant

First Row: Endorf, Preston, J. G., Cotten, Johnson, Crain, Owen, Hoag...
Second Row: Cobb, Drummond, Stevens, Capell, Dasher, Preston, E. T., Nauman.
Third Row: Lines, Williams, Ziegler, Fox.
Scabbard and Blade

J. W. MEEHAN
Captain

V. L. MILLEN
Second Lieutenant

J. W. LUCAS
First Sergeant

R. W. NAUMAN
First Lieutenant

R. S. Albright
W. J. Ellison, Jr.
T. H. Mauney
E. T. Preston

C. C. Corbin
W. F. Floyd
S. B. McNair
J. H. Ridley

P. J. Crain, Jr.
W. H. Glenn, Jr.
J. W. Meehan
H. S. Simpson

B. J. Dasher
F. A. L. Holloway
V. L. Millen
C. L. Smith

R. P. Dawson, Jr.
A. C. Johnson, Jr.
E. G. Morrison
S. L. Steele

R. C. Eley
J. W. Lucas
R. W. Nauman
M. Whitlock

First Row: McNair, Glenn, Floyd, Holloway, Johnson. • • • Second Row: Eley, Dasher, Ridley, Whitlock, Albright, Corbin. • • • Third Row: Smith, Morrison, Preston, Crain, Simpson.
Naval Administration

COMMANDER MARK C. BOWMAN .............................................. U. S. Navy
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER SAMUEL P. JENKINS ......................... U. S. Navy
LIEUTENANT COMMANDER WILLIAM H. FERGUSON ...................... U. S. Navy
CAPTAIN WILLIAM S. FELLERS ............................................. U. S. Marine Corps
LIEUTENANT FRANK R. WALKER ............................................ U. S. Navy
LIEUTENANT (Junior Grade) JACOB E. COOPER ............................ U. S. Navy

CHIEF BOATSWAIN'S MATE EDWARD H. KINNEY

CHIEF GUNNER'S MATE HENRY R. CHAMBERS

CHIEF YOEMAN EUGENE ANHEIR

CHIEF STOREKEEPER THOMAS A. HOWARD, JR.

First Row: Cooper, Fellers, Howard, Jenkins.
Second Row: Kenney, Chambers, Anheir, Bowman.
Naval R. O. T. C.

OFFICERS

LIEUTENANT COMMANDER W. H. GLENN  Battalion Commander
LIEUTENANT A. F. PERKINS  Battalion Sub Commander
LIEUTENANT (Junior Grade) C. A. HOYT  Battalion Adjutant
ENSIGN R. A. LATTA  Battalion Commissary
CHIEF PETTY OFFICER G. M. LeROUX  Battalion Chief Petty Officer

FIRST COMPANY

LIEUTENANT R. P. DAWSON  Commander
LIEUTENANT (Junior Grade) E. G. MORRISON  First Platoon
ENSIGN H. C. BALLARD  Second Platoon

SECOND COMPANY

LIEUTENANT H. S. SIMPSON  Commander
LIEUTENANT (Junior Grade) C. L. SMITH  First Platoon
ENSIGN T. M. TURNER, JR.  Second Platoon

THIRD COMPANY

LIEUTENANT J. D. SEAY  Commander
LIEUTENANT (Junior Grade) F. E. LINDESTROM  First Platoon
ENSIGN J. H. RIDLEY  Second Platoon

Georgia School of Technology Band

OFFICERS

A. J. KELLY .................................................. Drum Major
K. H. HANNER ............................................... Captain
A. J. GARING ............................................... Director

MEMBERS

P. H. Awtry
O. W. Bryngelson
C. H. Calhoun
G. A. Fullington
J. S. Harrison
L. F. Hutchins
Douglas Jarrard
M. W. Baker
J. W. Batts
K. A. Bevins
B. F. Burnett
W. M. Castleberry
M. C. Colson
F. L. Dale
Nick Damianos
C. Duncan
R. A. Davis
J. D. Falk
W. E. Field
T. W. Hatcher
F. L. Humphrey

J. R. Hinton, Jr.
A. M. Haagland, Jr.
C. A. Hoyt
A. C. Holt, Jr.
W. Hurn
L. W. Jackson
W. R. Johnson
H. G. Kitchens
G. B. Lovejoy
I. T. Lamar
H. W. Ladynski
H. M. McGaughey, Jr.
E. C. MacQueen
R. G. Matthews
J. W. Morrisey
P. Munroe
L. R. Mobley
C. G. Morgan
E. A. Poe

D. F. Ridings
T. H. Riggs
W. H. Raymond
J. S. Rhyne
G. S. Robertson
C. H. Reed
H. L. Rinn
F. Y. Speight
F. K. Schillings, Jr.
F. W. E. Scott
W. H. Warren
H. H. Wing
A. W. Weinberg
F. K. Webb
H. R. Weinstein
J. K. Wolford
J. M. Williams
C. H. Yann
T. F. Treadway
H. H. Tifts
S. R. Young
Rifle Team

Early interest in rifle marksmanship resulted in giving Tech a large number of students from which to choose a rifle squad. This squad constitutes the Varsity, R. O. T. C., and Freshman teams. Any regularly enrolled student is eligible for the varsity team, but to be eligible for the R. O. T. C. team he must, in addition, be actually enrolled in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps.

Seventeen challenges for Varsity, thirteen for R. O. T. C., and three for Freshman matches, in addition to the Corps Area, National R. O. T. C. Hearst Trophy, and the National Intercollegiate, were accepted to be fired on week-ends, beginning February 2, and ending April 13, 1935. The season began with a shoulder to shoulder shoot with Alabama Polytechnic Institute and the University of Georgia in which we lost to Auburn but easily defeated Georgia. At date of this article Tech has won all except two matches and these by very close scores. The Rifle Team was one of the four senior units designated by the Commanding General to represent this area in the National Intercollegiate Match.

Team Captain J. W. Lucas, senior, ably assisted by H. H. Rogers, junior, G. M. Hope, sophomore, and J. R. Childs, freshman, class representatives, are very pleased by the fine record made by the squad.

MEMBERS

| C. G. Johnson | S. S. Tomlin | W. H. Gibson |
| J. H. Mulder  | H. C. Taylor | R. E. Burks  |
| J. W. Lucas   | G. L. Lindsey| P. L. Martin |
| H. O. Clark   | G. M. Hope   | J. R. Childs |
| B. J. Harrison| H. G. Cooper | O. M. Hill   |
| J. S. Dougherty| E. O. Batson| W. B. Hunt   |
| H. H. Rogers  | W. L. Hubbard, Jr. | J. C. Clark |
| C. M. Lokey, Jr. | J. H. Phillips | A. Richardson |
Military Sponsors

CHARLINE MANN
Headquarters

MILDRED GEESLIN
Company K

KATHRYN PERKINS
Navy

MARION CHINLUND
Company B

MRS. C. L. DRUMMOND
Company L

HELEN FULLER
Battery H

IRIS PERRY
Regiment

MRS. C. L. DRUMMOND
Company L

HELEN FULLER
Battery H

VIRGINIA CRAWFORD
3rd Company

LOUISE MARCHMAN
Battery E

ANTOINETTE MARTIN
Battery F

HORTENSE BOISSEAU
Band

MAURICE EVANS
Battery G
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Military Sponsors

ELIZABETH HARLESS
Company L

MARY PURDY
Company A

MARY GIBBONS
1st Company

WINIFRED McCORD
Signal Corps

KATHERINE ALFRIEND
Infantry

RAY FOWLER
Battery I

MARThA ALBRIGHT
Coast Artillery

SARAH CAMP
Company D

BETTY FUGITT
Company C

DAGMAR SCHOTE
Signal Corps

MILDRED Eves
Battery M
VANITY FAIR
Miss Betty Boggs
Miss Virginia Hart
Miss Frances Butters
Miss Dixie Woolford
Miss Lucille Logan
Miss Eloise Gresham
Miss Fran Yates
DANCES
SENIOR HOP

WRIGHT PAULK .................. President
AL JOHNSON ...................... Vice-President
JERE PERKERSON ................. Secretary-Treasurer

"ISHKABIBLE" BOGUE
"SULLY" MASON
WITH
KAY KYSER'S ORCHESTRA

"GOOD EVENIN' FOLKS ... HOW YO'ALL"

WRIGHT PAULK
WITH MISS FRANCES BUTTERS

AL JOHNSON
WITH MISS INEZ HART
JUNIOR PROM

DAN HOLSENBECK ............... President
CULVER KIDD ................. Vice-President
MASON WILLIAMS ............ Secretary-Treasurer

KAY KYSER
VIRGINIA SIMS
ART WILSON

ART WILSON "THINKING OF YOU"

DAN HOLSENBECK
WITH MISS VIRGINIA WILLIAMS

MASON WILLIAMS
WITH MISS INEZ BARTHLEMESS
PAN HELLENIC

JOHN RIDLEY ..................... President
SHORTY ROBERTS ................ Vice-President
HARRY ROBERTS ................ Secretary
WRIGHT PAULK .................. Treasurer
GEORGE SWANSON ............. Sergeant-at-Arms

JOHN RIDLEY
WITH MISS ELOISE GRESHAM

SHORTY ROBERTS
WITH MISS AMELIA LeHATTE

HARRY ROBERTS
WITH MISS RITA CUMMINGS
WITH MISS FRANCES BUTTERS

WRIGHT PAULK
WITH MISS EULA MILLER

GEORGE SWANSON
KAY’S SULLY DILLY AND DIXIE

PLANNING REALIZATION OUR SULLY

BETWEEN DANCES

NAVAL ROTC ARMORY

SCENE OF THE DANCES

“ANY RAGS—ANY BONES—
ANY BOTTLES TODAY”

PANORAMA OF ACTIVITY AS SEEN AT THE MID-TERM DANCES

SARA AND CHAS.

JUNIOR PRES.—V.PRES.

AND DATES

JOHN AND MARY 'LIZ

KAY’S SULLY

DILLY AND DIXIE

PLANNING

REALIZATION

OUR SULLY

ALL EYES KAYWARD

KIDDING

GOO BYE JAWGA TECH
SNAPSHOTS
WRECKING ATHENS

MAY I CUT IN?

BEAUTIFYING THE CAMPUS

THE WALTZ YOU SAVED FOR ME

HOLD IT

A BIT OF PREPAREDNESS

A STATISTICAL CHRISTMAS

WILD BILL

SEC. ICKES GOES BOOM!

THE CANDID CAMERA

TO HELL WITH 'BAMA
KICKOFF AT 2:30

NOTABLES

YEA ALABAMA

SOUPS ON

STRUTTING'S OVER

NARMORE AND PAL

MARION AND MAC
WITH BABES

JACKET BAND

BLOCK THAT KICK

THE HALF

KALKHURST THINKS?

THE ED.—'N DIXIE

MRS. AND PRESIDENT

FROSH

HOLD THAT LINE
YOUNG GENTLEMEN

TEAM—'RAH

PEP

IT'S ALL OVER

READY FOR THE FRAY
FREDDIE INFERNO CONSUMES BULLDOGS

THERE'LL COME A DAY GEORGIA'S GRID

GEORGIA DEMONSTRATES THE GATES

GEORGIA GETS PLAYFUL

JAY AND DIXIE TECH—GEORGIA

FATTED BULLDOG

A LITTLE TOD

THERE'LL COME A DAY

GEORGIA'S GRID

ATHENS

WHO'S AFRAID OF THE BIG BULLDOG

GLORY!

INSIDE THE WALLS

RUBBING IT IN THAT COFFIN AGAIN

IN THE CLASSIC CITY

WRAMBLIN' WRECK

TIME OUT

MOTORCADE
FRATERNITIES
Interfraternity Council

OFFICERS

J. H. RIDLEY ............. President
C. H. ROBERTS ............. Vice-President
HARRY ROBERTS ............ Secretary
W. T. PAULK .............. Treasurer
G. D. SWANSON ............ Sergeant-at-Arms

SENIORS	JUNIORS

T. M. Deas ................ ALPHA TAU OMEGA .... J. W. Lucas
P. L. Cosgrove .......... BETA KAPPA ........... W. J. Banning
E. B. Turman ....... CHI PHI .............. W. S. Ginn
C. P. Smith ........ CHI PSI .............. R. K. Wentz
E. D. Kalkhurst .... DELTA TAU DELTA ........ C. E. Sumner, Jr.
H. S. Simpson ...... KAPPA ALPHA ........ F. W. Chapman
J. A. Hall, III .... KAPPA SIGMA ........ W. S. Martin
J. H. Ridley ....... PHI DELTA THETA ........ O. A. Thompson
L. J. Drum, Jr. .... PHI EPSILON PI .......... A. W. Nissenbaum
V. L. Millen .......... PHI GAMMA DELTA ....... H. M. Woodard
G. D. Swanson .... PHI KAPPA SIGMA ........ D. R. Woolf
R. C. Eley .......... PHI KAPPA TAU ........ G. A. Smith
M. L. Moody .......... PHI SIGMA KAPPA ....... J. E. Watters
H. Roberts .... PI KAPPA ALPHA .......... R. A. Siegel
W. T. Paulk .... PI KAPPA PHI ........ H. W. Swift
W. H. Glenn .... SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON .... E. C. Kidd, Jr.
C. P. Irby ......... SIGMA CHI ............ J. H. Finch
C. H. Roberts ...... SIGMA NU .............. H. A. West
J. M. Sherrill .... SIGMA PHI EPSILON ....... D. M. Luntz
H. J. Kanter .... Tau EPSILON PHI ........ G. T. Stacey
W. H. Gardener ...... THETA CHI ............

First Row: Deas, Cannon, Turman, Smith, C. P., Kalkhurst, Simpson, Hall, Ridley,
Drum, Millen... Second Row: Swanson, Moody, Eley, Roberts, H., Paulk, Glenn,
Irby, Roberts, C., Sherrill, Kanter... Third Row: Gardener, Lucas, Rosamond,
ALPHA TAU OMEGA

OFFICERS

J. W. LUCAS ............ President
A. M. ASKIN ............ Vice-President
Z. T. CROUCH ............ Secretary
G. F. SCARBROUGH ........ Treasurer

First Row: Askin, Davis, Deas, Thrash, Bulloch...
Second Row: McLain, Northup, Scarbrough, Spivey, Tomlin...
Third Row: Shipp, Clark, Fletcher, Glendening, Hazlehurst...
Fourth Row: Paxton, Robeson.

SENIORS

A. M. Askin
T. H. Davis
T. M. Deas
J. M. Thrash
F. M. Bulloch
F. S. Culpepper
J. F. Darby
R. W. Eubanks
R. O. Launey
J. W. Lucas
J. H. Mayes

JUNIORS

E. W. McLain
E. S. Northup
G. D. Scarbrough
J. D. Singer
E. T. Spivey
S. S. Tomlin
J. H. Williams
Beta Iota Chapter

Founded at Virginia Military Institute, 1865
Beta Iota Chapter Installed, 1888

COLORS: Blue and Gold
FLOWER: White Tea Rose

First Row: Culpepper, Darby, Leanev, Lucas, Mayes
Second Row: Williams, Cook, Crouch, McCord, Young
Third Row: Johnston, Jones, Jordan, Maddux, Nixon
Fourth Row: Roney, Woodall

SOPHOMORES
J. S. Cook
Z. T. Crouch
J. W. McCord
S. R. Young
J. E. Shipp

FRESHMEN
J. C. Clark
G. L. Edwards
J. S. Fletcher
L. B. Glendenning
C. D. Hazlehurst
B. N. Hull
W. B. Johnston
E. A. Jones

W. H. Jordan
R. D. Maddux
J. U. Nixon
W. H. Paxton
C. W. Robeson
S. G. Roney
J. H. Woodall
BETA KAPPA

OFFICERS
R. W. NAUMAN . . . . President
W. T. WHEELER . . . . Vice-President
A. N. BRAY . . . . . . Secretary
H. H. STRICKLAND . . . Treasurer

First Row: Nauman, Banning, Braswell . . . Second Row:

SENIORS
R. W. Nauman

JUNIORS
W. J. Banning
G. H. Braswell
A. N. Bray
C. T. Coffey
E. S. Fife
E. J. Haley

W. W. Howerton
W. A. McCree
W. B. Owens
H. H. Strickland
W. T. Wheeler
Founded at Hamline University, 1901
Alpha Gamma Chapter Installed, 1929

COLORS: Purple and Gold
FLOWER: Yellow Rose

First Row: Bray, Coffey, Fife... Second Row: Wheeler, Hill, McCree... Third Row: James, Singleton, Duvall... Fourth Row: Herring.

SOPHOMORES
H. A. Brittain
W. S. James
C. E. Munz
W. B. Singleton
W. E. Wallace

FRESHMEN
J. C. Abrams
C. L. Beaudrot
W. B. Brannon
T. C. Brinson
H. F. Broward
R. J. Centorbi
R. J. Daniel
W. D. Hardee
R. J. Herring
J. O. Howard
D. L. Kilcrease
W. A. Stone
F. T. Waltermiere
E. B. Welch
BETA THETA PI

OFFICERS

F. A. L. HOLLOWAY . . . . President
C. D. COTTEN . . . . Vice-President
D. A. WORRELL . . . . Secretary
D. M. SPRING . . . . . Treasurer

First Row: Cotten, Archer, Cannon, Holcomb... Second Row: Hines Rosamond, Spring, Morgan... Third Row: Ramsey, Johnson, Powell, Sanders... Fourth Row: Cooper, Beck, Hood, Burns... Fifth Row: Boatwright, Lockyer.

SENIORS

Waine Archer, Jr.
J. L. Cannon, Jr.
C. D. Cotten, Jr.
J. S. Dougherty, Jr.
B. F. Hines, Jr.
J. H. Holcomb, Jr.
F. A. L. Holloway
R. M. Stevens
D. H. Young, Jr.

JUNIORS

C. P. Durham
D. B. Morgan
W. I. Rosamond, Jr.
D. M. Spring
R. F. White
D. A. Worrell
Gamma Eta Chapter

Founded at Miami University, 1839
Gamma Eta Chapter Installed, 1917

COLORS: Pink and Blue
FLOWER: The Rose

First Row: Holloway, Stevens, Young, Dougherty, ... Second Row: Worrell, White, Johnston, Emmert, ... Third Row: Emmons, Hunt, Burks, Fallon, ... Fourth Row: Chamberlain, Fly, Waite, Liebler, ... Fifth Row: Kinne, Bliss.

SOPHOMORES
H. D. Emmert, Jr.
J. E. Johnson
R. D. Johnston, Jr.
J. B. Powell
J. S. Ramsey
W. C. Wells

FRESHMEN
H. W. Beck
W. C. Bliss
J. H. Boatwright
R. E. Burks
J. M. Burns
R. E. Chamberlain
J. V. Cooper
R. E. Emmons
L. C. Fallon
J. O. Fly
R. E. Hood
W. B. Hunt
R. C. Kinne
A. M. Liebler
W. A. Lockyer, Jr.
H. B. Sanders
G. T. Waite
CHI PHI

OFFICERS

W. S. GINN ........ President
G. W. FELKER ........ Vice-President
F. E. ELLIS ........ Secretary
T. BERRY, JR. ........ Treasurer

SENIORS

Thomas Berry, Jr.
Douglas Cone
Hansford Sams, Jr.
Rutledge Tufts
E. B. Turman

JUNIORS

H. G. Cooper
F. E. Ellis, Jr.
G. W. Felker, Jr.
W. S. Ginn
W. G. Lea

First Row: Cone, Sams, Tufts, R., Turman, ... Second Row: Bailey, Cates, Clarke, DeLaney, ... Third Row: McClatchey, Moore, Plage, Stulb, ... Fourth Row: Eve, W., Hammond, Harrison, Massey, ... Fifth Row: Shakelford, Spring, Thompson.
Omega Chapter

Founded at Princeton University, 1824
Omega Chapter Installed, 1904
COLORS: Scarlet and Blue
FLOWER: The Sunflower

First Row: Cooper, Ellis, Felker, Ginn...
Second Row: Fincher, Fuller, Grant, Lambert...
Third Row: Tufts, J., Berry, Caldwell...
Fourth Row: Nightingale, Palmer, Pendergrass, Raine...

SOPHOMORES

B. M. Bailey, Jr.  M. T. Lambert  C. S. Berry
A. B. Cates, Jr.  M. R. McClatchey, Jr.  C. S. Caldwell
G. S. Clarke, Jr.  J. S. Moore  W. H. Eve
W. S. DeLaney, Jr.  H. L. Plage  W. F. Eve, Jr.
H. M. Fincher  H. L. Stulb  G. Hammond
P. H. Fuller  J. R. Tufts  O. L. Harrison
W. J. Grant

FRESHMEN

J. B. Pendergrass
J. M. Raine
F. L. Shackelford
G. N. Spring
C. S. Thompson
W. F. Tufts
C. S. Whitner
J. R. Wyant
CHI PSI

OFFICERS

C. P. SMITH . . . . . . . . . President
F. R. LINDSTROM . . . . Vice-President
R. K. WENTZ . . . . . . . . Secretary
A. A. WHITTNEBEL . . . . Treasurer

SENIORS

G. Arias
F. E. Lindstrom
R. B. Plunkett
C. P. Smith
W. B. Steedman

JUNIORS

J. D. Cromer
R. F. Hudson
H. F. Jackson
R. S. Marvin
R. K. Wentz
Alpha Iota Delta Chapter

Founded at Union College, 1841
Alpha Iota Delta Chapter Installed, 1923
COLORS: Purple and Gold
FLOWER: Chrysanthemum

First Row: Hudson, Marvin, Wentz...
Second Row: McCommon, Earle, Bobo...
Third Row: Fink, Gaubis, Mason.

SOPHOMORES
J. A. Davis
A. A. Whittnebel

FRESHMEN
F. G. Bobo
C. H. Calhoun
G. L. Cover
J. D. Earle
D. C. Fink
S. H. Fowler
L. L. Gaubis
E. G. Mason
H. L. McCommon
F. E. Phillips
DELTA SIGMA PHI

OFFICERS
E. C. SMITH . . . . . . . President
J. D. WATKINS . . . . Vice-President
C. W. BAIRD . . . . . . Secretary
R. M. JACOBS . . . . . . Treasurer


SENIORS
C. W. Baird
L. P. Jacobs
A. J. Kelly
N. W. Parham
C. F. Shaw
W. B. Simmons
E. C. Smith
A. C. Todd
J. O. Watkins

JUNIORS
F. D. Griesinger
G. R. Hook
R. M. Jacobs
J. F. McKinley
J. Oster
E. C. Padgett
**Alpha Gamma Chapter**

Founded at City of New York, 1899  
Alpha Gamma Chapter Installed, 1920  

COLORS: Green and White  
FLOWER: Carnation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOPHOMORES</th>
<th>FRESHMEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R. O. Adams</td>
<td>J. Alexander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. L. Abbott</td>
<td>J. W. Batts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. H. Baker</td>
<td>W. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. P. Christy</td>
<td>J. E. Carmack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. E. Houck</td>
<td>M. M. Cortes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. H. Jensen</td>
<td>D. D. Hammond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. C. Russell</td>
<td>G. N. Hultzen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. K. Selden</td>
<td>W. G. McGibony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. B. Thomas</td>
<td>R. S. Moon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. B. Tolin</td>
<td>W. E. Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. M. Tolin</td>
<td>E. L. Patton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. S. VanBuskirk</td>
<td>W. C. Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. C. Walton</td>
<td>F. W. Slough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. H. Wallmeyer</td>
<td>W. V. Smith, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. W. Wilkerson</td>
<td>W. Stevens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H. S. Tolbert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N. M. Vaughn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DELTA TAU DELTA

OFFICERS
E. D. KALKHURST . . . . President
C. E. SUMNER . . . . Vice-President
F. W. COX, JR. . . . . Secretary
W. L. MINGLEDORFF . . . . Treasurer

SENIORS
W. O. Alt
G. B. Black
B. E. Holman
Carl Ingram
Lamar Ingram
E. D. Kalkhurst
S. L. McCready
C. T. Molton
E. G. Morrison
M. H. O'Hara
C. E. Sumner
F. W. Cox, Jr.
Don Curry
H. L. Fell, Jr.
S. T. Gibson
G. A. Harbour, Jr.
D. M. Holsenbeck

JUNIORS
J. C. Hulse
W. L. Mingledorff
W. B. Poole
G. R. Marshall
E. E. Sack
Gamma Psi Chapter

Founded at Bethany College, 1859
Gamma Psi Chapter Installed, 1921

COLORS: Purple, White and Gold
FLOWER: Pansy

SOPHOMORES
B. S. Beasley
J. E. Carr
W. W. Harwood
P. W. Purdom
R. V. Richard
W. L. Rooney
W. E. Scandrett
R. C. Zimmerman

FRESHMEN
E. A. Alexander
W. J. Alexander
H. W. Bowden
J. G. Courtney
J. G. Fleming
F. M. Harmon
C. D. Johnson
R. S. McCown

W. Perkins
N. G. McLean
O. C. McLean
E. E. Rogers
W. F. Scott
W. P. Secord
F. K. Webb
E. B. White
OFFICERS

H. S. SIMPSON . . . . . . . President
F. W. CHAPMAN . . . . . Vice-President
W. M. MURPHEY . . . . . Secretary
H. C. CHAPMAN . . . . . Treasurer

SENIORS

H. C. Chapman
E. Richardson, Jr.
H. S. Simpson
J. W. Smith

JUNIORS

F. W. Chapman
J. T. Fitten, Jr.
H. W. Lester, Jr.
W. M. Murphey
L. H. Robertson
J. M. Williams, Jr.
Alpha Sigma Chapter

Founded at Washington College, 1865
Alpha Sigma Chapter Installed, 1899

COLORS: Crimson and Gold
FLOWERS: Red Rose and Magnolia


SOPHOMORES

E. O. Batson, Jr.
L. Z. Drennon
B. M. Loden
L. R. Munroe
F. B. Ragland

L. D. Allen, Jr.
J. W. H. Butner
E. G. Cole
P. H. David
E. B. Emrey, Jr.
C. M. Flynt
J. A. Haynes
F. P. Jeter
T. M. Lewis

FRESHMEN

G. B. Lovejoy
H. G. Mathews, Jr.
H. D. Morgan, Jr.
P. C. Plaginos
H. M. Rice, Jr.
A. Richardson
F. M. Stevenson
G. H. Wells, Jr.
KAPPA SIGMA

OFFICERS

W. E. GAY ........... President
J. A. HALL ........... Vice-President
E. H. GIBSON ........ Secretary
O. E. WILLIAMS ........ Treasurer

SENIORS

C. R. Cunningham
R. P. Dawson
J. A. Hall
W. E. Gay
W. L. Tyson
O. E. Williams

JUNIORS

E. R. Granberry
E. H. Gibson
W. S. Heath
J. R. Hinton
D. W. Hudgings
J. B. Lindsey
W. S. Martin
L. D. Montague
Alpha Tau Chapter

Founded at University of Virginia, 1869
Alpha Tau Chapter Installed, 1895
COLORS: Scarlet, Green and White
FLOWER: Lily of the Valley

First Row: Tyson, Williams, Gibson, Hudgings... Second Row: Clegg, Guest, Hawkins, Holt... Third Row: Hightower, Neves, Smith, Moye.

SOPHOMORES
J. W. Clegg
J. W. Guest
E. W. Hawkins
L. C. Hays
A. C. Holt
O. F. House

FRESHMEN
J. B. Kackley
L. M. Moye
W. W. McKay
M. D. Sims
Harry Wicker

A. B. Burnham
N. L. Hightower
H. T. Kenimer
H. D. McDonald
J. R. Neves
R. K. Smith
OFFICERS

J. H. RIDLEY .......... President
C. R. YATES .......... Reporter
H. K. BROWN .......... Secretary
A. L. ERVIN .......... Treasurer

SENIORS

H. K. Brown
A. L. Ervin
J. K. Jernigan
C. H. Johnson, Jr.
T. G. Little
B. Moore, Jr.
R. P. Newton, Jr.
J. P. O'Donnell, Jr.
J. W. Pike
J. H. Ridley
J. J. Russell, Jr.
C. R. Yates

JUNIORS

D. L. Echols
J. A. Houser
F. C. Pate
D. Sargent
O. H. Thompson
T. P. Tumlin
L. D. Wall, Jr.
Georgia Delta Chapter

Founded at Miami University, 1848
Georgia Delta Chapter Installed, 1902

COLORS: Argent and Azure
FLOWER: White Carnation

First Row: Newton, Little, Russell, Yates, O'Donnell.
Second Row: Thompson, Sargent, Poer, Findley, Skiles.
Third Row: Aldridge, Banks, Campbell, Chivington, Cotten.
Fourth Row: Klein, Lang, Martin, Mills, Moore, H.
Fifth Row: Byrd, Humphrey, Turner, Tift, Young.

SOPHOMORES
R. Beard
H. B. Boulware
W. L. Carver
F. H. Dobbins
J. D. Findley
J. M. Fitzsimmons
J. G. Parks
L. S. Poer
W. H. Roberts
W. Y. Skiles, Jr.
E. Tharpe

FRESHMEN
R. P. Aldridge
W. E. Banks
M. Barber
T. W. Barnes
J. P. Byrd
W. C. Campbell
J. L. Chivington
W. A. Cotten
L. A. Gulley
R. W. Hackett
S. N. Holditch
F. Humphrey
J. F. Hutchinson
L. K. Jordan
E. W. Klein
O. L. Lang
P. L. Martin
C. N. Mills
H. Moore
P. Reynolds
J. Rickett
T. F. Sims
E. Solomon
T. D. Strickland
H. H. Tift
H. L. Turner
J. F. Young
PHI EPSILON PI

OFFICERS
L. J. DRUM, JR. . . . . President
N. LOBMAN . . . . Vice-President
H. D. GIEGERMAN, JR. . . Secretary
S. B. EHRLICH . . . . Treasurer


SENIORS
L. J. Drum
H. D. Giegerman
N. Lobman
B. A. Strauss

JUNIORS
P. S. Commins
Xi Chapter

Founded at City College of New York, 1904
Xi Chapter Installed, 1916

COLORS: Purple and Gold

SOPHOMORES
S. B. Ehrlich
L. Fuchs
J. C. Haas
A. W. Nissenbaum
R. D. Reisman
H. M. Strauss, Jr.

FRESHMEN
I. Gassenheimer
M. Gottesman
A. L. Wasser
A. W. Weinberg

PHI GAMMA DELTA

OFFICERS

W. H. RAYMOND . . . . . President
V. L. MILLEN . . . . . Secretary
C. A. GRACE . . . . . Treasurer

SENIORS

J. E. Atkinson
W. S. Kirkpatrick
F. B. Melson
V. L. Millen

W. H. Raymond
C. H. Reid
T. F. Treadway
F. W. Williams

JUNIORS

C. A. Grace
E. A. Peeples

First Row: Atkinson, Kirkpatrick, Melson, Millen...
Second Row: Grace, Peeples, Hulbert, Perkins...
Third Row: Yandre, Anderson, Barrett, Brasfield...
Gamma Tau Chapter

Founded at Jefferson College, 1848
Gamma Tau Chapter Installed, 1926

COLORS: Purple and White
FLOWER: Purple Clematis

First Row: Raymond, Reed, Treadway, Williams... Second Row: Rymer, Smith, N. P., Valdes, Whorton... Third Row: Brewer, Denning, Little, MacIntyre... Fourth Row: Washburn, Wood, Evans.

SOPHOMORES
E. I. Hulbert
A. L. Kocsis
J. R. Perkins
S. B. Rymer
N. P. Smith
A. J. Valdes
J. D. Whorton
T. E. Yandre

FRESHMEN
A. V. Anderson
E. Barrett
J. D. Brasfield
E. F. Brewer
H. F. Drenning
A. J. Little
B. MacIntyre
H. R. O'Brien
S. A. Roberts
N. A. Van Natter
E. S. Washburn
J. E. Wood
PHI KAPPA SIGMA

OFFICERS

H. M. WOODARD . . . . President
W. S. CHAPMAN . . . . Vice-President
W. A. DARDEN . . . . Secretary
M. C. COLSON . . . . Treasurer


SENIORS

R. E. Bowen, Jr. 
W. S. Chapman 
W. A. Darden 

T. M. Ismet 
G. D. Swanson 
H. M. Woodard

JUNIORS

G. E. Bevis 
M. C. Colson 
C. M. Tidwell
Alpha Nu Chapter

Founded at the University of Pennsylvania, 1850
Alpha Nu Chapter Installed, 1904
COLORS: Gold and Black
FLOWER: White Carnation

First Row: Ismet, Swanson, Woodward.
Second Row: Bowers, Johnson, Mills.
Third Row: Bedell, Donnelly.
Fourth Row: Rehbaum.

SOPHOMORES
C. W. Bowers
R. S. Fisher
H. S. Garvin
J. C. Hyder
J. G. Johnson, Jr.
E. C. MacQueen
R. A. Mills
B. W. Molle

FRESHMEN
P. G. Baldwin
J. G. Bedell
R. W. Chapman
T. J. Donnelly
J. E. Hite, Jr.
H. B. Plummer
A. W. Rehbaum, Jr.
PHI KAPPA TAU

OFFICERS

R. C. ELEY .. President
D. J. PHILLIPS .. Vice-President
W. J. HURN .. Secretary-Treasurer

First Row: O’Ferrall, McGinty, Beall . .. Second Row: Eley,
Guest, Woolf . .. Third Row: Pekkonnen.

SENIORS

R. T. Beall
R. C. Eley
R. A. Erdin
J. Ferguson
W. J. Hurn

E. L. McGinty
J. W. Morrissey
W. L. O’Ferrall
D. J. Phillips
S. T. Stendera

JUNIORS

J. F. Guest
L. S. Kaniecki
B. L. Mathews
H. S. Parks
A. J. Pekkonnen
D. R. Woolf
J. M. Wing
Alpha Rho Chapter

Founded at Miami University, 1906
Alpha Rho Chapter Installed, 1929

COLORS: Harvard Red and Gold
FLOWER: Carnation

First Row: Stendera, Hurn, Erdin... Second Row: Parks, Wing, Mathews... Third Row: Kaniecki, Domingos.

SOPHOMORES
E. M. De Jaive
K. K. Domingos

FRESHMEN
H. L. Headrick
PHI SIGMA KAPPA

OFFICERS

N. C. DEAN . . . . . . . President
A. C. JOHNSON, JR. . . Vice-President
R. B. COLE . . . . . . . . Secretary
G. A. SMITH . . . . . . . Treasurer

First Row: Dean, Dolive, W., Harrison, Holder, Jackson...
Second Row: Stollard, Carpenter, Abrams, Dolive, H., Hersh...
Third Row: Dabney, M., Kimble, Knight, Kytle, Overton...
Fourth Row: Evans, Langford.

SENIORS

L. E. Carpenter
N. C. Dean
W. L. Dolive
B. J. Harrison
C. T. Holder
J. L. Jackson
A. C. Johnson
H. B. Langford
J. L. McMahon
J. W. Meehan, Jr.
M. L. Moody
W. W. Morrison
J. H. Stollard

JUNIORS

C. K. Bautz
R. B. Cole
M. J. Dabney, Jr.
F. E. Kimble
H. N. Knight
R. P. Kytle, Jr.
C. W. Matthews
H. B. Overton
G. A. Smith
Kappa Deuteron Chapter

Founded at Massachusetts State College, 1873
Kappa Deuteron Chapter Installed, 1923

COLORS: Magenta and Silver
FLOWER: Carnation

SOPHOMORES
O. A. Abrams
W. F. Bosky
W. N. Clyatt
H. L. Dolive
J. E. Haile
R. W. Hersh
N. W. Holbrook
H. E. Smith

FRESHMEN
H. V. Almond
L. W. Dabney
D. D. Elliot
W. D. Evans, Jr.
C. M. Koneman
H. D. Langford
E. V. Perry
R. Warburton
H. Wing

First Row: Johnson, McMahon, Mechan, Moody, Morrison.
Third Row: Smith, G., Bautz, Almond, Dabney, L., Elliot.
Fourth Row: Perry, Trask.
PI KAPPA ALPHA

OFFICERS

J. J. POWELL ....... President
J. C. BETTY ........ Vice-President
R. SHEPLEY ......... Secretary
A. C. ARRINGTON .... Treasurer

SENIORS

A. C. Arrington
O. T. Johnson
H. Roberts
C. C. Schell
J. W. Smith

JUNIORS

C. M. Grotz
J. J. Powell
J. E. Watters
Alpha Delta Chapter

Founded at the University of Virginia, 1868
Alpha Delta Chapter Installed, 1904

COLORS: Garnet and Gold
FLOWER: Lily of the Valley

SOPHOMORES

L. R. Ahern
J. C. Betty
A. M. Eldridge
M. R. McClure
R. N. Merrill

W. F. Morris
S. K. Nell
C. H. Ris
H. A. Senior
R. Shepley

FRESHMEN

C. A. Auclair
H. R. Baker
R. D. Ballantyne
J. C. Barkley
R. J. Griffin
J. D. Head

C. W. Horton
A. G. Peetz
E. Stauverman
H. N. Tarbutton
J. W. Thomasen
PI KAPPA PHI

OFFICERS

W. T. PAULK . . . . . . . President
R. A. VERDIER . . . . . . . Historian
D. GLASS . . . . . . . . . Secretary
J. V. McCLANAHAN . . . . . . . . Treasurer


SENIORS

D. B. Bullard
C. E. Duncan
Dudley Glass
M. G. Keiser
W. A. Maner

J. V. McClanahan
W. H. McClanahan
W. T. Paulk
A. F. Perkins
W. T. Ricks

JUNIORS

F. E. Fuchs
J. S. Mays
G. E. McDonald
L. A. Morris

F. K. Schilling
R. A. Siegel
J. W. Simmons
L. P. Walker
Iota Chapter

Founded at College of Charleston, 1904
Iota Chapter Installed, 1913
COLORS: Gold and White
FLOWER: Red Rose

First Row: McClanahan, W., McClanahan, J., Paulk, Perkins, Ricks, ... Second Row: Siegel, Walker, Boy, D., Boykin, Crocker, D. ... Third Row: Ridings, Simons, Sweet, Tillman, Verdier, ... Fourth Row: Boy, J., Crouch, Fambrough, Huff, ... Fifth Row: Rogers, Williams, P.

SOPHOMORES
D. C. Boy
L. C. Boykin
D. S. Crocker
J. C. Crocker
D. C. Johnston
M. T. Lanius
G. W. Lokey
W. A. Meeks
C. A. Moore
J. B. Ramage
D. F. Ridings
W. R. Shook
C. R. Simons
R. M. Sweet
G. V. Tillman
R. A. Verdier
R. M. Williams

FRESHMEN
H. H. Adams
C. T. Baker
C. M. Barnett
J. M. Body
J. B. Boy
W. N. Crouch
E. C. Fambrough
J. F. Huff
C. B. Johnson
P. E. Leake
W. McFee
W. W. Rogers
H. S. Sams
P. A. Williams
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON

OFFICERS

W. H. GLENN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . President
D. G. CONNALLY . . . . Vice-President
W. F. GILLIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Secretary
S. B. McNAIR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Treasurer


SENIORS
F. H. Baker
D. G. Connally
W. C. Coulbourn
C. N. Dannals
T. Fuller
W. F. Gillies
W. H. Glenn
G. M. LeRoux
S. B. McNair
J. G. Perkerson
E. T. Preston
C. L. Smith
G. Tomerlin
E. D. Wilcox
L. L. Jones
R. M. Jones
T. E. Jones
B. T. L. Layton
C. M. Lokey

JUNIORS
J. S. Mahan
M. Milligan
J. K. Rankin
J. R. Wilcox
Georgia Phi Chapter

Founded at the University of Alabama, 1856
Georgia Phi Chapter Installed, 1890

COLORS: Old Gold and Purple
FLOWER: Violet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOPHOMORES</th>
<th>FRESHMEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. G. Anderson</td>
<td>C. A. Bickerstaff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. F. Alexander</td>
<td>R. Brumby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. D. Baker</td>
<td>W. B. Doe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Y. C. Dean</td>
<td>E. D. Ferrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Eager</td>
<td>R. J. Hancock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. G. Eager</td>
<td>N. J. Harrison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. R. Fitzpatrick</td>
<td>F. W. Holt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. T. Flagler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y. F. Freeman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. Gantt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. Gibbs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. D. Long</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K. T. McKinstry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. H. McKown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. G. Morrison</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. R. Richardson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L. J. Spencer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. W. Swift</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. P. Jones</td>
<td>F. W. McCatherine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. W. McKown</td>
<td>G. F. Montgomery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Hancock</td>
<td>P. Munroe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Richardson</td>
<td>E. Rees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. R. Eager</td>
<td>R. Scott</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

First Row: LeRoux, McNair, Smith, C., Preston, Perkerson. . . .
Third Row: Swift, Flagler, Fitzpatrick, Eager, W., McCown.
Fourth Row: Holt, McCatherine, Munroe, Rees, Scott.
SIGMA CHI

OFFICERS

C. P. IRBY . . . . . . . President
J. H. BAKER . . . . . Vice-President
F. B. AVERY . . . . . . . Secretary
J. W. WARD . . . . . . . Treasurer

First Row: Coward, Irby, Woodall... Second Row: Harr, Ward, Kidd... Third Row: Benton, DeMeritt, Guerry... Fourth Row: Taylor, Dokle, James.

SENIORS

F. L. Coward
W. L. Gates
C. P. Irby
B. W. Scott
L. P. Woodall

JUNIORS

F. B. Avery
J. H. Baker
T. E. Blackburn
P. I. Harr

W. N. Horine
E. C. Kidd
W. O. Street
J. W. Ward
Beta Psi Chapter

Founded at Miami University, 1855
Beta Psi Chapter Installed, 1922

COLORS: Blue and Gold
FLOWER: White Rose

First Row: Scott, Gates, Avery...
Second Row: Blackburn, Baker, Ray...
Third Row: Hightower, Bailey, Earthman...
Fourth Row: Pearce, Dick

SOPHOMORES

J. H. Bailey
E. J. Benton
F. W. DeMeritt
H. B. Earthman
J. B. Guerry
F. S. Hall
G. H. Hightower
G. M. Hope
O. R. Link
R. M. Matthews
R. A. McKenzie
W. L. Ray
G. C. Taylor

FRESHMEN

T. R. Allen
S. D. Dekle
C. G. Dick
W. H. James
C. R. Long
T. T. Miller
J. B. Pearce
SIGMA NU

OFFICERS

J. H. FINCH ........ President
W. C. ADAMS ........ Vice-President
J. M. MARKLEY ........ Secretary
G. R. CATTS .......... Treasurer

First Row: Catts, Roberts, Robinson, Turner, T., Barkalow.
Second Row: Harrison, Markley, Paulson, Kupiec, Franklin.
Fourth Row: Larkin, Hammond.

SENIORS

W. C. Adams
G. R. Catts
F. S. Barkalow
C. H. Roberts
A. N. Robinson
T. M. Turner
C. W. Williams

JUNIORS

A. A. Austin
P. M. Chance
C. C. Coleman
M. B. Farmer
J. H. Finch
L. H. Franklin

J. S. Harrison
H. P. Kupiec
J. M. Markley
W. C. Paulson
L. W. Pound
J. D. Ragsdale
Gamma Alpha Chapter

Founded at Virginia Military Institute, 1869
Gamma Alpha Chapter Installed, 1896

COLORS: White, Black and Gold
FLOWER: White Rose

SOPHOMORES

M. G. Allen
E. F. Cox
W. Y. Dean
F. S. Finger
K. D. Hart
W. E. Johnson

L. S. Lanier
D. E. Lee
W. C. Shepherd
L. D. Wagner
R. A. Zachry

FRESHMEN

R. J. Butler
D. A. Graham
A. F. Hammond
M. W. Howard
M. A. Hudson

D. L. Jarrard
L. M. Larkin
C. R. Shepherd
J. W. Smithson
J. H. Turner
SIGMA PHI EPSILON

OFFICERS

J. M. SHERRILL . . . . . . . President
H. S. LONG . . . . . . . Vice-President
K. D. BICKERS . . . . . . . Secretary
W. S. COOK, JR. . . . . . . . Treasurer


SENIORS

K. D. Bickers
J. T. Davenport
J. B. Dent
H. S. Long
J. M. Sherrill

JUNIORS

C. R. Emlong
F. F. Lindsey, Jr.
H. A. West
J. J. White
Georgia Alpha Chapter

Founded at University of Richmond, 1901
Georgia Alpha Chapter Installed, 1907

COLORS: Purple and Red
FLOWERS: American Beauty Rose and Violet


SOPHOMORES
W. S. Cook, Jr.
O. H. Geiger, Jr.
F. R. Goulding Jr.

F. S. Anderson
H. W. Beall
B. S. Dunlap, Jr.
R. E. Gretsinger
N. G. Harrison
R. M. Holman
L. E. Hubbell

FRESHMEN
E. W. Irby
L. J. O'Callaghan
W. A. O'Quinn
W. R. Penn
F. B. Slaton
N. C. Ware
TAU EPSILON PHI

OFFICERS
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H. J. KANTER  ........ Vice-President
H. C. ROSENBERG  .... Secretary
J. FRANK  .......... Treasurer

JUNIORS
J. M. Baker
D. M. Luntz
D. Center
I. S. Moore
J. Frank
D. A. Solomon
H. J. Kantor

Phi Chapter

Founded at Columbia University, 1910
Phi Chapter Installed, 1922

COLORS: Lavender and White
FLOWERS: Lily of the Valley and Violet

SOPHOMORES
N. M. Frisch
H. C. Rosenberg
D. Rosenzweig
M. I. Wasserman
H. N. Weber
H. R. Weinstein

FRESHMEN
B. M. Blum
M. L. Goldman
A. M. Koplin
S. H. Shiff
M. Seigel
D. Silver
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SENIORS
T. E. Brewer
H. C. East
W. H. Gardner
J. M. Goff
C. List
A. J. Narciso
R. P. Nelson
P. Walker
H. C. Woodside

JUNIORS
M. B. Ames
K. D. Campbell
A. J. Fernandez
W. E. Field
G. K. Harper
J. W. Jacobs
E. W. Jordan
J. M. Peterson
G. T. Stacey

Alpha Nu Chapter

Founded at Norwich University, 1856
Alpha Nu Chapter Installed, 1923

COLORS: Red and White
FLOWER: Carnation


SOPHOMORES

W. L. Brown
F. W. Evans
F. R. Lanier
D. W. Miller
W. G. Smith

FRESHMEN

R. F. Donovan
R. Durgan
J. D. Falk
C. Gavin
E. Morrelli
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MURPHEY ASKIN
GUS ERVIN
JOHNNY WILLIAMS

FREDDIE FUCHS
JIMMY RAMAGE
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R. A. BEARD M. KATZ C. L. SMITH
H. B. BOULWARE R. M. LYONS G. T. STACEY
A. M. BOYD W. S. MARTIN O. H. THOMPSON
J. F. BRITTAIN G. E. MCDONALD L. P. WALKER
D. W. CENTER W. MCNENNEY C. E. WAITS
J. T. DAVENPORT J. G. PERKERSON H. A. WEST
N. C. DEAN D. J. PHILLIPS E. D. WILCOX
C. E. DUNCAN C. B. PRESTON J. R. WILCOX
R. W. EUBANKS J. K. RANKIN C. W. WILLIAMS
JOHN FERGUSON W. REESE L. P. WOODALL
E. H. GIBSON C. H. ROBERTS C. R. YATES
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L. C. HAYS C. F. SHAW

First Row: Beard, Center, Davenport, Dean, Duncan, Gibson, Glenn, Hays...
Second Row: McDonald, McNenney, Perkerson, Rankin, Roberts, Seay, Smith, Thompson...
FOOTBALL
It was a team to cheer, it was a team to love, this one which represented Georgia Tech in football for the season of 1934.

It won one game and lost nine.

Yet such was the quality of its spirit, and such was the caliber of its courage that it was never a team to forget or to forsake.

These are the usual things said of a team which loses. Yet of this Tech team it is a true thing to say. Because the team knew football. It played hard and well. It played intelligently.

And each Saturday it set its face against heavy odds and went into the game as though they were even. It came to be an inspiration, that team. Callous newspaper men, who like to write victories, began to forsake winning teams to follow it around and report on its fight.

It won one and lost nine. Yet it was a successful team.

The teams of W. A. Alexander have at least one quality, which is perhaps a double quality although his teams make them one.

They know football and they fight. Their weapons may be dull. They may be giving away
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10 pounds per man. They may have inadequate reserves. But they know football. And they fight.

Georgia Tech's string of victories since the National championship won by the 1928 team on January 1, 1929, in the Rose Bowl against California, has been a relatively thin one. But in all those years Georgia Tech has yet to have a team which was not worthy of the cheers given it.

The 1934 football team had five veterans around which the team was built. They were, in a sense, key men. Football writers knew what Coach Alexander said early in the summer, before the season began:

"If one of our key men gets hurt we will be in a bad way and cannot expect to make a very good showing."

A week before the season began Jack Phillips, captain and all-Southern fullback, hurt a knee. He was the passer. He was the chief ball carrier. He was the man who backed up the line. He was, one might say, a great part of the team.

He never recovered. He played. But his knee never was well. He was slowed up. His passing was affected.

Other injuries followed. The five key men never got to play as a well and fully-effective unit. The result was not unanticipated.
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It is not good policy to mention names. Yet there were some men who seemed to lead. There was "Shorty" Roberts, 132 pounds of personality and skill; the best football player for his pounds the game ever has seen.

There will be many football writers who saw this team play who will wish, in a thousand football conversations to come, they could have seen Shorty Roberts run behind a great line and skilled interference.

There were the two Wilcox brothers, the Texans; John and Dave, who played at guards; Pewee Williams, the giant tackle; Hoot Gibson, the splendid end, and others. They all had a part.

There was "Sundial" Martin, who was ill all season, playing a small part when he should never have had on a uniform had he not demanded it. There were others. It was a unit, this team, a crippled unit but a unit in spirit and loyalty.

They closed out this season in a most amazing way. Defeated eight consecutive times they went in to meet Georgia on Georgia's home field at Athens. Georgia had, after a slow start, gathered speed and reached the peak expected. Yale had been defeated.

Yet for more than three quarters the score was nothing and nothing and an hysterical crowd saw Georgia slip over one touchdown in the closing
minutes to win by a single score when they had been expected to win by at least four.

The first game was with Jess Neely's smart, powerful Clemson team. Tech won it 12 to 7. Clemson went on to finish as one of the leading teams in the Southern Conference. But that was Tech's lone victory.

Vanderbilt came next to Grant field. And Tech's ill luck began. Two passes were batted into the hands of Vanderbilt men by Tech players trying to break them up. Each time a touchdown resulted.

The unique feature of this was that in the 1933 game at Nashville Tech lost to Vanderbilt when a Tech player batted a pass into a Vanderbilt man's hands.

Vanderbilt won 27 to 12 with the ill-fated destiny of this Tech team, which was to have injuries and bad luck in games, helping out.

Duke was next. Tech had defeated Duke the year before. Duke had come to Atlanta undefeated and with an invitation to the Rose Bowl assured with a victory over Tech. The Georgia Tech team, doped to lose by a wide margin, won 6 to 0.

This year Duke was set with one of her best teams. The game was played in Durham at the
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Duke stadium. Duke, using a great pass attack, out-sped the slower Tech backs and won a convincing 21 to 0 victory. But it was a ball game all the way, Tech stopping the running game, which had been expected to win. But the pass game was something which worried Tech all season.

Michigan was next. Tech, playing her first game against Michigan, had to dispense with the services of her best end, Hoot Gibson. Michigan had a colored player. Tech did not protest the player but Michigan, in removing him, suggested that Tech, to do the sporting thing, would remove one of her players. The man removed was an end and so Tech removed the man from the same position on her team.

It was fate, or something, that Michigan's one touchdown, scored in a cold, driving rain which fell all through the game, should have been scored around the end where the sub was playing. Michigan won at Ann Arbor by a score of 9 to 2.

Tulane was next. It was a long journey, from Ann Arbor to New Orleans, with a few days' stop in Atlanta. It was a most amazing game. For most of the game Tech outplayed Tulane. And then Tulane pushed over a touchdown to win 20 to 12. The last touchdown came when Tech was throwing passes desperately trying to score, gambling everything to overcome that 13 to 12
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score against them. Roberts, Lawrence Hays, and Sundial Martin turned in great games as did Gibson. Gibson dropped one pass for a touchdown. This was one of Tech's three really great games against superior odds.

North Carolina's great team, defeated but once, came to Tech next and beat the tired, reserve-lacking Jackets, 26 to 0. The game was played at Grant field. It was a question of too much power. And a tired team trying to meet it.

Auburn came next and on a muddy field blocked two kicks which led to touchdowns and scored another which gave them a 19 to 6 victory on Grant field.

And then came Alabama, the team which closed the season with a smashing 29 to 13 victory over Stanford in the Rose Bowl to finish with as good a claim to the National title as possessed by any other team.

Alabama won on Grant field, before a great crowd, 40 to 0. Yet it was Tech's finest game, unless the Georgia game matches it. Tech stopped Alabama's running game. The pass combination of Howell to Hutson, which was to smash Stanford's undefeated team, beat Tech, Dixie Howell and Don Hutson were bad medicine.

Yet Dixie Howell was to tell this reporter, coming back from the Rose Bowl game:
"The two hardest games I ever played in my three years at Alabama were the Georgia Tech game of this (1934) fall and the St. Mary's game at San Francisco in 1932."

Tech's line and backfield, led by Shorty Roberts, played magnificently. But those passes, the best in the nation, were too much. Yet the game was a contest, not a rout as the score indicated.

Florida was next, the game being played at Gainesville. Florida won 13 to 12, coming from behind with the aid of a blocked kick and passes after Tech led 12 to 0 at the half.

And then came Georgia—at Athens.

It was an inspired Tech team. It was a team which had been well-coached and well-instructed in the play of the Georgia team.

For more than three quarters a stunned crowd saw the Jackets play the Bulldogs even, match them run for run, tackle for tackle.

In the end it was a questionable decision by an official which gave Georgia the break and a
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7-0 victory. Georgia would have been satisfied with a tie in this game despite the pre-game dope which gave Georgia a four-touchdown victory.

And that was the end of the trail for as gallant a team as ever wore Tech colors. It won one and lost nine yet it never lost its courage and its spirit and its knowledge of the game.

At the end of the season it was announced that Coach Alexander would have as his chief assistants for next fall, Bobby Dodd, backfield coach for three seasons and one of the finest coaches and gentlemen in the game and Mack Tharpe, a Tech boy and an all-Southern tackle of some seasons ago, a loyal warrior and a fine coach.

Coach Alexander is one of the great figures in the game. His players and newspaper men who know him realize his worth. He is worth more to Georgia Tech than all the victories to be won.

His team knows it. They play for him and for Tech—with that vital spark which Tech has developed through years of gallant, clean, hard-playing, and real sportsmanship.
GREY DEVILS

The success of Georgia Tech's football teams year after year is due mainly to the hard fighting boys known as the Grey Devils. They go out day after day and take without thanks the roughest treatment that the first team has to offer. Each week they learn the plays of the next opposing team, and run them against the varsity. Anyone connected with the team knows what hard fighters these men are, and it takes the best the varsity has in determination and co-operation to make any headway against them. Whatever skill and strength the first team possesses has been tried and developed by the Grey Devils. Coach Mack Tharpe is in charge of them.

P. M. Chance
H. V. Earthman
B. M. Bailey, Jr.
L. Z. Drennon
W. L. Ray
T. E. Brewer
J. C. Hyder
H. H. Wadsworth
M. J. Konemann

D. C. Schustek
R. W. Hackett
D. K. Rogers
M. R. Arias
T. L. Perry
S. S. Tomlin
H. H. Appleby
J. K. Davis
This year, as in the past, the freshman football team was combined with the "Grey Devils," most of their time being spent in scrimmage with the varsity. The team, however, did have a chance to show what it could do as a unit when it played the regular number of games as allowed by the Southeastern Conference.

In the initial game with Auburn, which was played in Auburn on October 26, the freshmen showed the potentiality of developing into a fine team in spite of the fact that the score indicated a 7 to 7 tie.

At the annual Thanksgiving Day game with the Georgia Bullpups, the Baby Jackets ran wild on muddy Grant field to take the game 20 to 14. The proceeds of the game, obtained from the several thousand spectators who braved the threat of rain and the wet seats of the stands, were donated to the Scottish Rite Hospital for crippled children.

Among the outstanding freshmen who showed up well in the games and the practices were: Nixon, Glendenning, Adams, Carmack, Collins, Roberts, Jordan, Jones, Allen, Chivington, Edwards, Hackett, Sims, Konemann, Johnson and Raine.
BASKET-BALL
BASKET-BALL

Climaxing a season, which might otherwise have been termed mediocre, with a thrilling extra period victory over the Georgia Bulldogs, the Tech Yellow Jackets brought their basket-ball season to a dramatic close. After a slow start in which the first four games were dropped, the team was re-organized by coach Roy Mundorff to become a formidable opponent to any team.

The season opened with the Jackets playing an exhibition game with the world's champion Celtics of New York. The Celtics, showing a marvelous display of passing and ball handling, were of course able to win, but not until Tech had put on a second half rally that brought the final score to 27-23.

The regular schedule of fourteen games began with Clemson at Clemson where the Jackets were defeated by this outstanding Southern Conference aggregation 43-29. Swails, a six foot-four center was the outstanding star, shooting twenty points for Clemson.

On January 16, Tennessee came to Atlanta with their basket-finding eyes apparently trained a little better than those of the Jackets to win 36-26.

Next, Tech met Georgia in Athens before a crowd of 1800, the largest ever to attend a game at Woodruff Hall, only to lose decisively, 33-23.
On January 25, the Vanderbilt Commodores came to Atlanta expecting an easy victory, but much to their surprise they found Coach Mundorff's new line-up, consisting of Glenn, Hyder, Kidd, Boulware, and Hays, almost too strong for them. An extra period was necessary and the Commodores were able to win 33-32.

The Yellow Jackets on February 2 were visited by the Georgia Bulldogs intent on ending the series with a quick victory. The Jackets, however, continuing to exhibit their brilliant play of the preceding week, were able to avenge the defeat of earlier in the season with a 32-27 victory. Hyder and Glenn were outstanding for Tech.

For the final home game of the season the Jackets defeated Auburn in a very close game 25-24.

The following week the Jackets began a trip which carried them to Vanderbilt and Kentucky. Hyder was unable to make the trip, and although Stacey was an able man to fill his place, the team was outclassed, losing to Vandy 53-24 and to Kentucky 57-30.

On February 12, the squad travelled to Auburn to win an excellent victory 32-19, in which Hays was high scorer with eleven points.

Mercer University, coached by Jim Slocum, last year Jacket star, next entertained our team in Macon. Despite the illness of several regulars Jimmy's team put up a fine fight, and Tech was pressed to win 42-28.
To decide the supremacy of the state, Georgia and Tech met in Athens on February 23, in what proved to be the most thrilling game of the year. At the end of regular game time the score stood 38-38. During the extra period diminutive Hank Crawford made Tech basket-ball history by scoring nine points. Hank sunk tosses from all angles for a total of three field goals and three free shots. However it was the remarkable work of Captain Billy Glenn that was largely responsible for Tech's victory. He was a continual driving force when Tech was behind, while himself rising to supreme heights as a player in his final game for Tech. Hyder, season high point man for Tech was also high man for the Jackets this night with sixteen points.

In the concluding game of the season Tech defeated Sewanee 42-31. The success of the freshman team was inspiring. These youngsters made it apparent that the basket-ball future of Tech is assured by winning every game on a twelve game schedule by top-heavy scores. Ben Jones was high season scorer with 158 points, followed closely by Ed Jones and Sims with 115 and 109 points respectively.

Varsity letter men were:


Freshman numerals were awarded Ben Jones, Ed Jones, Jordan, Johnston, Sims, Aldridge, and Trask.
BASEBALL
"Sundial" Martin was elected captain of the 1935 Baseball team. "Shorty" Roberts was elected alternate captain.

Martin, a Senior this year, has been very active in athletics at Georgia Tech, this being his fourth year on the baseball team. He also completed three years on the football team this past season. His excellent throwing arm and a good season last year make him a good prospect for the coming year. Roberts, also a Senior, is finishing up his career as a most successful player at center field position.

The team, after two weeks of practice, opened the season with a practice game with Buford at Rose Bowl Field. The more experienced semi pro team won over Tech by a 6 to 1 score, but which was much tighter than the score indicates. A second game with Buford the same week showed a big improvement in the team's strength when Tech held them to a 6-4 score. Two days later another practice game was played with Cartersville in Cartersville in which the Tech team began
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to show their real strength and came out victorious with a 7 to 4 score. Carpenter, a Junior this year, showed fine prospects of becoming a star pitcher. The team as a whole looked very good, not an error being made by any of the players. Shorty Roberts, Hoot Gibson, Pug Boyd, and Harry Appleby led in the hitting.

Fifteen Jacket diamonders, two managers, and Coach Dodd left Atlanta the following Monday night for Tuscaloosa, Ala., where they opened the 1935 Baseball season in a tilt with the Crimson Tide. Alabama has one of the strongest college teams in the south. Virtually every member of the outfit which won three out of four games from the Jackets last year is again on the squad. Behind the five-hit pitching of Lee Rogers, veteran Tide hurler, Alabama defeated Tech 10 to 3.

There are four substitute pitchers, McKinley, Lefty Thomas, Carpenter, and Edenfield, one understudy first-baseman, Sparky Adams, a sophomore; Bob Matthews, a substitute infielder, Bud
Lindsey, a substitute outfielder, and McDonald catching.

The line-up is as follows: Carl Waits, pitcher; Harry Appleby, catcher; Hoot Gibson, first-baseman; Bill McNenney, second baseman; Carmen Grossi, shortstop; Sundial Martin, third-baseman; Pug Boyd, left-fielder; Shorty Roberts, center-fielder; and John Hyder, right-fielder.

The season, well filled with home games, opened with the first game of the year being played with Alabama at Tuscaloosa on April 2, followed by Clemson at Clemson, April 5 and 6. The remainder of the schedule follows:

Auburn, here, April 12, 13; Auburn, at Auburn, April 19, 20.

Oglethorpe, here, April 22, 23; Clemson, here, April 26, 27.

Georgia, here, May 3; Georgia, at Athens, May 4 and 10.

Georgia, here, May 11; Oglethorpe, here, May 17, 18.
FRESHMAN BASEBALL

In the past few years it has become a policy to use the freshman baseball team only as a stepping stone to the varsity. The coaches do not schedule any games for the team so their only practice comes in scrimmages with the upperclassmen. However, there is a great deal of interest taken in the team throughout the freshman class because of the fact that it is the first glimpse of future stars, near the first of the season the most promising men are picked, and Coach Mundorff begins to teach them the secrets of Tech baseball. The future varsity team has a promising outlook in these men: Jesse Bradshaw, and Willard James, catchers; Jack Chivington, Charles Trask, and Louis Gulley, pitchers; Joe O'Neil, first base; Jack Petersen, second base; Bill Jordan, short stop; Warren Tierce, third base; Bill Jenkins, Dick Hearn, Herman Adams, outfielders; John Sisley, and Harry Beck, utility.
TRACK
The track team has had only one meet, defeating Clemson $67\frac{1}{2}$ to $63\frac{1}{2}$, as this goes to press. The rest of the schedule calls for meets with Alabama, Kentucky, Vanderbilt, Georgia, Auburn and the Southeastern meet at Birmingham.

The team was hard hit as the practice started losing Perrin Walker, Pee Wee Williams and Bill McKay. But, as the Clemson meet indicates Tech will give any of the schools scheduled a race for the points.

Norris Dean will be one of the big guns of the team. He is one of the best hurdlers in the South. He also puts the shot, throws the discus and runs on the mile relay team.

Coach George Griffin has had to fill Walker's place in the dashes. He had John McKinley and Jerry Taylor running in the Clemson meet. Jim Dent will also run the dashes.

The team seems to be strong in the distance and middle distance runs. Harvey West, Jim Davenport, E. L. Battson and Irving Kodel have all turned in commendable times in the mile and two mile runs. West and Rankin won the mile
and two mile races in the Clemson meet. Jim Davenport, W. E. Johnson and Ed McLain have been running the half mile. Davenport won it in the first meet. Ralph Jones and John Seay are running the 440-yard race.

In the hurdles Norris Dean has able support from John Tufts. Both of them will be point winners during the season.


Gordon Wallis and Jimmie Moore will be point winners in the broad jump. Jack Phillips and O. A. Korf will win places in the javelin thrust.

In the discus throw and shot put, Norris Dean, Charlie Preston, Gilbert Stacy and Mit Fitzsimmon will participate. Dean and Preston are sure point getters.

Jim Davenport was elected captain of the team before the season started. Norris Dean and Harvey West were named alternate captains at the same time.
As the first meet has been the only one run so far this season it must be used in commenting on the team.

Tech was doped to lose the Clemson meet. But, they ran nip and tuck with the Clemson team and when the final event of the day came, the mile relay, they were one point back of the Tigers. The relay team of Harvey West, Ralph Jones, Norris Dean and Jim Davenport put on the pressure and averaged 52 seconds apiece for the mile run to win the race and the meet.

All during the meet the Tech team was pulling stunts like that. They may not be the best in the world and break many records, but they certainly are a great bunch of competitors and that is the thing that counts in sports.

Coach George Griffin should be congratulated for the fine spirit he has put into the team. He was faced with the unexpected loss of his star trackman when the season began, but he has built up a very fine team which should win several meets.
FRESHMAN TRACK

Unusual interest was taken in freshman track this year because of the large number of promising stars on the team.

The year is divided into two seasons: Cross country in the fall, and the regular events in the spring. Bob Aldridge was the outstanding man last fall, never failing to take a first place for the freshmen.

When this article was written, two meets of the spring season had been held. A triangular meet ended in a victory for the Jackets with the score: Tech Freshmen 72, Tech High 49, and G. M. A. 32. The next meet was lost to a strong Boys' High team by the score of 55½ to 66½. Another meet with Boys' High, one with the Georgia Freshmen, and one with the Auburn Freshmen still remained on the schedule.

The outstanding men of the spring season were: Konemann, Moon, Hull, Collins, Ben Jones, Ed Jones, Fambrough, Goldman, Aldridge, Kenimer, Fincher, Pearce, McCathern, Staples, and Vaughn.
The Cross Country Team under the direction of Coach George Griffin completed a very successful season last fall. With no outstanding individual stars, but consisting of a number of men of marked ability, the team registered wins over Alabama and Auburn by comfortable margins. When Auburn won from Florida, however, Tech lost the conference championship as our team was defeated by Tennessee at Knoxville in a thrilling battle.

The Freshman Team won with ease from Boys' High and Georgia Military Academy.

The Varsity will lose by graduation, F. A. Jones and Irving Kodel, but with the addition of a number of valuable men, including the outstanding freshman star, Robert Aldridge, the future of the team looks very bright.

Those men awarded letters were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VARSITY LETTERS</th>
<th>FRESHMAN NUMERALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H. A. West</td>
<td>R. P. Aldridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. O. Batson</td>
<td>M. L. Goldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. M. Kodel</td>
<td>E. C. Fambrough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. A. Jones</td>
<td>J. W. Smithson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. F. Johnson</td>
<td>B. M. Blum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. K. Rankin, Captain</td>
<td>J. P. Byrd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. A. Bickerstaff</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MINOR SPORTS
Georgia Tech’s swimming team, considered one of the best in the Southeast by virtue of its ten year’s unbroken series of victories, started the 1935 season with a triangular meet with the University of Tennessee and Maryville College. Tennessee had been undefeated up to this time; however, the Tech team took the lead from the start by winning the four hundred yard relay and steadily forged ahead to win six out of nine events. The final score was: Tech 53, Tennessee 33, Maryville 27.

The next meet with Clemson in South Carolina proved to be very close. Tech won five of nine events; however, with the loss of the relay to Clemson and despite the valiant efforts of the Tech Tankmen the final score stood, Clemson 46, Tech 39.

At the time that this is written the team is preparing for a meet with Auburn, to be followed by the final one of the season with our traditional rivals, the University of Georgia.

The team, ably trained and conditioned by Coach Kenneth Thrash, had turned in good individual performances. Richardson lowered the record that he had set the previous season in the two hundred yard breast stroke. Hart has shown great improvement in this event also. Plage, a sophomore, has been consistently good in the backstroke event. Perry and McKinstry, newcomers this year, represent the team in diving. Coley and R. M. Williams, sophomores, in dashes and in the relays, while Berry, a senior, proved to be a real "find." House, LeRoux, and R. J. Martin swam the distance events. Catts, the captain of the team, was the high point man for the season. Benton served as the team’s manager, while Dougherty, aided by Gottisman, coached and managed the freshman team.
GOLF TEAM

The Golf Team, coached by Professor H. E. Dennison and composed of Captain Charlie Yates, Berrien Moore, Charlie Dannels, John Ridley, Billy Ginn, and Billy Street, is well under way in an attempt to complete its third undefeated season in collegiate teamplay competition.

Duke, Davidson, and Furman have already been defeated although return matches have yet to be played with these colleges. There also remains a match with Georgia and the Southern Intercollegiate Championship before the team leaves in June for Washington to compete in the National Intercollegiate.

Last year's team had an average per man each round of 74 although the matches were played over the hardest courses in the South, including the Augusta National, where Tech defeated Georgia by a wide margin.

In June the team went to Cleveland for the National Intercollegiate. Charlie Yates, Berrien Moore, and Frank Ridley, present Atlanta City Champion, qualified for the Championship flight, while tough luck managed to keep the remaining member, George Harris, just outside the low thirty-two. Moore lost in the second round to the medalist, Chuck Kocsis, of Michigan. Ridley and Yates continued on until, when the time came for the semi-final round, Tech was assured of a place in the finals as these two had to meet one another. Yates was victorious, and the next day he defeated Ed White of Texas for the Championship. This is the second Intercollegiate Champion Tech has had. The first being Watts Gunn.
TENNIS

At the time this article is being written the Georgia Tech Tennis Team has played three matches. The team won the first match of the season with Fort Benning Officers, nine to one. In the second match, played with Davidson, Tech won easily to a score of seven to nothing. The last match to be played, with Mississippi State, was won by Tech, five to one.

That Tech has one of the best teams in the South was evidenced by the fact that it was invited to play an exhibition match against Alabama at the Sports Carnival held in Savannah during Easter.

Members of the team include Billy Reese, Captain and Number Five man in Intercollegiate ranking, Burtz Boulware, Hank Crawford, Fernandez-Morrell, Tommy Tumlin, Mac Keiser, Henry Swift, George Silva, and Marion Moody, Manager.

Left to Right: Moody, Keiser, Reese, Boulware, Morrell, Swift, Silva, Crawford.
T.M.D.'S
WITH APOLOGIES
Only One Standard of Quality

YOU MAY BUY THE FORD V-8 WITH DELUXE EQUIPMENT IF YOU PREFER—but EVERY FORD HAS THE SAME CHASSIS (112 IN. WHEELBASE • 123 IN. SPRINGBASE), THE SAME V-8 ENGINE • ALL-STEEL BODY • SAFETY-GLASS ALL AROUND • 6:00 X 16 IN. AIR-BALLOON TIRES

There is only one Ford V-8. Each car is mechanically the same, built to the same standard of quality. DeLuxe equipment is available for those who prefer it.

Every Ford V-8 gives you the same fine car performance and big car roominess. Comfort Zone riding has been engineered into the Ford V-8. All passengers now ride cradled between the axles on the full-floating 123 in. springbase.

Every single Ford V-8 owner gets the smooth performance of the powerful V-8 engine—the thrill of an "8" with the thrift of a "4". Every Ford V-8 owner gets safety-glass all around at no extra cost. All-steel welded body, 6:00 X 16 in. air-balloon tires are standard equipment on every Ford V-8. Fenders match the body color without extra charge.

Examine the new Ford V-8 feature by feature and you will agree that it is the biggest dollar value Ford has ever offered. And it is the most economical Ford ever built.

Select the model you prefer—with or without DeLuxe equipment. Either way you get a Ford V-8. Ford builds to only one standard of quality.

FORD V-8 $495 AND UP, F. O. B. DETROIT.

AUTHORIZED SOUTHEASTERN FORD DEALERS

ON THE AIR—Ford Symphony Orchestra, Sunday Evenings—Fred Waring. Thursday Evenings—Columbia Network. Saturday Evenings, Fred Waring, WSB.
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Esquire, Jr. THE MAGAZINE

Thanks to the real Esquire The staff wishes to take this opportunity to thank the publishers of Esquire for the use of many of their cuts and for allowing us to parody the magazine that has won its place in every home, club and rendezvous by its uniqueness in the presentation of fiction, humor, and genuine human interest. To Esquire we are deeply grateful for their kindness and cooperation.

To the students The Blue Print wishes to urge each student to keep in mind the advertisers in this book when buying in any of the many lines presented by the above firms. Each is a Tech supporter and has contributed much toward making this book a success.
THE RESONANCE AND THE WRATH

I DID IT

I am getting tired of being talked about the way I have in the last few months. I think that now is the time to put my foot down and admit that I did it or that I didn’t do it.

Ever since the ballot boxes were burned in an election of class officers or ‘sumpin—I have been the target for a great number of cutting and sarcastic remarks—accusing me of the terrible crime. If I did it, I would be proud of it and if I didn’t do it I would say that the accusations were monstrous. Now does that satisfy you.

I might as well say now that I’m quite a notorious character, but also a man who has background.

I have been at Tech for—let me see—I believe for about fifteen years. I’ve heard some of the finest lectures in the Chemistry and Physics and other of the ‘rubbish’ arts. In fact, I believe I did pass one of those chemistry courses of Dr. Boggs or Dr. Daniel—Chem 18 or 28 sometime in ’28 or ’29.

I expect to break into the limelight most anytime now. I’m sure that my many friends will be glad to hear this and will help place me in a position of responsibility.

As for the “ballot box affair”—I did it—I did it, and I’m proud of it. I’ll use it in my forthcoming campaign.

I just thought I’d take this opportunity to get things straight with you fellows.

Yours sincerely
George P. Burdell

IS MY FACE RED?

I must answer the party who called me from Wa. 7000 or Vernon 1400 or Jackson 1300. I am humiliated. Can you imagine the ingratitude of it all? And to the one man who is the best customer that any of them ever had, the man who for fifteen years has sipped the dregs of all the fine beverages from “Gilbey’s” to “Two Naturals.” What I’m trying to say is that this guy left a sample of his “new stuff” at one of my favorite houses. It was labeled: “Bottled in Bond-Bourbon.”

ME FOR PRESIDENT

Tech men, here’s your chance to have a man in politics. Well, we do need a few friends in the upper crust, don’t we?

I, George P. Burdell, do hereby and hereon declare myself a candidate for President of these here United States. I intend to run on a platform which is bound to please everybody.

I propose a platform of wet-dry principles. My suggestion will be to have everybody who wants prohibition to go to a state where they have “don’t have it,” and those that crave it should move to a state that “has it.”

This should please everyone. All the bootleggers—and I am their friend—may move to a dry state and they’ll be satisfied. You see, things are not so complicated after all.

My only regret is that I’m afraid that with my new affiliations I’ll have to leave my Alma Mater—Good Ole Tech. But my son, George P. Burdell, Jr., seems to have taken hold where I left off. I guess he’s just an anonymous like his papa.

Me for President—more for Tech.

Till we count the votes,
George P. Burdell, ’35
"To hell with the instruments—when my corn twitches there's a storm abrewin'"

Courtesy Esquire
THE GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY offers to young men of ability and ambition a training which will fit them for positions of responsibility and power. The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is the record which its alumni are making in the productive work of the world. Georgia Tech graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.

Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile, Chemical, Ceramic and Aeronautical Engineering, Architecture, Industrial Education and General Science.

Coast Artillery, Signal Corps, Infantry and Ordnance Units of the R. O. T. C., also Naval R. O. T. C.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, ADDRESS
THE REGISTRAR
Georgia School of Technology
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
"They're all waiting up for me—give me thirty more alibis"

Courtesy Esquire
"Well, stubborn, if you do decide to come out—
meet us in Palm Beach"  

Courtesy Esquire
Pure as Sunlight

The proof of its purity is in the testing. Twenty-two scientific tests for purity, covering every step in its preparation, safeguard this drink of natural flavors.

Coca-Cola Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.

It had to be good to get where it is
The Finals Maestro

Disclosing the merits of the Orchestra-Ozzie Nelson and Harriet Hilliard. The Organization selected for the final Dances---June 5, 6, and 7

by GEORGE P. BURDELL

As this issue of the Blue Print goes to press all eyes at Tech are turned to the final set of dances with Ozzie Nelson and his orchestra with beautiful Harriet Hilliard.

The dance committee headed by John Ridley is to be commended on two swell sets of dances. The first with Kay Kyser and now Ozzie Nelson, a work well done fellows.

OZZIE—is a graduate of the New Jersey Law School and Rutgers University. At Rutgers he was a member of the swimming and lacrosse teams, quarterback on the football team, and intercollegiate welterweight boxing champion. He was art editor of his college paper, president of the student council and held honors galore. He plays every instrument in the orchestra except the violin despite the fact that the violin is the only instrument that he ever had a lesson on.

HARRIET—is regarded as the tops in torch singers — her beautiful voice — her blonde loveliness and the best figure in radio are only a few of the things that have made her the top of the tops among female vocalists everywhere.

HARRIET—is regarded as the tops in torch singers — her beautiful voice — her blonde loveliness and the best figure in radio are only a few of the things that have made her the top of the tops among female vocalists everywhere.

THE BAND—The present fourteen men include the eight of the original Nelson Orchestra. They are featured Sundays over the NBC chain with Joe Penner, on the Bakers Broadcast. They are likewise featured twice a week over the entire CBS chain. They record for Brunswick and Vocalion. Their rise has been justly deserved. At present they are on top of the heap and are staying there.

THE STAFF—only hopes that this article will help to recall the happy moments at finals this year, or mayhaps help you to contemplate the best set of dances thus far at Tech. If we succeed in this we justly believe that our efforts in presenting the finals line-up will be more than justified.
“Brothah, you ain’t confessin’, you’s braggin’!”

Courtesy Esquire
"Why does this gun go pffft instead of boom?"

Courtesy Esquire
GEORGIA TECH
1935 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

OPPONENT

SEPT. 28
Presbyterian College

OCT. 5
Sewanee

OCT. 12
Kentucky

OCT. 19
Duke

OCT. 26
North Carolina

NOV. 2
Vanderbilt

NOV. 9
Auburn

NOV. 16
Alabama

NOV. 23
Florida

NOV. 30
Georgia

All Graduates are Extended a
Cordial Invitation to visit us.

Tech College Inn
IN ACADEMIC BUILDING

Cafeteria
Fountain Service
Toilet Articles
Fountain Pens

Balfour Jewelry
Books & Supplies
Pennants
Tech Stationery
"I'm sorry, lady, but this is one time I don't give a damn how I look."

Courtesy Esquire
"You’se can’t argue with a Harvard man"

Courtesy Esquire
"That reminds me—I forgot about that form letter that was to go out today"

Courtesy Esquire
The cover on this book is the product of an organization of specialists whose sole work is the creation of unusual covers for School Annuals, Set Books, Histories, Catalogues, Sales Manuals and other Commercial Publications.

THE DAVID J. MOLLOY CO.
2837 North Western Avenue
CHICAGO

THE MILK THAT HELPS BUILD BODIES AND BRAINS OF COLLEGE MEN

The Milk that Helps You Win the Battles of Life

Triple-Tested for Purity

ENGINEERS!
Bring Us Your Kodak Film for Expert Finishing
Correct Developing Means Better Pictures

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
183 PEACHTREE
ATLANTA

A Message to Textile Engineers
We wish to congratulate you on the completion of your college training, and to wish you much success in your chosen field.
Nopco Laboratories will continue to be at your service in any new field of endeavor.

National Oil Products Company
HARRISON, N. J.
BOSTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

The PACIFIC MUTUAL Life Insurance Company of California
FOUNDED 1868
LIFE INSURANCE and RETIREMENT ANNUITIES with Permanent and Total Disability Benefits
ACCIDENT and HEALTH
IS YOUR ACCIDENT AND HEALTH INSURANCE NON-CANCELABLE?

EMORY L. JENKS, '23
General Agent
1317 First National Bank Bldg.
ATLANTA
AMERICAN SERVICE CO.
Air Conditioned Ice Refrigerators

PHONES
Main 2400 : He. 2845 : Ra. 5178

De JARNETTE SUPPLY CO., INC.
Cement  Plaster  Lime
All Building Supplies

Phones Hemlock 3967-8
Office and Warehouse
10th St. & N. Boulevard  ATLANTA, GA.

CHILES COAL COMPANY
Serving Atlanta Coal Users for 12 Years
QUALITY COALS
PHONES MA. 1151-1152

THE VARSITY
Good Food  Cold Drinks
PARKING LOT

Barber Shop in Connection
55-61 NORTH AVENUE, N. W.

COMPLIMENTS
JERSEY ICE CREAM CO., Inc.

784 N. Highland Ave., N. E.
ATLANTA, Ga.
FRED E. SCANLING  Hemlock 8379

SCHWOBILT CLOTHES
George Raft says: "Forget the price and look at the quality"
THE SCHWOB COMPANY
91 Peachtree St., N. W.
ATLANTA  GEORGIA

THE VARSITY
Good Food  Cold Drinks
PARKING LOT

Barber Shop in Connection
55-61 NORTH AVENUE, N. W.

CHILES COAL COMPANY
Serving Atlanta Coal Users for 12 Years
QUALITY COALS
PHONES MA. 1151-1152

THE VARSITY
Good Food  Cold Drinks
PARKING LOT

Barber Shop in Connection
55-61 NORTH AVENUE, N. W.

COMPLIMENTS
JERSEY ICE CREAM CO., Inc.

784 N. Highland Ave., N. E.
ATLANTA, Ga.
FRED E. SCANLING  Hemlock 8379
SCHOOL or VACATION

TRAVEL BY RAIL
The Safest Way
"Get up, you dirty aristocrat"

Courtesy Esquire
TRY BOWLING...

...For Exercise - For Pleasure - For Health

Brings every muscle into play—great for steadying the nerves—plenty of excitement, too—not too strenuous for the girl friend.

Day or Night  Bowling 12c  Pin Boy Fee 3c

PARKING IN SAME BUILDING

Blick's Bowling Center

FOR RESERVATION
PHONE: WA. 5622

Entrances... 20 HOUSTON STREET...
PEACHTREE AT LOEW'S GRAND

Claud H. Hutcheson

BAGGING AND TIES
...for...
COVERING COTTON

JONESBORO : GEORGIA

Hunter Coal Company

909 Boulevard, N. E.

MAIN
3 6 8 8

We Appreciate Tech Business
FLOWERS

WHEN it is necessary to fill particular orders for particular people, it still is—and always will be—

Weinstock's Flower Shop
8 Peachtree
W.A. 0908-0909-0910

FULTON SUPPLY CO.
Industrial Textile Contractors
Supplies and Machinery
Atlanta, Ga. Ma. 3400

WE ARE NOTED FOR OUR FAMOUS MILK SHAKES

TECH COMMISSARY
Fountain Drinks
Quick Lunches Regular Meals
638 Cherry Street

SPRATLIN, HARRINGTON & THOMAS
Insurance Surety Bonds
72 Marietta Street, N. W.
Atlanta Georgia

Compliments of

W. H. GLENN

CLASS OF 1891

W. H. GLENN

COMPLIMENTS OF

A FRIEND OF GA. TECH

Fashion's Newest Things for College Men

RIGHT IN Style Quality Price

THE TECH SHOP
49 North Avenue, N. W.

Thousands of People Consistently RE-ORDER our Coals—
There Is a Reason

ATLANTIC ICE & COAL CO.
Phone Main 1900
Robert Fulton Hotel

"Atlanta's Best"

THE EXECUTIVE STAFF OF THE ROBERT FULTON HOTEL

Front row, left to right: JOHNNIE GRAY, Chief Clerk; *COLLINS BIRD, Assistant Manager; HARRY F. ZOBEL, Manager; *JOE BRINSON, Associate Manager; *JIMMY BURNS, Assistant Auditor; *JOHN WESLEY, Room Clerk; JACK CULLENS, Night Manager.

* Indicates Tech men.
Sigmund Eisner Company
RED BANK, N. J.

FURNISHERS OF THE OFFICIAL TECH UNIFORM FOR FRESHMEN, UPPER CLASSMEN, AND CADET OFFICERS.
“Well, well, my old school teacher—Howya, Skunk!”

Courtesy Esquire
Kiers Acid Tanks
Chemical Vessels
Stainless Steel
Nickel-Clad Steel
TUBES

Boilers
Stacks
Storage Tanks
Elevated Tanks
Welded Products
PIPE

E. G. COLE,
'03

BRYAN BLACKBURN,
'04

SOUTHERN TAILORS
ATLANTA, GA.
TUXEDOES AND FULL DRESS SUITS
FOR RENT COMPLETE.
9 Auburn Ave. WALNUT 2688

Our clothes are made to fit YOU.
See us for workmanship and price.

TECH'S TEXTILE DEPT.
... uses ...
Wolf Brand

SPECIALIZED
TEXTILE CHEMICALS

JACQUES WOLF & CO.
Manufacturing Chemist
PASSAIC, N. J.

10 YARDS
For Quick Service
JACKSON 5000
Campbell Coal Company

YANCEY BROS.
ROAD MACHINERY
... and ...
CONTRACTORS
634 Whitehall ATLANTA, Ga.

THE JELlico COAL CO., INC.
Coal for Your Particular Needs
TEN PRYOR STREET BUILDING
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Telephone MAIN 4100

THE JELlico COAL CO., INC.
Coal for Your Particular Needs
TEN PRYOR STREET BUILDING
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Telephone MAIN 4100

THE JELlico COAL CO., INC.
Coal for Your Particular Needs
TEN PRYOR STREET BUILDING
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
Telephone MAIN 4100

10 YARDS
For Quick Service
JACKSON 5000
Campbell Coal Company

Our clothes are made to fit YOU.
See us for workmanship and price.

SOUTHERN TAILORS
ATLANTA, GA.
TUXEDOES AND FULL DRESS SUITS
FOR RENT COMPLETE.
9 Auburn Ave. WALNUT 2688

Our clothes are made to fit YOU.
See us for workmanship and price.

SOUTHERN TAILORS
ATLANTA, GA.
TUXEDOES AND FULL DRESS SUITS
FOR RENT COMPLETE.
9 Auburn Ave. WALNUT 2688

SOUTHERN TAILORS
ATLANTA, GA.
TUXEDOES AND FULL DRESS SUITS
FOR RENT COMPLETE.
9 Auburn Ave. WALNUT 2688
Specially Selected
Starches  \textbullet\  Dextrines  \textbullet\  Gums
Sugars and Syrups
...for...
The Textile Trade

Our research department will be glad to furnish additional information regarding the types and uses of these and other products as applied to the special needs of the Textile Industry. Write to

Corn Products Refining Company
17 Battery Place  \textbullet\  New York City
\textbullet\  Branch Offices
Greenville, S. C.  \textbullet\  Boston, Mass.
COMPLIMENTS
OF
PEACOCK MARKET
... and ... 
NEW YORK MARKET

NEXT TO YOURSELF LIKE
WHITE & GOLD
Cleaned Clothes

BASEMENT TECH "Y"
PHONE HE. 8740

"Remember the day with snapshots"
Your college days are soon over
but snapshots live forever
Leave your film at one of our SNAPSHOT
SERVICE STATIONS
If we make the print it's made on
"VELOX"
Phone or write for your nearest dealer
LYLE & GASTON, INC.
"Our Business Is Developing"
WA. 7288 P. O. Box 4265, ATLANTA

HERFF-JONES SERVICE
ON GEORGIA TECH SENIOR RINGS

ALUMNI

Who Have Not Yet
Ordered Rings—
We will make up rings for any gradu-
ating year at regular prices.
School ruling is that every application
for ring must be approved by Alumni
Secretary before order is filled.

REPAIRS

on injured rings furnished by us.
Every ring is guaranteed against defec-
tive workmanship and material or will be
replaced with no charge.
If injured through fault of owner, we
will repair at actual cost of materials. Be
sure to send to Herff-Jones for all re-
pairs.

INFORMATION NEEDED FOR ORDERING

NAME :
ADDRESS :
DEGREE :
COURSE :
YEAR :
STONE :
SIZE

Yellow, Green or White Gold and Any Special Encrusting in Stone

HERFF-JONES COMPANY
College Jewelers
Indianapolis, Indiana

H. S. CANFIELD, Georgia Representative
1560 North Decatur Road, N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia

"DESIGNER AND OFFICIAL JEWELER OF GEORGIA TECH RING"
Down, but not out!"

Courtesy Esquire
1844—Over Ninety Years a Synonym for Security—1935

STATE MUTUAL LIFE ASSURANCE CO. OF WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS INC.—1844

HENRY M. POWELL
General Agent
408-10 Healey Bldg.
Tel. WALNUT 5501

"A FRIEND"

"Scientia Hangover"

"Public Speaking"—Rainey

In Appreciation of Your Patronage . . . .
STYLE : QUALITY : WORKMANSHIP
$24.75 and Up
"DRESS CHANGES THE MANNER"

. . . See . . .
"BILL" FINCH
Tech Representative
The Hamilton Tailoring Co.
104 HURT BLDG.
WA. 9039

COMPLIMENTS
OF
NICHOLS CONTRACTING COMPANY
Compliments of

DOCTORS of ATLANTA

Friendly to Georgia Tech

STANDARD PHARMACY
Georgia Tech's Official Druggist

HE. 1503-1504 WE DELIVER E. F. Cox : T. L. White COR. NORTH AVENUE AND LUCKIE

First Impressions Are Important in Everything—Including Annuals.

WETHER a protracted stay, a football visit, a fraternity dance, or a "bull session," you will find service, comfort, friendliness at our hotels.

Dinkler Hotels, Inc.
CARLING DINKLER
President and Gen. Manager

DIRECTING

THE ANSLEY
Atlanta
JEFFERSON DAVIS
Montgomery
ANDREW JACKSON
Nashville

TUTWILER
Birmingham

ST. CHARLES
New Orleans
Specialists
IN ANNUAL PHOTOGRAPHY

STANLEY STUDIOS
ATLANTA
GEORGIA

Official Photographers for
1935 BLUE PRINT
THE MARK THAT IDENTIFIES THE SOUTH'S FINEST YEARBOOKS

HOTO-PROCESS ENGRAVING CO.
15-119 LUCKIE STREET ★ ATLANTA GEORGIA
A known factor in the formula for a successful annual is the service of Foote & Davies Company where every detail of the processes of creating, planning, layout and design, typesetting, printing, lithography, and binding is done in one plant by expert craftsmen using the finest of materials.